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Abstract
Intermodal cooperation, instead of face-to-face competition between air and rail systems, could
achieve a more effective system for intercity passengers. Two distinct types of rail-air intermodal
service are analyzed in this thesis. In transcontinental or international market rail can provide
the short-to-mid distance 'feeder" leg to airport hub. Intercity trains could function as a
comfortable, productive and reliable feeder service to airport hub with similar or even shorter
trip time than feeder flights in short-mid distance corridor. This could not only enlarge the
customer base for rail system, but also allow airports to release capacity both landside and
airside. Better intermodal cooperation could also improve accessibility to intermediate regions
where no aviation service is available. In large metro areas with multiple airports, a second
type of intermodal cooperation is desirable, better rail connections to the urban core could
provide faster and more reliable access/egress service to downtown residents than driving,
taking a taxi, or riding the bus. Strong connections among neighboring airports provide a
physical opportunity for them to function as a unique hub. Strong intermodal connection is not
only a convenience, but also a necessity for a successful intermodal system. Rail gets almost
none of the share of feeder service to an air hub without a good connection. With a good
connection, rail can be competitive with air for the first (or last) leg of long journey through a
hub. High cost for rail system construction, intermodal management and operation, safety and
security concerns associated with intermodal transferring are always the major constraints for
rail-air intermodalism implementation. Technologies, not necessary new, could not only release
the constraints but also enhance the efficiency of the intermodal system. In many cases, making
the intermodal connection quicker and easier will be much more beneficial to customers than
increases in train speed. When congestions and delays challenge major airports to expand
capacity, rail-air intermodalism is feasible or necessary if the investment requirements are
reasonable.
Thesis Supervisor: Carl D. Martland
Title: Senior Research Associate, Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the near future, linking aviation and rail systems to form a more efficient and seamless
intermodal system will not only be a convenience, but a necessity. Rail-air intermodal
cooperation could provide efficient, attractive and economically feasible solutions to the
difficulties that hamper the sustainable development of aviation systems around the world: (1)
congestion and delays challenge major airports to expand capacity both landside and airside; (2)
environmental and social concerns force new airports to be built further and further away from
urban centers, making them less accessible for many travelers. (3) security measures necessary to
reduce the risks of terrorist attacks increase costs for operators and inconvenience air travelers.
Cooperation, rather than face-to-face competition, can achieve a more efficient system as a
whole. By 2003, more than 120 airports worldwide had constructed or were considering rail links
to the greater metropolitan regions. In the United States, 10 air-rail links were in engineering or
construction phases, with completion expected by the end of 2010. Ten similar projects were in
planning stages. By the end of this decade, 8 of the nation's top 10 airports will be served by rail
transit agencies-.
In this thesis, two distinct types of intermodal cooperation are examined. In transcontinental or
international markets, rail can provide the short-to-mid distance "feeder" leg to the airport hub.
Intercity trains could function as a comfortable, productive and reliable feeder service with
similar or even shorter trip time than feeder flights; this would not only enlarge the customer
base for the rail system, but also allow airports to release capacity both landside and airside.
Better intermodal cooperation would also improve accessibility to intermediate regions where no
aviation service is available. In large metro areas with multiple airports, a second type of
intermodal cooperation is desirable. Better rail connections to the urban core could provide faster
and more reliable access/egress service to downtown residents than driving, taking a taxi or
riding the bus. Strong connections among neighboring airports provide a physical opportunity for
them to function as a unique hub.
The concept of utility is used in this study to calculate the ranges of distances through which
intermodalism would be effective and to examine the sensitivity of system performance to key
design factors. Due to the different values of times for different types of travelers in different trip
segments, when the length of on-board time is reasonable, business travelers would prefer to
enjoy a more productive and more comfortable journey, while vacationers and students with low
values of time are more sensitive to direct OOP cost. Smooth and safe intermodal transfers will
be important for all types of customers.
Benefit/cost analysis is used to examine the efficiency and feasibility of certain improvements on
intermodal system. The high cost for land and construction is always the biggest constraint for
successful implementation of a new rail system. However, these costs should be justified not
only by the potential profitability for the railway, but also by the potential benefits for aviation
system.
Annabelle Boyd and Jim Caton, "Securing Intermodal Connections: Meeting The Challenges of Rail-Aviation Passengers
Facilities", BCG Transportation Group. Inc, September 11, 2001
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If an efficient physical connection is available, intermodal cooperation could achieve substantial
benefits for both rail and air sides. Technologies, not necessarily new, could not only release the
constraints but also enlarge the benefits for the intermodal system. The efficiency and feasibility
of particular technical improvements are dependent on both the degree of system performance
improvement and the associated costs and difficulties of implementation. In many cases, making
the intermodal connection quicker and easier will be much more beneficial to customers than
increases in train speed.
This thesis will mainly analyze the effectiveness of rail-air intermodalism on the improvement of
system performance from customers' viewpoint, and the economical feasibility and efficiency of
the intermodal system implementation from system providers' viewpoint. There are other issues
related to intermodal cooperation that go beyond the scope of this thesis. Intermodal
management and operation, new safety and security concerns, intermodal pricing strategies, and
marketing strategies that attract travelers to new service will be needed to achieve and to market
effective intermodal cooperation.
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2.COMPETITIVENESS OF RAIL IN CORRIDOR MARKET
Travelers' mode choice is based upon direct out-of-pocket cost, travel times and qualitative
issues concerning the trip, including convenience, comfort, productivity, reliability and safety. A
utility model is used to quantify these factors in monetary terms, producing "disutility" result for
each travel option. A LOGIT model is then used to estimate the mode splits in certain market
segments.
This thesis is part of a larger project-"Identifying Critical Technologies For The International
Railroad Industry"-that conducted for International Union of Railways (UIC) by Center of
Transportation Studies, Massachusetts Institute Of Technology. Utility analysis is one of the
basic methodologies in this project to quantify the impact of technical improvements on system
performance from the customer's viewpoint. The basic idea of a detailed utility model was first
developed in the "Working Paper 2002-02" reported for UIC -"Performance-Based Technology
Scanning For Intercity Passenger System"". It was found that different activities during the
course of trip has markedly different utilities for travelers, ranging from highly positive to highly
negative. While same activities could have much different values for different types of travelers.
In corridor market, aviation and highway modes are the primary competitors to rail. Each of
them has their own preferred markets. Driving an auto is the best option for short-distance trips
because it is flexible, convenient and cheap. As distances increase, rail and air become more and
more competitive. Although air has huge speed-advantages, it is much less accessible to
downtown residents than the other modes and requires long fixed times for taking off and
landing. A conventional intercity train operating at less than 100 mph could achieve a similar or
even shorter trip time than air in short-to-mid distance corridors. Moreover, rail provides better
allocation of trip time. In longer distance corridors, air would dominate the business market,
while some travelers with low value of time would still be likely to use rail and highway because
of the lower direct out-of-pocket cost.
In this Chapter, the competitiveness analysis for rail service in the corridor market is based upon
prior work reported in WP 2002-02. Similar utility analyses and LOGIT model will be used in
this study with several differences on inputs and assumptions (Refer to Section 2.1).
Carl. D Martland, Lexcie Lu, Dalong Shi and Joseph M. Sussman, " Performance-Based Technology :>canning For Intercity
Passenger System", UIC/MIT-WP-2002-02, July 2002.
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2.1 Preliminary Utility Model
Let's start with a 200-mile corridor as the base case, a distance long enough for rail to be
competitive with auto and short enough to be competitive with air. As indicated in Diagram 2.1,
region 1 and region 2 are two major metro regions. Unique railway station locates at downtown
area of each region, while the airports locate at suburban areas.
Diagram 2.1: 200-Mile Intercity Corridor
4. F1 i ght 4.
Airport 1 Airport 2
Fbgi on 1 Pegi on 2
2.1.1 Primary Competing Modes
In this corridor, Conventional intercity train is competing with Air and highway modes for
intercity travelers. Air is much faster, but expensive and less accessible to downtown residents,
while highway modes are slow, but cheap, convenient and flexible. Compared with highway
services, rail and air have more common characteristics in terms of operation, ownership, scale
and management. Both air and rail services are big public transit systems, while highway service
mainly refers to driving a private auto (or rental car) in some developed countries and intercity
bus service in others:
" Bus travel is much simpler than air and rail, as the terminal time and amenities are minimal.
The in-vehicle trip time depends on the highway conditions and the number of intermediate
stops. Bus could provide more comfortable seats than planes, and could go wherever the
highway network is available.
* Driving a private auto is the most flexible, in some cases the most comfortable, and usually
appears to be the cheapest, especially for group traveling. The trip time depends on highway
condition and trip distance.
" Travel by rental car often happens in developed countries, and is scarcely used in developing
countries. The cost depends on the rental rate, number of travel days, and trip distance.
Highway service varies greatly across the world. In some developing countries, auto ownership
is low and roads are poorly developed or highly congested, where bus is the dominant intercity
highway service and is too slow to be viable competitor for air and rail service except for short
trips. In some developed countries, such as North America, auto ownership is high and the
highway system is well developed. Travel by auto is convenient and cheap, which makes it a
strong competitor to trains and planes even in long distance market. In some other developed
countries, such as in Europe and Japan, even though they also have high private auto ownership,
auto travel requires much higher out-of-pocket cost than in North America beco-use of high tolls
and fuel taxes. In China, because of the increasing auto ownership and fast developing highway
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network, railways are losing market share to autos and bus. Travel by rental-car requires well-
developed auto-rental companies with broadly spreading service network, which could be almost
as convenient and flexible as driving a private auto with higher cost.
Obviously, for rail and air service, the strongest competition from highway service happens at
North America, where travel by auto is cheap, convenient and broadly used. To simply the
analysis, driving a private auto is selected as the unique highway service.
2.1.2 Trip Time Calculation
Due to the different utilities for different activities during the course of trip, utility model divided
the entire trip into two major segments: in-vehicle and out-of-vehicle. For corridor travelers, the
out-of-vehicle time is further divided into two periods:
1. Access Period. The period from the intermediate point that travelers leave home (office) to
the immediate point after boarding on the vehicle.
2. Distribution Period. The period from the immediate point before exiting from vehicle to the
intermediate point arriving at destination.
When driving an auto, the times spent on access period and distribution period are assumed to be
zero. If travel by rail or air, corridor travelers need to take taxi, drive an auto, or ride the bus to
access to and egress from terminals. To simplify the utility model, taxi is selected as the uniform
access/egress mode to rail and air service.
As Table 2.1 indicates, the three modes have a similar total trip time in the 200-mile corridor
(around 4.7 hour). Most of the inputs for trip time calculation are same as those in WP 2002-02,
with two different places:
* Taxi Time to or (from) terminals. In WP 2002-02, such time is assumed to be 0.75-hour for
air and 0.5 for rail respectively. In this study, to examine the accessibility of aviation and
rail system, it is assumed that downtown residents require take 15-mile taxi to airport,
while 4-mile to downtown railway station. Considering the congestion and delays by traffic
lights in metro areas, the average speed of taxi is assumed to be 25-mph.
* In-vehicle time: In WP 2002-02, it is assumed that air requires 0.2-hour per 100-mile, train
requires 1.25-hour per 100-mile, and auto requires 2-hour per 100-mile. In this study, To
examine the relationships among operation speed, average speed and number of
intermediate stops, the in-vehicle trip time for air and rail is calculated as following:
In-vehicle time = NT+ TL at DT + TL at IT+ TL at AT
1. NT: Net In-vehicle time= In-vehicle one-way distance / Operation Speed. Operation speed refers to the
speed that vehicles are operated under normal condition (without any speed limit), which could be close to
top speed.
2. TL at DT: Time loss At Departure Terminal. It is assumed to be 0.2 hour for intercity train, which is
comprised of the waiting time for departing, departing terminal under speed limit and accelerating time. For
Air, it is assumed to be 0.5 in the base case, which is comprised of time loss at taxiways and time for taking
off.
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3. TL at IT: Time loss at intermediate stops= No. Of stops * Time-loss per stop. For intercity train, Time-loss
per intermediate stop is assumed to be 0.3 hour in the base case, which comprised of necessary times for
passenger service, maintenance, loco changing, accelerating, decelerating, and so on.
4. TL at AT: time loss at arrival terminal, which is similar to TL at DT.
Table 2.1: Calculating Trip Time In The Base Case, By Modes
Air
(H ou r)
D irect dis tan ce (m ile) 200
C ir cuitr y 1
In-vehicle on e-way dis tance (m ile) 200
0 Deration S Deed (mile/hour) 500
A ccess Period
Res erv atio n s (h ou rs)
Taxi time to Terminal
Taxi speed (mile/hour)
Taxi in -veh icle distan ce
Bu ffer time Fo r A cces s U nreliability
T ime at T erminal
Pro ces s time
Q ueue time
A vailable time in station
B o a rd in g tim e
Total A ccess Tim e
In-vehicle P eriod
N et in -vehicle time (hour)
T ime-loss at Departure Terminal
T ime-lo ss at intermed iate Stops
Number of interm ediate stops
Time loss per intermediate stop (hour)
T ime-loss A t A rrival Terminal
Total in-vehicle tim e-
D istribution P eriod
Exit time From Vehicle
Picking up baggage
Access to Taxi
Taxi-Time to Destination
Taxi speed (mile/hour)
Taxi in -vehicle distance
Total Distribution time
Total Trip Time
0 .2 5
0 .6
25
1 5
0 .3
1 .1
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.2
2 .25
0.4
0.5
0
0.5
1 .4
0.2
0
0.2
0.6
25
1 5
1
4.65
R ail
(H ou r)
200
1.1
220
100
0 .25
0 .1 6
25
4
0 .2
0 .3
0
0
0.2
0.1
0 .9 1
2.2
0.2
0.9
3
0.3
0.2
3 .5
0.1
0
0.1
0.16
25
4
0 .3 6
4.77
A u to
(H our)
200
1.15
230
50
0
4.6
0
0
0
0
0
4 .6
0
0
0
0
0
4.6
2.1.3 Direct OOP Cost Calculation
Same as in WP2002-02, the fare structures for different services
0
0
0
S
are assumed as following:
Intercity Train: It requires 25$ fixed charge plus 0.3$ per person mile for trip distance
Air: It requires 100 $ fixed charge plus 0.5$ per mile for trip distance.
Driving Auto: the Direct OOP cost is assumed to be 0.3$ per mile without fixed charge.
Taxi fee: the cost is assumed to be $1 per mile. When access to or egress from airports,
there is a $4 fixed charge for "Airport Users Charge"
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Based on these assumptions, Table 2.2 indicates that for the 200-mile trip, air is the most
expensive option ($238), driving an auto is the least expensive option ($69), and rail is in the
middle ($99).
Table 2.2: Calculating Direct OOP Cost, by modes
Air Rail Auto
Access period
Fix charge (US$) $4.00 $0.00
$ per mile $1.00 $1.00
Taxi distance 15.00 4.00
Total Charge for access period $19.00 $4.00
In-vehicle period
Fixed fare (US$) $100.00 $25.00
Fare per mile $0.50 $0.30 $0.30
In-vehicle one-way distance 200 220 230
Discount Rate 100% 100%
Total charge for in-vehicle period $200.00 $91.00 $69.00
Distribution period
Fix charge $4.00 $0.00
$ per mile $1.00 $1.00
Taxi Distance 15.00 4.00
Total Charge for access period $19.00 $4.00
Total Direct OOP Cost (US $) $238.00 $99.00 $69.00
2.1.4 Values of Times And In-Vehicle Time Utilization
The concept of value of time has been developed and applied in WP 2002-02, which quantifies
the trip time and qualitative issues during the course of trip in monetary terms to directly
compare with the direct OOP cost. A sample will demonstrate how this concept can be applied.
If travel by rail or air, business executives with an average billable rate of $100/hour and a salary
of $50 per hour will view the value of time for each trip segment as following:
" Value of Out-of-vehicle time: Out-of-vehicle time includes the times for taking taxi or
driving an auto to or from terminals, waiting and processing at terminals, boarding / exiting
from vehicles, buffer for access unreliability, etc. Compared with the time spent moving in a
vehicle, these times are unproductive, uncomfortable and stressful. It should certainly have
negative utility. It is hypothesized that travelers would likely be willing to pay as much as the
hourly salary to reduce one hour of such time. Therefore, the value of such time is assumed
to be $50 per hour.
* Value of in-vehicle time spent on working. If it is billable time, it could be valued at the
billing rate, say $100 per hour.
* Value of in-vehicle time spent on entertainment: Travelers could spend part of in-vehicle
time watching TV, reading magazines, or eating. Such time is assumed to have a neutral
value ($0/hour value of time)
* Value of in-vehicle time spent on rest or other activities. This time cannot be as comfortable
as at home and may have negative utility. It is assumed the value of such time is equal to
40% of salary, i.e. $20 per hour.
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0 Opportunity cost. Basically, the shorter the travel time, the better for the travelers. Early
arrival may allow business travelers to catch an important meeting, may allow the students
attend a commencement party, or may allow vacation travelers spend more time on the
journey site. While latter departure may allow less disruption in their sleeping patterns or
spend more time with their family. It is assumed that for business executive, the opportunity
cost for travel time is $150 per hour.
If driving an auto, business travelers is assumed to have neutral value of time for entertainment
in the auto, and have $40 per hour of value of time for driving and other activities.
The value of time for each trip segment will vary with the purpose of the trip and the types of
travelers. Same as in WP 2002-02, four typical market segments are classified:
" Business Executives with the highest value of time
* General Business Travelers. The Value of time is assumed to be 50% of that for business
executives.
" Vacation Travelers. The value of time is Assumed to be 25% of that for business executives
" Student Travelers. The value of time is assumed to be 10% of that for business executives.
Table 2.3 indicates the initial assumptions on values of times for different trip segments and the
utilization of in-vehicle time. It is assumed that if travel by rail or air, business travelers would
spend 25% of in-vehicle time on entertainment and 75% for working, while vacation and student
travelers would spend 60% for entertainment and 40% for rest and other activities. If driving an
auto, it is assumed that all types of travelers would spend 10% of in-vehicle time for
entertainment and 90% for other activities.
Table 2.3: Values of Times and In-Vehicle Time Utilization, By Modes & market Segments
VO For V017 For In-Vehicle Tin Oportunity In-Vehie'Iime Uilization
Out-o(-whicle For work For Enter For Others Cost % For work % For Enter % for Rest
Trawl By Air
Business Fxecutive $50.00 -$100.00 $0.00 $20.00 $150.00 75% 25/
Business General $25.00 -$50.00 $0.00 $10.00 $75.00 75% 250/c
Vacation $12.50 -$25.00 $0.00 $5.00 $37.50 60% 40/
Student $5.00 -$10.00 $3.00 $2.00 $15. 00 60% 400/
Trawl By Rail
Business Fxecutive $50.00 -$100.00 $0.00 $20.00 $150.00 75% 250/c
Business Ceneral $25.00 -$50.00 $3.00 $10.00 $75.00 75% 250/c
Vacation $12.50 -$25.00 $300 $5.00 $37.50 60% 400/c
Student $5.00 -$10.00 $3.00 $2.00 $15. 00 600/ 40/c
Trawl By Auto
Business Executive $50.00 -$100.00 $0.00 $40.00 $150.00 100/a 900/C
Business General $25.00 -$50.00 $0.00 $20.00 $75.00 100/ 900/
Vacation $12.50 -$25.00 $0.00 $10.00 $37. 50 100/a 900/C
Student $5.00 -$10.00 $3.00 $4.00 $15. 00 100/ 90/C
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2.1.5 Disutility And Mode Splits
In the preliminary utility model, the disutility generated from each trip segment is comprised of
disutility of the time, the opportunity cost for such time and the necessary direct OOP cost. The
first two parts are directly related to the length of trip time and the assumed values of times in
each segment, while the direct OOP cost is mainly refer to the fare that set by operators. "Net
Utility (Disutility) Of time" (NDT) is introduced as a concept to analyze the effect of trip time
and related value of time to final disutility results and therefore the mode splits. NDT for each
trip segment is calculated as following:
NDT = Disutility of time + opportunity cost of the time
For example, if business executives travel by rail, the time at access period is 0.91-hour. The
disutility of this time is calculated by multiplying the time with the assumed value of time (0.91
hour * $50/hour = $45.5), which is equal to $45.5. The Opportunity Cost for such time is equal
to $136.5 (0.91 hour * $150/hour = $136.5). Therefore the NDT for access period is $182 for
business executives. ($45.5 +$136.5 = $182)
Using the detailed inputs concerning travel time, values of times and direct OOP cost, as shown
in above sections, Table 2.4 indicates that although the three modes have similar total trip time in
the 200-mile corridor, negative and onerous out-of-vehicle time takes around 50% of the trip
time for air option, which makes air largely lose its competitiveness to the other two modes.
Because of the better allocation and utilization of trip time, rail is the best choice for business
travelers. It also indicates that the lower the assumed values of times, the more weights the direct
OOP cost to the final disutility results. Driving an auto is the best choice for vacation and student
travelers because it is cheapest.
Table 2.4: Disutility Calculating In Base Case, By Modes & Market Segments
In-ve hicle D is tribution Direct OO P
Access Period Period period Cost Sum
Travel Time (Hour)
Air 2.25 1.4 1 4.65
Rail 0.91 3.5 0.36 4.77
A uto 0 4.6 0 4.6
Disutility of Business Executive, By modes
Air $450 $112 $200 $238 $1,000
Rail $182 $280 $72 $99 $633
Auto $0 $856 $0 $69 $925
Disutility of Business General, By modes
Air $225 $56 $100 $238 $619
Rail $91 $140 $36 $99 $366
Auto $0 $428 $0 $69 $497
Disutility of Vacation, by modes
Air $113 $55 $50 $238 $456
Rail $46 $138 $18 $99 $301
A uto $0 $214 $0 $69 $283
Disutility Of Student, by modes
Air $45 $22 $20 $238 $325
Rail $18 $55 $7 $99 $180
A uto $0 $86 $0 $69 $155
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Based on the disutility results, LOGIT model is used to estimate the mode splits for each market
segment. The function is shown as following:
Market Share = (e-disutility of Option i/scale factor) / I e-disutility of Option j/ Scale factor)
Same as in WP2002-02, the scale factor was assumed to be 25% of the average disutility of the
mode with lowest disutility for each market segment. This factor determines how strongly mode
shares vary with the relative utilities. If the disutility of two modes is within 5 or 10% of, they
each have a sizable market share. If the disutility of one mode is much greater, then it has a very
minor share of the market. Exhibit 2.1 indicates that rail dominates the business market for the
200-mile trip, while could capture around 40% of vacation and student travelers. Overall market
share is around 2/3 for rail option, around a quarter for auto option, and air has a minor share in
this corridor market.
Exhibit 2.1-Disutility and Mode Split in Base Case, By Modes
Disutility for each market segment, by modes
Market Segments Air Rail Auto % Of Travelers
Business Executive $1, 000 $633 $925 250%
Business General $619 $366 $497 350%
Vacation $456 $301 $283 250/c
Student $325 $180 $155 150/c
Market Share by M arket Segments (% of travelers in each Segment taking each mode)
Business Executive 2% 95%
Business General 5% 77%
Vacation 7% 42%
Student 8% 40%
4%
18%
51%
52%
Total
100. 00/c
100. 00/c
100. 00/C
100. 00/c
Market Share (market share of segment multiplied by % of travelers in this segment)
Business Executive 0% 24% 1%
Business General 2% 27% 6%
Vacation 2% 10% 13%
Student 1% 6% 8%
Total M arke t share for each mode 5% 67% 28% 100. 00/c
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2.2 Sensitivity Analysis
As indicated in the preliminary utility model, disutility generated from each trip segment is
comprised of NDT and direct OOP cost. NDT varies with the length and characteristics of each
trip segment, while direct OOP cost is dependant on the price strategy of operators and the trip
distance. In the 200-mile corridor, Figure 2.1 indicates that the NDT from out-of-vehicle periods
is the dominant part of NDT for air, while it has much less weight for rail option. Given the
certain location of terminals and efficiency of ground service, out-of-vehicle time is kind of fixed
time when travel by rail or air, while the in-vehicle time varies with the trip distance, operation
speed and number of intermediate stops. As distances increase, the NDT from in-vehicle
segment would become more and more weight to the final disutility results and therefore mode
splits. Because of the huge speed-advantages, the NDT of air option is much less sensitive to the
change of distance than the other modes.
Figure 2.1: Disutility Distribution In Base Case
By Modes & Market Segments
Ai r Rai I Aut o
Busi ness Travel er s, Execut i ve ( Hi gh VOT)
45% 11% 9%
20% w1 4
Busi ness Travel er s, Gener al ( INdi um VOT)
27%% 
2 5% 
0%10%
16% %38 6
__Vocat ion (Low VOT)38
73% 1 4 
250%%15% 
3 % 4% 
6
30%
54% 
10%
7 % 45%%
~10% 6%0 31
14%%
Ei WOT- Fr om Access Per iod El NDT- Fr om Di st ri but i on Per iod
ND'1T- Fr om I nVehi ci e Per iod El D r ect (XP Cost
Figure 2.1 also indicates that the lower the assumed values of times, the more weight of direct
OOP cost to disutility results. In the 200-mile corridor, rail is the best choice for business
travelers because of its better allocation of trip time, while driving an auto is the best choice for
vacation and student travelers because it is cheapest. Under certain price structures, distance is
the only variable to determine the direct OOP cost for air and rail option. However, if driving an
auto, the direct OOP cost is not linear to the change of distance. When trip distance increases, the
cost for auto option could jump to a high levei. It is because auto travelers are not possible to
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drive all the way and have to stop for food, rest and fuel. Such additional time and cost are not
considered in the preliminary model. In summary, mode splits in corridor market depend on the
following key factors:
* Performance of competitors
" Direct OOP cost
" Length and Allocation of trip time
" Utilization of In-vehicle time
" Assumed values of times
Obviously, most of the above factors directly relate to the travel distance. Based on the same
assumptions on out-of-vehicle time, utilization of in-vehicle time and values of times, as in
preliminary utility model, Figure 2.2 indicates that in short distance market (<=100 mile), auto
option dominates the market and few travelers would likely to use air service. As distance
increasing, both rail and air become more and more abstractive. When distance is longer than
500 miles, auto almost drops out the market. As distance increases to 400 mile, the market share
for rail service drops steadily, while air share keep increasing. Because of speed-advantage, air
would dominate the longer distance market. The overall market share breakeven distance
between air and rail is around 700-miles. Although such a high breakeven distance appeared in
some developing countries, like China, where aviation is much more expensive and less
accessible than rail service, it has never been seen in North America. The calculations in Figure
2.2 are based upon the same assumptions on the values of times and in-vehicle time utilization as
in the preliminary utility model, which are reasonable in short-to-mid distance market, but weak
for a longer distance trip. It is because that when in-vehicle time is too long (longer than 8-hour),
most travelers would feel tired, stressful and onerous, no matter how to utilize such time. It is not
likely to produce positive utilities to travelers, as assumed in preliminary utility model. Since the
purpose of utility analyses in this thesis is to understand how utility is likely to affect system
performance from customer's viewpoint, the assumptions made in the utility model are not to
calibrate the model, as a demand-modeling thesis would have done.
Figure 2.2: Sensitivity of Distance to mode Splits
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In addition to the base case, six cases, similar as in WP 2002-02, are investigated to examine the
effectiveness and sensitivity of key factors to compttitiveness of rail service in corridor market
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The first two cases relate to the performance and strategy of competitors, which aim at capturing
higher market share:
* Case 2.1---Discount Air Fares
" Case 2.2---Business Air Shuttle
The next three cases address the possible responses of railway to above improvements on
aviation:
* Case 2.3---Lower Rail fares
* Case 2.4---Rail In-vehicle time reducing: Higher Speed Vs Fewer intermediate Stops
* Case 2.5---Easy Access
Sometimes a group is traveling:
* Case 2.6---Two or more passengers traveling as a group
o Case 2.1-Discount Air Fare
During non-peak demand periods, or when a new air carrier enters the market, air operators
would usually provide discount for travelers to attract more passengers. It is assumed that the
airfare discount rate is 50%. Under current condition, Exhibit 2.2 indicates that the overall rail
share is still more than 60%, while air share is increased to around 14%.
Exhibit 2.2-Disutility and Mode Split in Case 2.1, By Modes
Summary: Air Fare Discount Rate= 50%
Market Segments Air Rail Auto % of Travelers
Business Executive $900 $633 $925 25%
Business General $519 $366 $497 35%
Vacation= $356 $301 $283 25%
Student $225 $180 $155 150/c
Market Share by Market Segments (% of travelers in each Segment taking each mode)
Total
Business Executive 5% 92% 4% 100%
Business General 13% 71% 16% 100%
Vacation 20% 36% 44% 100%
Student 21% 34% 45% 100%
Market Share (market share of segment multiplied by % of travelers in this segment)
Business Executive 1% 23% 1%
Business General 5% 25% 6%
Vacation 5% 9% 11%
Student 3% 5% 7%
Overall Mode Splits 14% 62% 24% 100. 00%
Compared with base case, Figure 2.3 indicates that the 50% discount rate makes the overall air
share increase by 8%, while rail share is slightly decreased.
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Figure 2.3: Mode Splits
Base Case Vs. "Discount Air Fare" Case
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Figure 2.4 indicates that the lower the value of time, the more sensitive to the airfare discount
rate. Because the distance is too short for air to make trip time much different to other modes, the
airfare discount has less effect for business travelers than vacation and student travelers. The
50% of discount could attract 3% more business executive travelers to air service, while around
13% more student travelers.
Figure 2.4: Air Market Share,
Base Case Vs. "Discount Air Fare" Case
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Given the certain airfare discount rate, the longer the trip distance, the more cost savings for air
travelers. Figure 2.5 indicates that 50% discount rate would shorten breakeven distance between
air and rail from about 700 mile to around 450 mile.
Figure 2.5: Sensitivity of Distance to mode Splits In Case 2.1
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o Case 2.2-Business Air Shuttle
In the 200-mile corridor, as shown in base case, air travelers spend around 70% time on the
negative and onerous out-of-vehicle period, which make air largely lose its competitiveness to
other modes. In some cases, airlines would introduce a service aimed at business travelers, which
will half the reservation time, times at airports and airfares. It is assumed that business air shuttle
would reduce the total access time to air service to 1.4-hour and the airfare is same as in case 2.1.
Under current condition, Exhibit 2.3 indicates that overall rail share is still more than 50%, while
air could capture around a quarter of the market.
Exhibit 2.3: Disutility and Mode Split in Case 2.2, By Modes
Summary: Business Air Shuttle
Disutility for each market segment, by modes
Market Segments Air
Business Executive $735
Business General $437
Vacation $315
Student $209
M arket Share by M arket Segments (% of travelers in each
Rail
$633
$366
$301
$180
Segment takin
A
g
Business Executive 24% 74%
Business General 27% 59%
Vacation 28% 32%
Student 24% 33%
Market Share (market share of segment multiplied by % of travelers in this
Business Executive 6% 18%
Business General 9% 21%
Vacation 7% 8%
Student 4% 5%
Uto %
$925
$497
$283
$155
each mode)
3%
14%
40%
43%
segment)
1%
5%
10%
7%
Of Travelers
25%
35%
25%
15%
Total
100%
100%
100%
100%
Overall M arket Share 26% 52% 22% 100%
Compared with base case, Figure 2.6 indicates that Business Air Shuttle could largely increase
air share by more than 20%, while rail share is decreased by around 15%.
Figure 2.6: Mode Splits, Base Case Vs. "Business Air Shuttle" Case
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Figure 2.7 indicates that the higher the value of time, the more sensitive of the out-of-vehicle
time saving. "Business shuttle service" could increase the demand of business travelers by more
than 22%, while around 15% for students.
Figure 2.7: Air Market Share,
"Business Air Shuttle" Case Vs. Base Case
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Business air shuttle has largely improved the competitiveness of air service in the 200-mile
corridor. As shown in Figure 2.8, when distance is longer than 600-mile, rail and auto are almost
dropped out of the business market. Business air shuttle service would further shorten the
breakeven distance between air and rail to 300-mile.
Figure 2.8: Sensitivity of Distance to mode Splits In Case 2.2
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o Case 2.3-Lowering Rail fares
To respond with the "business air shuttle service", as shown in case 2.2, it is assumed that
railway cuts the fare by 20%. Exhibit 2.4 indicates that such discount could recover the rail share
to 57%.
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Exhibit 2.4: Disutility and Mode Split in Case 2.3, By Modes
Disutility for each market segment, by modes
Market Segments Air Rail Auto % of Travelers
Business Executive $735 $615 $925 250/
Business General $437 $348 $497 350/c
Vacation $315 $283 $283 250/c
Student $209 $162 $155 150/c
Market Share by Market Segments (% of traelers in each Segment taking each mode)
Business Executive 20%
Business General 23%
Vacation 26%
Student 22%
Market Share ( market share of segment multiplied by % of travelers in
Business Executive 5%
Business General 8%
Vacation 6%
Student 3%
78%
65%
37%
38%
this segment)
20%
23%
9%
6%
Total Market share for each nmde 23% 57% 20% 100%/
Compared with "business air shuttle" case, Figure 2.9 indicates that the 20% rail fare discount
has little effect to business travelers, while the overall rail share is slightly increased by 5%.
Figure 2.9: Rail Market Share, Case 2 Vs. Case 3
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o Case 2.4-Rail In-Vehicle Time Reducing
In the base case, If travel by rail, the NDT from in-vehicle period takes more than 45% of the
total disutility for business travelers and around 1/3 for vacation and student travelers. As
distance increasing, the in-vehicle period becomes more and more weight to the final disutility
results and therefore mode splits. Because of the speed advantage, air travel time is much less
sensitive to distance increasing than other modes. When business air shuttle service is provided,
as shown in case 2.2, railway will totally lose competitiveness to air when distance is longer than
300 mile. High-Speed-Rail could increase the breakeven distance.
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2%
12%
37%
41%
Total
1000/c
1000/c
1000/c
1000/c
1%
4%
9%
6%
In this case, it is assumed that rail operation speed is increased to 150 mph and the air service is
same as in case 2.2. Exhibit 2.5 indicates that in the 200-mile corridor, the overall rail share is
recovered to more than 60%.
Exhibit 2.5: Disutility and Mode Split in Case 2.4, By Modes
Summary: Operation Speed Of Rail =150mph
Disutility for each market segment, by modes
Market Segments Air Rail Auto % of Travelers
Business Executive $735 $574 $925 25%
Business General $437 $337 $497 35%
Vacation $315 $272 $283 25%
Student $209 $168 $155 15%
Market Share by Market Segments (% of travelers in each Segment taking each mode)
Business Executive 13%
Business General 21%
Vacation 24%
Student 22%
Market Share (market share of segment multiplied by % of travelers
Business Executive 3%
Business General 7%
Vacation 6%
Student 3%
Total Market share for each mode 20%
86%
69%
40%
36%
in this se gme nt)
22%
24%
10%
5%
61%
Compared with case 2.2, Speed-increasing could increase the rail share to Business travelers by
around 7%, while it has less effect for vacation and student travelers (increase by 2%).
Figure 2.10: Rail Market Share,
"150mph Rail Operation Speed" Vs. Case 2.2
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Figure 2.11 indicates that 150mph rail-operation-peed could enlarge the breakeven distance
between air and rail to 400-mile.
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Figure 2.11: Sensitivity of Distance to mode Splits
In " 150mph rail Operation speed" Case
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Obviously, operating higher speed is more successful for rail to improve the competitiveness
than simply cutting fares. However, it always requires additional investment. In lots of cases, it is
not an economically efficient option.
For the 200-mile trip, 50mph incremental operation speed could only increase the average speed
to 79 mph from 62mph. It is because that frequent stops hinder the efficiency of operating high-
speed rail. Without any change of the operation speed, reducing the number of intermediate
stops, or reducing the time loss in each intermediate stop, could also decrease the total in-vehicle
time
Basically, for high-speed rail, the longer the distance between neighboring stops, the more speed-
efficient, and the greater the benefits in terms of both operation costs and travel time. In the
preliminary utility model, the time-loss per intermediate stop is roughly assumed to be 0.3 hour
per stop, which includes necessary stop-time at platform for passenger service, time loss for
accelerating and decelerating, time loss for maintenance and loco changing, and time loss for
accessing and departing terminals. In fact, such time varies with the type, size and conditions of
the terminals, and with the schedules, types and physical conditions of the vehicles. For example:
" Higher-speed requires longer accelerate and decelerate time to ensure safety and comfort for
passengers.
" Major terminals, with higher demand, require longer stop-time for ground service than that
in smaller ones
" When passing through congested terminal, trains are always required longer accessing and
departing time.
* Terminals, serving both Freight and passenger trains, always have a speed limit for trains
running on the access/departure lines (10 mile/hour in most of passenger terminals in
China).
Under certain conditions, reducing the number of intermediate stops could be equally or even
more efficient than speed increasing in terms of both timesaving and cost. In the base case, if the
number of intermediate stops is reduced to 1 from 3, the average speed could be increased to
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about 76 mph. Compared with increasing the operation speed, infrequent stops have following
advantages:
1. Reducing the Number of stops could improve the speed efficiency of trains
2. Closing some low demand intermediate terminal could save operation cost.
3. Without investment requirements.
In fact, these two options do the same thing in two different ways --reducing the in-vehicle time.
HSR could sure benefit the system performance from customer's viewpoint. However, the cost
will be high. In some cases, infrequent stop service could achieve a similar timesaving without
investment requirement. However, it would hinder the accessibility to passengers living around
the closed or skipped terminals. To determine which option to use, it requires careful benefits/
cost analysis. For demand clustering market, closing or skipping some low demand intermediate
terminals and providing higher speed service could be efficient in both engineering and
economical sides. For those demand-dispersing markets, the accessibility becomes more
important, Infrequent stops may be not a better choice.
o Case 2.5---- Easy Access
By allowing more personal space than air and other modes, intercity train could provide more
productive, comfortable and enjoyable in-vehicle service, which could allow passengers utilize
the in-vehicle time more efficiently and productively.
In this case, it is assumed that
" The operation speed of rail is again 100mph
" Access time to rail terminal is halved.
" Better in-vehicle service allow the value of time for business travelers increased by 20%,
and spend more time on working (from 75% to 85%) than in base case.
" On-board Entertainment facilities allow vacation and student travelers gain $ 10 utility
per hour during on-board trip.
" Air provides "Business Air Shuttle" service, as in Case 2.2
Under current condition, Exhibit 2.6 indicates that the overall rail share could be recovered to
around 3/4 of the total market. Except student travelers, rail becomes the best choice for all the
other market segments.
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Exhibit 2.6: Disutility and Mode Split in Case 2.5, By Modes
Summary: Easy Access
Disutility for each market segment, by modes
Market Segments Air
Business Executive $735
Business General $437
Vacation $315
Student $209
Market Share by Market Segments (% of travelers in each Segment
Business Executive
Business General
Vacation
Student
Market Share (market share of segment multiplied by % of
Business Executive
Business General
Vacation
Student
7%
17%
25%
21%
travelers in
2%
6%
6%
3%
Rail Auto
$532 $925
$315 $497
$280 $283
$159 $155
taking each mode)
92%
76%
38%
39%
this segment)
23%
26%
10%
6%
1%
8%
37%
41%
% Of Travelers
25%
35%
25%
15%
Total
100%
100%
100%
100%
0%
3%
9%
6%
Total Market share for each mode
Figure 2.12 indicates that the breakeven distance between
around 600-mile.
air and rail could be increased to
Figure 2.12: Sensitivity of Distance to mode Splits In Case 5
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Without considering the time constraints for travelers, the perfect (best) in-vehicle performance
for rail could be imagined as that in-vehicle service of railway could be good enough to allow
passengers feel indifferent between staying in-vehicle and on ground (office or home), which
means travelers could have the same productivity as in office if they have work and want to do
that in-vehicle, or travelers could feel as comfortable as in their own home if they want to have
rest or have entertainment in-vehicle. Under the imagined condition, the utility gained during in-
vehicle period for rail users could completely offset the opportunity cost for the in-vehicle time.
Given the better accessibiiity than air, rail could be competitive over air in any market segments
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for all kinds of travelers. However, the effectiveness of such improvement is hard to forecasted,
since different travelers could have much distinct needs and values for certain onboard service.
Therefore, the improved on-board service should be benefit as many travelers as possible and
implementation cost should be reasonable.
o Case 2.6---- Two travelers
If two people travel as a group, they would share the cost of auto trips, which make auto the best
option for vacation and student travelers for the 200-mile trip. The overall auto share is increased
to 28%.
Figure 2.13: Mode splits, Case 2 Vs. Case 6
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2.3 Summary Of Chapter 2
In corridor market, auto and air are the two major competitors for intercity train. Driving auto is
the best option for short-distance trip (less than 100 mile) because it is flexible, convenient and
always cheap. Air dominates long distance market because of its huge speed advantage. Intercity
train is competitive over the other modes in mid-distance market, where it could achieve similar
or even shorter trip time than air with better allocation of trip time, and is much faster than auto
with more productive and comfortable in-vehicle time. If the competitive range of rail is defined
as the distance range between which rail could have higher market share than other modes, such
range could be 100mile-500mile for a conventional rail service operating at less than 100mph.
Such competitive range varies with the performance of its competitors. As indicated in the
"Business Air Shuttle" case, when the accessibility of air service is much improved and the
airfare is discounted, the breakeven distance between air and rail would be largely shortened to
around 300-mile. Three cases were investigated to address the possible response of rail to the
improvement on aviation.
* Cutting Rail Fare: Provide a 20% discount rate for rail fare
* In-vehicle time reducing: Achieve a higher average speed, by increasing the operation
speed or reducing the number of intermediate stops
* Easy Access: Improve the in-vehicle service to allow travelers utilize the in-vehicle time
more productively, and feel more comfortable and enjoyable.
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Compared with "Business Air Shuttle" case, the effectiveness of the three improvements on rail
share is summarized in Figure 2.14. Due to the different assumed values of time of various
activities for different types of travelers, it is found that in the 200-mile corridor market,
" Business travelers could be most benefited by "Easy Access" improvement. And they are
more sensitive to the speed increasing than vacation and student travelers
" For vacation travelers, Speed-increasing is more beneficial than "Easy Access" because
they are assumed to have no work to do during the in-vehicle trip. .
" For student travelers, speed increasing is less effective than cutting fare, because of the
assumed low values of times.
Figure 2.14: Increase of Rail Share In Each Case
Compared with "Business Air Shuttle" Case
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3. AIR-RAIL INTERMODAL APPLICATION 1-ALTERNATIVE FOR FEEDER
FLIGHT
In transcontinental or international market, most travelers need to access airport hubs from
remote regions. Since intercity trains could be competitive over other modes in mid-distance
trips, as have analyzed in Chapter 2, railways could offer efficient feeder services to hubs if the
necessary physical and non-physical intermodal connection were available. In this chapter, utility
model will be used to examine the competitiveness of rail system as a feeder service. Then
through benefits/costs analysis, the potential benefits and difficulties for such intermodal system
are discussed to indicate when and where various kinds of intermodal options are attractive and
economically feasible.
3.1 Competitiveness Of Rail As Feeder service to Airport Hub
Let's start with the same 200-mile corridor as in Chapter 2. As indicated in Diagram 3.1, it is
additionally assumed that:
* Airport 2 is a Hub, while airport 1 is a regional airport.
0 There are three intermediate regions between region 1 and 2, each of which has a unique
railway station located in the downtown area,
0 The service range of the regional airport, as shown in Diagram 3.1, means that the residents
from the three intermediate regions will not use the feeder flight between regional airport
and hub
Diagram 3.1: Base case Corridor In Chapter 3
Ser vi ce
Fnge Long-HauiF1tU
- Feeder Flight
Regonal r
- A
Based on the travel patterns and origination/destination, intercity passengers in this corridor
could be classified into two groups:
0 Corridor travelers, which refer to the intercity passengers originating and terminating the
regions inside the corridor. The disutility and mode splits for such travelers have been
analyzed in Chapter 2.
* Hub transfers, which could be further classified into two groups according to the travel
direction: (1) Access to Hub (ATH) travelers, who originate from regions inside the
corridor and need to catch a long-haul flight at the hub. (2) Egress from Hub (EFH)
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travelers, who arrive at Hub from a long-haul flight and terminate in one of the regions
inside the corridor.
3.1.1 Utility and Mode Split For Hub Transfers
Let's start with the hub transfers from region 1. As shown in Diagram 3.2, they have three
options to access to or egress from Hub. The entire trip (excluding the long-haul flight) for hub
transfers could also be divided into two major segment: in-vehicle and Out-of-vehicle. For ATH
travelers, the out-of-vehicle time could be further divided to Access period and Transfer period.
While for EFH travelers, it is further divided to Transfer period and Distribution period.
Diagram 3.2: Travel Options/Trip Segments For Hub Transfers From (to) Region 1
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Compared with corridor travelers, as analyzed in Chapter 2, hub transfers would be much less
likely to drive a private auto as the access/egress mode to airport hub, which is because:
* For transcontinental travelers or international travelers, the days spent in destination would
be uncertain and maybe much longer, which would likely make parking autos at hub
extremely expensive and unsafe.
0 For EFH travelers, who are residents from outside of the corridor, they would not likely have
their private auto available in the parking lots of hub.
Therefore, for hub transfers, highway options mainly refer to taxi, intercity bus and rental car.
o Trip Time Calculation
Most of the inputs for trip time calculation are same as those in the preliminary model of Chapter
2 with several differences. For the ATH travelers, it is additionally assumed that:
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" In the access period, bus option requires totally 0.45-hour during the access period, which
comprises of 0.05-hour for reservation, 0.2-hour access time to bus terminal and 0.2-hour
buffer time for access unreliability.
" In the in-vehicle period, it is assumed that intercity bus has 35 mph of average speed,
considering the frequent stop and lower operation speed.
" In the transfer period, it is assumed that all the options, except for air option, require 0.25-
hour for long-haul flight reservation. Considering the highway congestion and surprises, all
the highway options require 1-hour buffer time. Considering the possible delays during the
rail trip and the inconvenient transfer between downtown railway station and airport hub,
rail option is assume to need 1-hour buffer time.
Based on above assumptions, Table 3.1 indicates that air option is the fastest choice for ATH
travelers, taxi is the second fastest (7.05) and bus is the slowest (9.76-hour), while rail and rental
car have a similar trip time.
Table 3.1: Trip Time Calculating For ATH Travelers, By Modes
Air Option Rail Option Taxi Bus Rental car
Direct distance (mile) 200 200 200 200 200
C ircuity 1 1.1 1.15 1.2 1.15
In-vehicle one-way distance (mile) 200 220 230 240 230
Operation Speed (mile/hour) 500 100 50 35 50
Access Period
Reservation for first mode 0.25 0.25 0 0.05 0.1
Access time to terminal 0.6 0.16 0 0.2 0.5
Buffer time For Access Unreliability 0.3 0.2 0 0.2 0
Process time 0.1 0 0 0 0.25
Queue time 0.3 0 0 0 0
Available time in station 0.5 0.2 0 0 0
Boarding time 0.2 0.1 0 0 0
In-vehicle Period
Net in-vehicle time (hour) 0.4 2.2 4.6 6.86 4.6
Time-loss at Departure Terminal 0.5 0.2 0 0 0
Time-loss at intermediate Stops 0 0.9 0 0 0
Time-loss At Arrival Terminal 0.5 0.2 0 0 0
Transfer period
Reservation for long-haul flight 0 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
Exit time From vehicle 0.2 0.1 0 0 0
Picking up baggage 0 0 0 0 0
Access to Taxi 0 0.1 0 0 0
Taxi-Time to Hub 0 0.6 0 0 0
Customer processing 0 0 0 0 0
Net transfer time inside Hub 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Process time at hub 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Q ueue time At Hub 0 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
A vailable time A t H ub 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Buffer time 0 1 1 1 1
Boarding time 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Access Time 2.25 0.91 0 0.45 0.85
In-vehicle time 1.4 3.5 4.6 6.86 4.6
Transfer time 1 3.15 2.45 2.45 2.45
Total Trip Time 4.65 7.56 7.05 9.76 7.9
For EFH travelers, it is additionally assumed that:
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* In the transfer period, rail option requires totally 2.05-hour transfer time from hub to
downtown railway terminal, which is comprised of 0.25-hour for rail service reservation,
0.4-hour at airport hub, 0.6-hour taxi time, 0.5-hour buffer time, and 0.3-hour at railway
terminal; Taxi option requires totally 0.4-hour transfer time; intercity bus requires 0.55-
hour, which comprises of 0.05-hour reservation and 0.5-hour at hub; rental car require
totally 1.15-hour.
* In the distribution period, it is assumed that intercity bus requires 0.2-hour and rental car
requires 0.1-hour. The time in distribution period for the other three options is assumed to
be same as in the preliminary utility model of Chapter 2.
Table 3.2 indicates that air is he fastest choice (3.70-hour) for EFH travelers to region 1, while
bus is the slowest option (7.61-hour). Because of the longer transfer time, rail option requires
longer trip time (5.91-hour) than taking taxi (5.00-hour) and driving a rental car (5.85-hour).
Table 3.2: Calculating Total Trip Time For EFH Travelers, By Modes
Air Option Rail Option Taxi Inte rcity Bus R e ntal car
Direct distance (mile) 200 200 200 200 200
Circuity 1 1.1 1.15 1.2 1.15
In-vehicle one-way distance (mile) 200 220 230 240 230
Operation Speed (mile/hour) 500 100 50 35 50
Transfer Period
Reservations (hour) 0.25 0.05 0.1
Exit time From Vehicle 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Picking up baggage 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Access to transfer mode 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5
Taxi-Time to Hub 0.6 0
Net transfer time inside Hub 0.1 0 0 0
Process time at hub (railway terminal) 0 0.25
Que time At Hub (railway terminal) 0 0
Available time At Hub (railway terminal) 0.5 0.2 0 0
Buffer time 0 0.5 0.1 0
Boarding time 0.2 0.1 0 0
In-vehicle Period
Net in-vehicle time (hour) 0.4 2.2 4.6 6.86 4.6
Time-loss at Departure Terminal 0.5 0.2
Time-loss at intermediate Stops 0 0.9
Time-loss At Arrival Terminal 0.5 0.2
Distribution Period
Exit time From Vehicle 0.2 0.1 0 0 0
Picking up baggage 0.1 0 0 0 0
Access to Taxi 0.2 0.1 0 0 0
Egress-Time to Destination 0.6 0.16 0 0.2 0.1
Transfer time 1 2.05 0.4 0.55 1.15
In-vehicle time 1.4 3.5 4.6 6.86 4.6
Distribution time 1.1 0.36 0 0.2 0.1
Total Trip Time 3.5 5.91 5 7.61 5.85
o Direct OOP Cost
Most inputs on the direct OOP cost calculation are same as in Chapter 2 with several differences:
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0 Intercity bus option requires $ 4 to access the bus terminal from origination (or egress from
terminal to destination), $ 15 fixed charge with $0.1 per mile variable charge for in-vehicle
charge, and no transfer cost between bus and hub (it is assumed the bus station is close
enough to hub)
* Rental car option is assumed to require $ 4 for accessing the car, $40 per trip fixed charge
with $0.05 variable charge and no cost for transferring.
0 Rail option is assumed to require $19 taxi-fee for transferring between railway terminal and
airport hub. The price structure is same as in the base case of section 2.
* The fare for the feeder flight is same as in the base case of section 2.
Table 3.3 indicates that for hub transfers, taxi is the most expensive option ($234), air is the
second most expensive, intercity bus is the cheapest ($43), while rail is in the middle ($114).
Table 3.3: Direct OOP cost For Hub transfers, by modes
Air Rail Taxi Intercity Bus Rental car
ATH trawlers
Total Charge for access period $19.00 $4.00 $0.00 $4.00 $4.00
Total charge for in-vehicle period $200.00 $91.00 $234.00 $39.00 $51.50
Total Charge for trans fer period $19.00
Total Direct OOP Cost (LS$)For ATH trawlers 219.00 114.00 234.00 43.00 55.50
FFH trawlers
Total Charge for trans fer period $0.00 $19.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Total charge for in-vehicle period $200.00 $91.00 $234.00 $39.00 $51.50
Total Charge for distribution period $19.00 $4.00 $4.00 $4.00
Total Direct OOP Cost (IS$) For EFH trawlers $219.00 $114.00 $234.00 $43.00 $55.50
o Disutility And Mode Splits
Given the same assumptions on the value of time and in-vehicle time utilization as in the
preliminary utility model of Chapter 2, Exhibit 3.1 indicates that for ATH travelers,
* Air is the best option for business travelers and could capture around 46% of overall
market.
* Student and vacation travelers would prefer to use rental car and intercity bus, because of
the lower direct OOP cost.
* The total market share for highway options is less than 30%
" Because of its productive and comfortable in-vehicle time, rail is still better than highway
options for business travelers. The overall rail share is around 25%.
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Exhibit 3.1: Disutility And Mode Splits for ATH Travelers In Base case, by modes
Disutility for each market segment, by modes
Market Segments Air Rail Taxi Intercity bus Rental Car % of Travelers
Business Executive $981
Business General $600
Vacation $437
Student $306
Market Share by Market Segments (%
$1,206 $1,580 $1,898
$660 $907 $971
$455 $570 $507
$251 $369 $229
of traelers in each Segment taking each mode)
Business Executive 81% 16%
Business General 49% 32%
Vacation 26% 23%
Student 14% 22%
Market Share ( market share of segment multiplied by %
Business Executive
Business General
Vacation
Student
Overall Market Share
20%
17%
6%
2%
46%
4%
11%
6%
3%
24%
1% 0%
5% 3%
10% 16%
9% 25%
of travelers in this segment)
0%
2%
2%
1%
6%
0%
1%
4%
4%
9%
$1,571
$813
$434
$207
1%
11%
26%
29%
0%
4%
7%
4%
15%
Exhibit 3.2 indicates that for EFH travelers, air is the best choice for business travelers, while
intercity bus and rental car are best for vacation and student travelers. The overall air share is less
than 40%. Rail could capture around a quarter of EFH travelers and the total market share for
highway options are around 35%.
Exhibit 3.2: Disutility And Mode Splits for EFH Travelers In Base case, by modes
Disutility for each market segment, by modes
Market Segments Air Rail Taxi Intercity Bus Rental car % of Travelers
Business Executive $751 $876 $1, 170 $1,258 $1, 161 25%
Business General $485 $495 $702 $650 $608 35%
Vacation $379 $373 $468 $347 $332 25%
Student $283 $218 $328 $164 $166 15%
Market Share by Market Segments (% of traelers in each Segment taking each mode)
Business Executive 73% 23%
Business General 39% 35%
Vacation 19% 20%
Student 11% 19%
Market Share ( market share of segment multiplied by %
Business Executive
Business General
Vacation
Student
Overall Market Share
18%
14%
5%
2%
38%
6%
12%
5%
3%
26%
2%
5%
8%
7%
of travelers
0%
2%
2%
1%
5%
1%
8%
25%
32%
in this segment)
0%
3%
6%
5%
14%
250/c
35%
250/c
15%
Total
100. 000/c
100. 000/c
100. 000/c
100. 000/c
100. 00%
2%
12%
29%
31%
Total
100. 00%
100. 00%
100. 00%
100. 00%
0%
4%
7%
5%
17% 100. 00%
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3.1.2 Sensitivity analysis
For corridor traveler, as analyzed in Chapter 2, rail option could achieve a similar total trip time
to air in the 200-mile corridor with better allocation of trip time, which make rail be competitive
over the other modes. For hub transfers, the long, inconvenient and onerous intermodal transfer
make rail largely lose its competitiveness to other modes. As indicated in figure 3.1, when using
the same intercity train, corridor travelers could spent more than 70% of the total trip time on
train, while hub transfers not only require a longer trip time but also need to spend around half of
the trip time on the negative and onerous out-of-vehicle periods.
Figure 3.1: Allocation of Trip Time,
Corridor Travelers Vs. Hub Transfers
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For hub transfers, distance is also the key factor to determine disutility and mode splits. Given
the huge speed advantages, the longer the trip distance, the more competitive the air would be
over the other modes. As distance decreasing, highway options would be more and more
competitive because they are cheap, convenient and flexible. Under current condition, the
competitive range of the intercity train could be between 100mile and 500mile for corridor
travelers, while it would have no competitive range for hub transfers.
In addition to the base case, seven cases are investigated to further discuss the competitiveness of
intercity train as a feeder service to airport hub:
0 Case 3.1 ---Intermodal Price
0 Case 3.2---Higher Rail Speed
0 Case 3.3---Rail Connection Between Hub and Downtown Railway station
0 Case 3.4---Full Rail-Air Intermodal Cooperation
0 Case 3.5---Full Intermodal Cooperation With Higher Rail Speed
0 Case 3.6---Full Intermodal Cooperation With Easy Access Rail
0 Case 3.7---Overnight Rail With Full Intermodal cooperation with Air
o Case 3.1--Intermodal Price
The disutility results and mode splits are sensitive to direct OOP cost, especially for those
travelers with low value of time. When calculate the dii zct OOP cost for hub transfers in the base
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case, the airfare structure is initially assumed to be the same as in preliminary utility model---
$100 fixed charge with $0.5/mile variable charge. In reality, the price structure for air-hub-air
service is much different from the non-stop service. Airlines always offer high discount rate for
the short-leg feeder flight. For example, the airfare for a trip from BOS via CHI to Beijing,
China, is around $800 (economic class), while the non-stop service between CHI and Beijing
will cost $750 (economic class), which means the incremental air fare is just $ 50 for the feeder
flight between BOS and CHI.
Same as "Discount Air Fare" case in Chapter 2, it is assumed that 50% discount rate is offered
for the feeder flight. Table 3.4 indicates that under this condition, air could capture most of the
business travelers, and 45% of ATH vacation travelers (around 40% of EFH travelers) and more
than 1/4 of ATH student travelers (less than 1/4 of EFH student traveles). The overall rail share
has been dropped to around 15% for both ATH and EFH travelers.
Table 3.4: Mode Splits For Hub Transfers In Case 3.1, By Market Segments
ATH
Air Rail Taxi Intercity bus Rental Car
Business Executive 93% 6% 0% 0% 0%
Business General 72% 19% 2% 1% 5%
vacation 45% 17% 7% 11% 20%
Student 27% 18% 7% 22% 26%
Overall Market Share 64% 15% 4% 7% 11%
EFH
Business Executive 91% 8% 0% 0% 0%
Business General 67% 21% 2% 4% 6%
vacation 39% 14% 5% 19% 22%
Student 23% 16% 5% 28% 28%
Overall Market Share 60% 15% 3% 10% 12%
E Case 3.2- Higher Rail Speed
To response with the improved air service, as shown in case 3.1, it is assumed that the operation
speed of rail option is increased to 150 mph from 100mph. Table 3.5 indicates that rail share is
slightly increased to around 20% for Hub transfers.
Table 3.5: Mode Splits for Hub Transfers In case 3.2, by modes
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ATH
Air Rail
Business Executive
Business General
Vacation
Student
Owrall Market Share
EFII
Business Executive
Business General
Vacation
Student
90%
68%
43%
26%
61%
85%
63%
37%
23%
Taxi
10%
23%
21%
20%
19%
14%
26%
19%
18%
0%
2%
6%
7%
3%
0%
2%
5%
5%
Intercity bus
0%
1%
11%
22%
6%
0%
4%
18%
28%
Owrall Market Share 56%
Compared with corridor travelers, hub transfers are
because of its much longer out-of-vehicle time.
20% 3%
much less sensitive
10% 11%
to the speed increasing,
Figure 3.2: Efficiency of Rail Operation Speed Increasing
Corridor Travelers Vs. Hub Transfers
62%
52%
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o Case 3.3-Rail Connection Between Hub and Downtown Railway Station
As indicated in Diagram 3.3, it is assumed that
0 A 10-mile new rail link is built up in region 2 to connect downtown railway station with
hub.
* Rail operation speed is back to 100mph.
* Air service is same as in case 3.1 (50% of discount rate for air fare).
Diagram 3.3: Rail-Air Intermodal Connection
Between Downtown Railway Terminal And Airport Hub
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Without air-rail intermodal cooperation in terms of operation, management and schedule, the
additional assumptions on the trip time calculation for hub transfers are as following:
0 The one-way in-vehicle distance for rail option is increased by 10-mile, while the number
of intermediate stops from region 1 to hub is increased by 1.
* Because hub transfers do not need take taxi transferring between railway terminal and
airport hub as before, the buffer time during the rail-air transferring period is reduced to 0.3.
0 Because there is no intermodal cooperation between rail and air, rail option still requires
additional 0.25-hour for long-haul flight reservation, and need to process and wait at hub
for long-haul flight. The assumed times at airport hub are same as in the "access period" of
air option in the preliminary utility model of Chapter 2.
Given above assumptions, Figure 3.3 indicates that the productive and comfortable in-vehicle
time for rail option is increased by 0.4-hour, while the negative and onerous intermodal transfer
time is decreased by 1.3-hour for ATH and 0.8-hour for EFH travelers. Total trip time for rail
option is reduced to 6.66-hour for ATH and 5.51-hour for EFH travelers.
Figure 3.3: Rail Option Trip Time Comparison
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Under current condition, Table 3.6 indicates that rail option become competitive over highway
options, however air is still the best options for most of market segments. The Overall rail share
recovers to around 30% for ATH travelers and to 25% for EFH travelers.
Table 3.6: Mode Splits for Hub Transfers In case 3.3, by Market Segments
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ATH
Business Executive 69% 30% 0% 0% 0%
Business General 56% 37% 2% 1% 4%
Vacation 42% 23% 6% 10% 19%
Student 26% 20% 7% 21% 26%
Overall Market Share 51% 29% 3% 6% 10%
EFH
Business Executive 74% 25% 0% 0% 0%
Business General 57% 33% 2% 3% 5%
Vacation 38% 17% 5% 18% 21%
Student 23% 17% 5% 28% 27%
Overall Market Share 51% 25% 3% 10% 11%
Obviously, rail connection is more beneficial to hub transfers than simply increasing speed.
Business travelers are more sensitive to the new link than other types of travelers.
o Case 3.4-Full Rail-Air Intermodal Cooperation
Given the new rail connection available as in case 3.3, it is assumed that there is full intermodal
cooperation between the rail and aviation. Under this condition, the trip time for rail option is
assumed as following:
* Hub transfers require totally 0.25-hour for reservation of the whole trip (rail and long-haul
flight)
* Railway terminals could function as branches of airport, which allow ATH travelers
process and check-in for the whole trip at the remote railway stations. Since the branches
would likely be less crowded than in airport, it would require shorter queue time at railway
terminal ( it is assumed that the queue time for the whole trip is 0.05, while the process
time is 0.1-hour).
* Rail in-vehicle time is same as in case 3.3.
* Full intermodal cooperation could allow rail-air transfers at the hub to be as efficient as air-
hub-air transferring.
Based on these assumptions, Figure 3.4 indicates that intermodal cooperation further reduced the
rail-air transfer time to 0.9-hour, while total trip time is reduced to 5.86-hour for ATH travelers,
and 5.16-hour for EFH travelers.
Figure 3.3: Rail Option Trip Time Comparison
Without-Rail-Connection Vs. With-Rail-Connection Vs. Full Cooperation
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Under current condition, Table 3.7 indicates that rail could capture more than half of ATH
business travelers and around 42% of EFH business travelers, and become better than highway
options for vacation travelers. The overall rail share is increased to more than 45% for ATH and
around 1/3 for EFH traveler.
Table 3.7: Mode Splits for Hub Transfers
ATH
Business Executive
Business General
vacation
Student
Overall Market Share
EFH
Business Executive
Business General
vacation
Student
In case 3.4, by Market Segments
Air Rail Taxi Intercity bus Rental Car
37%
41%
39%
25%
37%
58%
49%
37%
23%
44%
63%
54%
30%
23%
45%
42%
42%
20%
18%
33%
0%
1%
5%
6%
3%
0%
2%
5%
5%
3%
0%
1%
9%
21%
6%
0%
3%
18%
28%
10%
0%
3%
17%
25%
9%
0%
4%
21%
27%
11%Overall Market Share
Since the out-of-vehicle time of air option for EFH travelers is much shorter, rail option is hard
to be more competitive over air for such travelers. Under current condition, Figure 3.4 indicates
that the breakeven distance between air and rail is around 250 mile for ATH travelers.
Figure 3.4: Sensitivity of distance to mode splits
For ATH travelers in case 3.4
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o Case 3.5-Full Rail-Air Intermodal Cooperation With Higher Speed
Under full intermodal cooperation condition, as shown in case 3.4, higher rail speed could
further improve the competitiveness of rail as feeder service. It is assumed that rail operation
speed is increased to 150-mph. Table 3.8 indicates that 150-mph operation speed could allow
overall rail share increased by 7% for ATH travelers, and by 9% for EFH. Obviously, because of
the shorter out-of-vehicle time than ATH, EFH travelers are more sensitive to the speed
increasing. Compared with case 3.2, with strong intermodal connection between rail and air,
speed increasing makes more sense to hub transfers.
Table 3.8: Mode Splits for Hub Transfers In case 3.5, by Market Segments
Air Rail
ATH
Business Executive
Business General
vacation
Student
Overall Market Share
EFH
Business Executive
Business General
vacation
Student
Overall Market Share
25%
35%
37%
25%
31%
41%
42%
34%
22%
37%
o Case 3.6-Full Rail-Air Intermodal Cooperation
o Case 3.6-Full Rail-Air Intermodal Cooperation
Similar to the case 2.5 in Chapter 2, it is assumed that:
0 The operation speed of rail is again 100mph
Taxi
75%
62%
36%
25%
53%
58%
51%
26%
20%
42%
Intercity bus Rental Car
0%
1%
4%
6%
2%
0%
1%
4%
4%
2%
0%
0%
8%
20%
5%
0%
2%
16%
27%
0%
2%
15%
25%
8%
0%
3%
19%
27%
9% 10%
With Easy Access Rail
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* Better in-vehicle service allow the value of time for business travelers increased by 20%,
and spend more time on working (from 75% to 85%) than in base case.
* On-board Entertainment facilities allow vacation and student travelers gain $ 10 utility per
hour during on-board trip.
Under current condition, Table 3.9 indicates that rail could capture most of business travelers,
while the overall rail share is increased to around 60% for ATH travelers, and to around half for
EFH travelers. Obviously, it is more efficient than the incremental 50-mph of rail operation
speed.
Table 3.9: Mode Splits for Hub Transfers In case 3.6, by market segments
Air Rail
ATH
Business Executive
Business General
Vacation
Student
Owrall Market Share
Business Executive
Business General
Vacation
Student
Owrall Market Share
16%
29%
38%
24%
27%
27%
36%
36%
21%
32%
Taxi
84%
68%
35%
27%
58%
73%
59%
25%
22%
48%
Intercity bus Rental Car
0%
1%
4%
5%
2%
0%
1%
4%
4%
2%
0%
0%
7%
20%
5%
0%
2%
16%
27%
0%
1%
15%
24%
8%
0%
3%
19%
26%
9% 10%
Under current condition, Figure 3.5 indicates that the competitive distance range of rail option is
enlarged to around 350-mile for ATH travelers, and around 260-mile for EFH travelers
Figure 3.5: Sensitivity of Distance to mode splits
For hub Transfers In Case 3.6
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When the travel distance is long enough to allow reasonable time for sleeping and in-vehicle
service is good, sleeping on a train may be preferable to getting up at 5am to catch a 7am feeder
flight to hub and spend the whole morning on waiting and processing for the next flight with
sleepy and hungry (always only snack and drink is provided in the morning mid-distance flight).
One of my personal experiences is that each time when I need go to China from MIT, I have to
painfully get up at 4:00am to catch an 8:00am flight at LOGON to Chicago to catch the 12:00am
flight to Beijing. It is really a boring, hungry and sleepy morning for me. If a good overnight rail
feeder is available, I will sure prefer to have a good sleep on an overnight train and then I could
have enough time to have a good breakfast, process and wait in the hub. Because of the enough
sleep time and good breakfast, I would feel full of energy and have a good mood to spend the
waiting hours in hub on playing game, watching movie or working on my laptop (I have three
batteries).
In this case, it is assumed that:
* In a 600-mile corridor, rail service with 100-mph operation speed require about 10-hour in-
vehicle time.
* The on-board service of rail is good enough to allow passengers feel indifferent between
sleeping on-board and at home. Based on this assumption, the NDT of in-vehicle time
could be reduced to zero for overnight rail.
Based on above assumptions, table 3.10 indicates that overnight rail dominates the business
travelers, and captures around 3/4 of vacation travelers and more than 40% of student travelers.
Highway options are almost dropped out the market. The overall rail share in this case is
increased to around 80% for hub transfers.
Table 3.10: Mode Splits for Hub Transfers In case 3.7, by modes
Air Rail Taxi Intercity bus Rental Car
ATH
Business Executive 2% 98% 0% 0% 0%
Business General 15% 85% 0% 0% 0%
vacation 24% 75% 0% 0% 1%
Student 34% 45% 0% 5% 16%
Overall Market Share 17% 80% 0% 1% 3%
EFH
Business Executive 3% 97% 0% 0% 0%
Business General 17% 83% 0% 0% 0%
vacation 25% 74% 0% 0% 0%
Student 33% 42% 0% 9% 16%
Overall Market Share 18% 78% 0% 1% 3%
3.1.3 Summary For Competitiveness Analysis
As shown in figure 3.6, the competitiveness of intercity train in each case is summarized as
following:
* To make rail competitive over other modes for hub transfers, a strong intermodal
connection is necessary.
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* Without physical connection between downtown railway station and airport hub, simply
increasing the rail operation speed has much less effectiveness to hub transfers than to
corridor travelers
* Given the physical connection available, full intermodal cooperation could further benefit
hub transfers.
* Under FIC condition, offering better in-vehicle service could be more efficient than speed
increasing in terms of both costs and disutility. However, as discussed in chapter 2, the
effectiveness of such improvement is hard to be forecasted and unstable.
* A good overnight rail service could be an efficient feeder service for longer distance
corridor.
* Business travelers are more sensitive to the time saving and better allocation of trip time.
* Vacationers and students are more sensitive to the change of direct OOP Cost.
Figure 3.6: Change Of Rail Share In Each Case (Except Overnight Case)
By Market Segments
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3.2 Financial Analysis
As analyzed in above sections, a strong intermodal connection between rail and aviation could
make intercity trains be more efficient feeder service to hub than feeder flight. However, air-rail
intermodal system cannot be feasible and efficient in any place when considering the economical,
financial, and other physical and non-physical constraints. To determine when and where the
various intermodal systems to be implemented, it is required detailed B/C analysis under certain
conditions.
3.2.1 Key Assumptions And Basic Methodology
o Simple Cost Models For Railway Construction and Operation
It is extremely hard to answer how railway will exactly cost. It depends on what kinds of system
needed, where, when and how long to be built, etc. A single-track freight line with few
locomotives and simple signaling, running across a flat, sparsely populated landscape in a
developing country may cost as little as or even less than $ 10 million per kilometer including
electrical and mechanical equipment. While, a double-track underground metro line in a densely
populated metro-area with difficult geological conditions and requiring high technology
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specifications and high capacity trains could cost as much as or even more than $ 200 million per
kilometer. To simplify the analysis, the number used in the following models and analyses are
estimated from several recently completed rail project.-
Let's assume that we are trying to build up a new conventional double-track rail system with five
union main terminals located at the downtown area of each region, as shown in Diagram 3.1. The
operation speed is 100 mile per hour, and the total length is 220 miles. The cost for such new rail
link is assumed to be about US$ 20.0 million per miles, which including tracks, terminals,
vehicles/locos, and all the other civil infrastructures and necessary facilities and equipment to run
the lines (power, signaling control, communications, fare collection, maintenance depots,
stations and operating offices). As shown in Exhibit 3.3, the simple cost model indicates that
tracks and the associated facilities and equipment are the dominant part of cost (73%), while the
costs for vehicles are relative minor. The total investment for the 220-mile link is around
4506.40 million US$.
Exhibit 3.3: Simple Cost model For New Railway Link
Railway finance, Feb 1, 2001, http:,vww.trainweb.org
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Single-Track Line-haul Segment
Tracks with equipments
(i ncl u Si gnal , Corrm and ot her
E ect r i cal & rachani cal equi prrent)
Terminals/Stations
Origin Area
Main Station
Thru Station
Intermediate Area
Main Station
Thru Station
Destination Area
Cost per mile Length
(million US $) (mile)
15.00 220.00
M B-C per Station
(million US $)
2
1
2
1
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
Total Cost
(million $)
1 3300
No. of
Stations
1
0
3
0
Total Cost
(million $)
200. 00
0. 00
600. 00
0. 00
Main Station
Thru Station
Total cost for stations
Vehicles/Locomotives Cost
Cars
Locos
Total cost for Trains
Total Initial Investment
2
1
Type
EM U
Electric
100.00 1 200.00
100.00 0 0.00
1000.00
Cost No. of units Trainset Total Cost
per unit per trainset Requ (million $)
1.3 8 16 166.40
2.5 1 16 40.00
206.40
4506. 40
Comments:
1. The cost for line-haul segment includes the cost for all the civil infrastructures (include tracks), signal &
communication equipment and necessary electrical and mechanical equipment.
2. In the Terminal part, "M" is a "multiplier" to justify the cost for each terminal, because the cost for terminal
depends on its size, location, facilities and equipment for service., etc. It is assumed that cost for a main station
is twice as much as a thru-station, because of its large size for higher demand, more expensive land cost ( main
stations always locate in urban central areas) and better and more equipment for passenger ground services.
It is assumed that the money for above railway construction is borrowed from bank and has to
pay interest at 5% annual rate, which is around 225 million US$ per year. To operate above
system, it needs operating cost for labor, fuel, marketing, and administration, and maintenance
cost for vehicles and terminals, etc. Exhibit 3.4 indicates the initial assumptions on the unit
operation & Maintenance costs for the rail system.
Exhibit 3.4: Unit Railway Cost For Operating and Maintenance
Unit base for calculation Unit cost Comments
Capital Cost % Of Investment 5%
On-board crew cost $/year/person $40,000.00
Maintenance cost
On-board services Train mile $1.60 2
Track & signal maintenance Train mile $4.50
Train equipment maintenance Train mile $4.68
Fuel & Energy Train mile $2.00
Terminal Crew cost $/year/person $40,000.00
Terminal O&M Cost $/year/terminal $40,000.00
Sales/M arketing Per passenger $3.00
Insurance Per passenger mile $0.01 4
Administration % Of operation cost (exclu 10.00% 5
Source: Washington State department of Transportation, Tri-State II high-speed rail feasibility study, Chapter 6, Exhibit 6.4:
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/ofrw/Reports/Tristate/Chapters/Chapter%206.pd [referring at April 5, 2003]
Comments:
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% Comments
73% 1
2
3
4
22%
5%
1. An average annual salary rate for on-board crew, which include engineers, conductors and caf6 car attendants
2. Costs for on-board services refer to the costs for maintenance, repair and replacement of on-board devices.
3. Fuel & Energy cost refer to the costs of duel and electrical power for locos, cars and in-vehicle devices
4. Insurance fee is always paid by passengers
5. Administration cost includes the payment for high-level managers and other costs for management.
o Modified Gravity Ratio Model
A modified Gravity Ratio Model is used to estimate demand ratio of a certain pair of regions to
another pair of regions. The functions are shown as following
For corridor travelers:
D.. 
_ (K i x K j ILD j
Dmn (Km x K )/LD ,
For Hub transfers:
DH K , / LD iH
D jH K / LD jH
D, : O-D Demand from region i to region j.
DiH : hub transfers demand from region i to Airport Hub.
LDU : The lowest Disutility could be achieved by travelers from region i to region j.
LDW : The lowest Disutility could be achieved by hub transfers from or to region i.
k. : Multiplier for region i, which is used to represent the size (GDP and Population) of region i. In the base case
corridor, it is assumed that region 1 is regional major city with 1.5 of Scale factor, region 2 is national major
metro area with 2 of scale factor, and the three intermediate regions are smaller city with 1 of scale factor
3.2.2 Financial Analysis For Rail-Air Intermodal System Implementation
Given certain rail systems, the volume of demand is a key factor that directly or indirectly
determines the financial performance in following major ways:
0 Given certain price strategy, revenue is linear to the change of demand
* Daily demand in the bottleneck segment determines the required daily number of train-sets
and therefore operating train miles.
* Volume of demand determines the sales/marketing cost
Let's start with the base case (Diagram 3.1). It is initially assumed that there are daily 8000
intercity passengers traveling between region 1 and region 2 in each direction, among which it is
assumed that 75% of them are corridor travelers, and 25% of them are hub transfers. The demand
distribution among the four market segments is same as in the utility mode (25% for business
executives, 35% for business travelers, 25% for vacationers, and 15% for students). Based on the
disutility results and mode splits in the utility model, Table 3.11 is to estimate the daily demand
between the two ending regions for each travel option. Since the financial analyses will be
conducted for railway and air system, to simply the analysis, the demand and market share for all
highway options (taxi, auto, bus, and rental car) are combined and represented as "Highway
Option".
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Table 3.11: Daily Demand Between The Two Ending Regions In Base Case, By Modes
Daily Demand Between region 1
Corridor Travelers(%)
Hub Transfers (%)
8000
75%
25%
% of Traveler Total Demand
Corridor Travelers (Oneway)
Business Executive
Business General
Vacation
Student
Sum
ATH
Business Executive
Business General
Vacation
Student
Sum
EFH
Business Executive
Business General
Vacation
Student
Sum
25%
35%
25%
15%
25%
35%
25%
15%
25%
35%
25%
15%
1500
2100
1500
900
6000
500
700
500
300
2000
500
700
500
300
2000
Mode Splits
Air Rail
2% 95%
5% 77%
7% 42%
8% 40%
81%
49%
26%
14%
73%
39%
19%
11%
Highway
4%
18%
51%
52%
16% 2%
32% 19%
23% 52%
22% 64%
23%
35%
20%
19%
4%
26%
62%
70%
Demand
Air Rail
24
97
111
71
303
407
343
129
43
922
365
271
93
32
761
1421
1625
626
357
4028
81
222
113
65
481
115
247
98
58
519
Given the daily demand between the two ending regions, as
Gravity Ratio Model is used to estimate the demand origin
intermediate regions. Because of the assumption on the s
shown in above table, Modified
ating from or terminating in the
ervice range of regional airport,
travelers from the three intermediate regions would have two travel Options: rail and highway. It
is assumed that the direct one-way distance between each pair of neighboring regions is 50-mile.
Based on the Origination-Destination (0-D) pairs, for corridor travelers, there are nine sub-
corridors involving intermediate regions: "region 1-A", "region 1-B", "region 1-C", "A-B", "A-
C", "A-region 2", "B-C", "B-region 2", and "C-region 2". Exhibit 3.5 is to calculate the daily
demand of corridor travelers for each O-D pair in base case. For the O-D pairs with longer trip
distance (>=150mile), rail provides the lowest disutility for business travelers, while, for all the
others, the lowest disutility is provided by highway option.
Exhibit 3.5: Demand Of Corridor Travelers In Base Case, By Modes
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Highway
55
378
763
472
1669
12
135
258
192
597
19
182
309
210
721
O-D Market Kuj Disutility Lowest (Ki*Kj) Daily Mode Splits Daily Demand
Pair Segment O/D O/D Air Rail Highway Disutiltiy /LDij Demand Air Rail Highway Air Rail Highway
R1-R2 BE 1.5 2 $1,000 $633 $925 633 0.0047 1500 2% 95% 4% 24 1421 55
BG 1.5 2 $619 $366 $497 366 0.0082 2100 5% 77% 18% 97 1625 378
Vacation 1.5 2 $456 $301 $283 283 0.0106 1500 7% 42% 51% 111 626 763
Student 1.5 2 $325 $180 $155 155 0.0194 900 8% 40% 52% 71 357 472
Sum 303 4028 1669
Ri-A BE 1.5 1 $380 $231 231 0.0065 2054 1% 99% 12 2042
BG 1.5 1 $215 $124 124 0.0121 3094 4% 96% 132 2962
Vacation 1.5 1 $151 $71 71 0.0212 3000 6% 94% 181 2819
Student 1.5 1 $90 $39 39 0.0388 1800 15% 85% 263 1537
Sum 588 9360
R1-B BE 1.5 1 $464 $462 462 0.0032 1027 49% 51% 506 521
BG 1.5 1 $265 $248 248 0.0060 1547 43% 57% 664 883
Vacation 1.5 1 $201 $141 141 0.0106 1500 27% 73% 398 1102
Student 1.5 1 $120 $77 77 0.0194 900 32% 68% 292 608
Sum 1860 3114
R1-C BE 1.5 1 $549 $693 549 0.0027 866 87% 13% 757 108
BG 1.5 1 $316 $373 316 0.0048 1218 68% 32% 832 386
Vacation 1.5 1 $251 $212 212 0.0071 1000 37% 63% 374 626
Student 1.5 1 $150 $116 116 0.0129 600 39% 61% 233 367
Sum 2196 1488
A-B BE 1 1 $380 $231 231 0.0043 1369 1% 99% 8 1361
BG 1 1 $215 $124 124 0.0081 2063 4% 96% 88 1975
Vacation 1 1 $151 $71 71 0.0141 2000 6% 94% 120 1880
Student 1 1 $90 $39 39 0.0259 1200 15% 85% 175 1025
Sum 392 6240
A-C BE 1 1 $464 $462 462 0.0022 685 49% 51% 337 347
BG 1 1 $265 $248 248 0.0040 1031 43% 57% 443 589
Vacation 1 1 $201 $141 141 0.0071 1000 27% 73% 265 735
Student 1 1 $120 $77 77 0.0129 600 32% 68% 195 405
Sum 1240 2076
A-R2 BE 1 2 $549 $693 549 0.0036 1154 87% 13% 1010 144
BG 1 2 $316 $373 316 0.0063 1624 68% 32% 1109 515
Vacation 1 2 $251 $212 212 0.0094 1333 37% 63% 498 835
Student 1 2 $150 $116 116 0.0173 800 39% 61% 311 489
Sum 2927 1984
B-C BE 1 1 $380 $231 231 0.0043 1369 1% 99% 8 1361
BG 1 1 $215 $124 124 0.0081 2063 4% 96% 88 1975
Vacation 1 1 $151 $71 71 0.0141 2000 6% 94% 120 1880
Student 1 1 $90 $39 39 0.0259 1200 15% 85% 175 1025
Sum 392 6240
B-R2 BE 1 2 $464 $462 462 0.0043 1369 49% 51% 675 695
BG 1 2 $265 $248 248 0.0081 2063 43% 57% 885 1178
Vacation 1 2 $201 $141 141 0.0141 2000 27% 73% 531 1469
Student 1 2 $120 $77 77 0.0259 1200 32% 68% 390 810
Sum 2480 4152
C-R2 BE 1 2 $380 $231 231 0.0087 2738 1% 99% 16 2722
BG 1 2 $215 $124 124 0.0161 4126 4% 96% 176 3949
Vacation 1 2 $151 $71 71 0.0283 4000 6% 94% 241 3759
Student 1 2 $90 $39 39 0.0518 2400 15% 85% 351 2049
Sum 784 12480
For hub travelers, there are five originating/terminating regions inside the corridor: region 1, A,
B, C and region 2. Exhibit 3.6 indicates that air is the best choice for most ATH travelers from
region 1 (except students, who prefer to use rental car). Rail is providing the lowest disutility for
ATH business travelers from region A. Highway options are best for all the other travelers.
Based on the Modified Gravity Model, the estimated daily ATH demand is around 2000 from
region 1, 1360 from A, 1537 from B, 2075 from C and more than 7000 from region 2.
Exhibit 3.6: Daily Demand Of ATH Travelers In Base Case, By Modes
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Similar to ATH travelers, Exhibit 3.7 indicates that air capture most of the EFH business
travelers to region 1, rail is the best choice for EFH business travelers to region A, while
highway is preferred by all the other EFH travelers terminating to this corridor. Through the
Modified Gravity Ratio Model, the estimated daily EFH demand is 2000 to region 1, 1475 to A,
1869 to B, 3081 to C, and more than 10000 to region 2.
Exhibit 3.7: Daily Demand Of ATH Travelers In Base Case, By Modes
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Given the estimated daily demand and mode splits in the base case, financial performance of
railway service will be analyzed in four Scenarios:
" Base Scenario: as shown in diagram 3.1, there is no intermodal connection available between
railway and aviation.
" "Discounted Airfare" Scenario: same as case 3.1, airfare for feeder flight is halved.
" "Rail Connection" Scenario: same as Case 3.3, 10-mile rail connection is built up to connect
downtown railway station and airport hub at region 2.
" "Full Intermodal Cooperation" (FIC) Scenario: same as Case 3.4, given the physical
connection, there is full intermodal cooperation between rail and air system in terms of
management, operation and schedule matching.
3.2.2.1 Financial Analysis in Base Scenario
Exhibit 3.8 indicates that the corridor segment of " B-C" is the demand bottleneck for rail system.
The total daily demand for rail service is around 18676 for the direction from region 1 to 2, and
around 18424 for direction from region 2 to 1.
Exhibit 3.8: Daily Rail Demand At Bottleneck Corridor Segment In Base Scenario
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Usttility
Direction region 1 to region 2
Conidor Segment
Direction region 2 to region 1
Daily
RI-A A-B B-C C-R2 Demund
ConidorTravelers
R1 to R2
R1 to A
R1 to B
R1 to C
A to B
AtoC
A to R2
BtoC
B to R2
C to R2
Sum
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
8672
1
0
0
00
12643
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
13263
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
10220
4028
588
1860
2196
392
1240
2927
392
2480
784
16888
ATH'Tavelers
RltoR2 1 1 1 1 481
AtoR2 0 1 1 1 560
BtoR2 0 0 1 1 437
CtoR2 0 0 0 1 310
Sum 481 1041 1478 1788 1788
D of Segnent
D of bottleneck
9152 13684 14741 12008 18676 D of Segneint
14741 D of bottleneck
Conidor Segment Daily
Ri-A A-B B-C C-R2 Demand
Conidor Travelers
R2 to R1
A to R1
B to R1
C to R1
B to A
C to A
R2 to A
C to B
R2 to B
R2 to C
Sum
1
0
0
00
0
0
8672
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
12643
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
13263
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1i220
4028
588
1860
2196
392
1240
2927
392
2480
784
16888
EFH Travelers
R2toR1 1 1 1 1 519
R2toA 0 1 1 1 522
R2toB 0 0 1 1 352
R2toC 0 0 0 1 144
Sum 519 1041 1392 1536 1536
9191 13684 14655 11756 18424
14655
Based on the estimated daily demand at bottleneck segment, Exhibit 3.8 is to calculate daily
required train-sets and operating train-miles are calculated in, in which it is assumed that:
* There are 8 cars per train set with 100 seats per car.
" Load factor is assumed to be less than 80%.
* Rail service is operated from 8:00am to 10:00pm. Total operation hour per day is 14-hours
* Each train-set requires 1-hour for maintenance and cleaning after each one-way operation.
Based on the demand estimates, as shown in Exhibit 3.9, rail system in the base case requires at
least 16 train-sets for daily operating. The daily operating train-miles are around 10951 train-
miles.
Exhibit 3.9: Calculating Train-sets Requirement and Operating Train-miles In Base case
Unit B as e Units Comments
Distance per one-way trip 220
Daily demand max demand at bottle neck 14741 1
Seats per car
No. of cars per train-set
Level of service
Average Daily one-way operations In each Direction
Operation hour per day
Frequency
Total time per one-way trip
Net time per one-way trip
Maintenance time at D per one-way trip
Daily No. of one-way trips per train-set
Required No. of Train set
Daily train-miles
Comments for Exhibit 3.8:
load factor <=
per day per direction
Hour/ Interval operation
2
3
100
8
80%
24
14
0.58
4.5
3.5
1
3. 1
16
10951
4
5
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1. The bottleneck segment is B to C.
2. Average number of one-way operation is calculated as:
Round up [daily demand / (Seats per car * No. Of cars per train- set)]
3. Frequency is calculated as:
Average One-way operations/ Operation hour per day
4. The required No. Of train set is calculated as:
Daily No. Of one-way operations * 2 / Daily No. Of On-way trips per Train-set
5. Train-miles per day are calculated as:
No. Of train-sets * No. Of one-way trips per train-set * One-way distance
Exhibit 3.10 indicates that, in the base case, the annual demand of railway is more than 13.5
million passengers, among which more than 90% are corridor travelers and less than 10% are
hub transfers. Given the certain fare structure, the estimated annual revenue is around 958.6
million $ (more than 88% from corridor travelers and around 12% from hub transfers).
Exhibit 3.10: Annual Demand/Revenue Of Rail System In Base Scenario
Directir region1 to regin2
Daily Annual
Demnmd Denmn
Carridr 'raelers
R1 to R2 4028.06
Rl to A 588.33
RI to B 1859.92
Ri to C 2195.54
AtoB 392.22
AtoC 1239.95
A to R2 2927.39
BtoC 392.22
Bto R2 2479.90
CtoR2 784.43
Sum
A'IH'Bnelers
Rl to R2 480.60
A to R2 560.42
BtoR2 437.35
Cto R2 309.67
Sum
1470240. 6
214738.9
678871.3
801373.6
143159.3
452580.8
1068498.1
143159.3
905161. 7
286318.5
6, 164,102
175419.6
204554.1
159631.0
113029. 1
652. 634
Nxed DistaweVariiabe
Rewnue barge (Mile) Charge
$133, 791,899.06
$8, 911, 663. 93
$39,374,533.82
$59, 702, 333.83
$5,941,109.29
$26, 249,689.21
$79,603,111.78
$5, 941, 109. 29
$52,499,378.42
$11, 882, 218. 57
$423, 897, 047
$15,963,187.78
$15,239, 277. 17
$9, 258,596.39
$4, 690, 705.87
$45, 151 767
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
220
55
110
165
55
110
165
55
110
55
220
165
110
55
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
D
Carrir 'Tawle
RI to R2
RI to A
RI to B
RI to C
A to B
A to C
A to R2
Bto C
B to R2
C to R2
Sum
HUMfmawlers
R2 to RI
R2to A
R2to B
R2 to C
Sum
Directio region2 toregio 1
Daily Annal
)enand Demnmi Rewme
rs5
4028.06
588.33
1859.92
2195.54
392.22
1239.95
2927.39
392.22
2479.90
784.43
518.73
521.85
351.84
144.02
1470240. 65 $133,791,899.06
214738.89
678871.27
801373. 61
143159.26
452580.85
1068498. 14
143159.26
905161.70
286318. 52
$8, 911, 663. 93
$39,374,533.82
$59, 70 333.83
$5,941,109.29
$26,249, 689.21
$79, 603, 111. 78
$5,941,109.29
$52, 499,378.42
$11, 882, 218.57
6,164, 102 $423, 897, 047
189337. 13
190477.05
128422.61
52567.64
560. 804
$17,229,678.59
$14,190,540.47
$7,448,511.40
$2, 181, 557.25
$41. 050. 288
Sum % Sum %
Annual Crridbr Irawlers Denm 12, 328, 204 91% Anmal CorridrTtalersBewn $847, 794,094 91%
Annual A'IHITrawlers Denwmd 652634 5% Anual AllThielers Rewnue $45, 151,767 5%
Annual iFlTIawlers Demand 560804 4% Anmal lFHrawlers Rewnue $41, 050,288 4%
Total Annual Demn 13,541,642 Total Annual Rewnue $933, 996,149
Given the annual demand, revenue, train-sets requirement and operating train miles, Exhibit 3.11
indicates the financial performance of railway system in the base case, in which it is assumed
that:
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" There are five main terminals located at each of the five regions, each of which requires five
employees for management, operation and maintenance. The average annual salary per
employee is $40,000.00.
" Each train-set is assumed to need four employees, which comprises of one engineer, one
conductor and two cafe-car attendants. The average annual salary per employee is $
40,000.00
" Administration cost is assumed to be 10% of the total Operation and maintenance cost, which
includes the payments to high-level managers and other necessary management costs.
Exhibit 3.11: Financial Performance of Railway System In Base Scenario
o & M Cost
Labor cost
On-Board labor Cost
Terminal crew cost
Total Labor Cost
Maintenance cost
on-board service
Track & signal M
Train equipment M
Terminal cost
Total M cos t
Fuel & Energy
Sales/marketing
Administration
Unit cost
$40,000.00
$40,000.00
$1.60
$4.50
$4.68
$40,000.00
Unit base No. Of Units
$/year/person
$/year/person
per Train mile
per Train mile
per Train mile
$/year/terminal
$2.00 per Train mile
$3.00 per passenger
10.00% % of operation cost
64
25
Total
$2,560,000
$1,000,000
$3,560,000
3,997,155.56 $6,395,449
3,997,155.56 $17,987,200
3,997,155.56 $19,706,688
5.00 $200,000
$ 43,289,337
3,997,155.56 $7,994,311
13,541,642.47 $40,624,927
$9,546,858
3%
41%
8%
39%
9%
Total Annual 0 & M Cost $105,015,433 100%
Capital Cost
Total investment $4,506,400,000
Interest Rate % per year $0
Annual Capital Cost $225,320,000
Financial performance
Annual Revenue $/year $933,996,149
Annual Cost
0 & M cost $105,015,433 32%
Capital Cost $225,320,000 68%
Total $330,335,433
Net Profit (inclu Capital Cost) $ / year $603,660,716
Net Profit (Exclu Capital Cost) $/ year $828,980,716
If the 220-mile rail system is newly built and the money is borrowed from bank, it requires
around 4,506 million US $ initial investment and operators require paying 5% of interest
annually. Under this condition, as shown in Exhibit 3.10, the annual net profit is around $603
million. "Net Present Value" (NPV)" is used to examine the efficiency of the investment, which
is calculated as following:
NPV= P /(1 + DR)' - Investment
Pi: profit at the ith year
It is initially assumed that the Discount Rate (DR)] for the investment is 10%, which is larger
than interest rate considering the opportunity cost for the investment. The life circle for the rail
NPV: An economic term. The basic principle is that money now is more valuable than the same money in the future because of
the possible profitability of investment with this money..
Discount Rate is to reflect the opportunity cost of an investment, which is equal to the rate at which money can increase by
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system is assumed to be 20-year, beyond which it requires additional investment for system
refurbishing and updating. Given above assumptions, Figure 3.7 indicates under current financial
performance, the NPV of the $4,506 million investment in the future 20-year could be $633
Million. Such investment could be a profitable choice.
Figure 3.7: NPV Of Rail System In Base Scenario
(10%-DR & 20-Year Life Circle)
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The Net Present Value is highly sensitive to the assumptions on the length of project life circle
and discount rate. If there is no other profitable project available, the discount rate could be very
low; otherwise, it could be much higher. On the other side, given certain discount rate, the
shorter the length of life circle, the less profitable for the project. Figure 3.8 indicates that to
achieve a positive NPV, given certain length of life circle, discount rate should not be larger than
12.5%; while, given the certain DR (10%), the length of life circle should be at least 14 years.
Figure 3.8: Sensitivity Of NPV In Base Scenario
(DR Vs Life Circle)
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In reality, it is always very difficult for a new system to urge travelers to change their travel
patterns and induce enough demand to support the new system, at least in the first several years.
Additionally, considering that the real world is full of surprises, the demand are fluctuant and not
possible to be accurately forecasted. In the base case, given the 10% of DR and 20 year life
circle, Figure 3.9 indicates that to achieve a positive NPV, the annual profits for rail service is at
least $530 million, which require a high volume of annual demand to support the system.
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Figure 3.9: Sensitivity of Average Annual Profits to NPV
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Since the calculations and estimates for annual demand are based upon lots of assumptions that
could be reasonable in some cases, but weak and not accurate in others, the 4.3 billion US$
investment for such system is financially risky for investors and operators. Without government
support and subsidy, few private companies will do so. Currently, government invests railway
projects in most of the world, and then either open access to private companies by gathering rent
fee, or operated by state-owned companies, like in China.
Despite of the higher investment, rail system always enjoys huge economies of scale and
economies of scope. Given a good system available, Exhibit 3.10 also indicates that the marginal
cost for an additional passenger is only $3.00 ( sales & marketing cost), while the incremental
revenue is more than $25 (Fix charge for rail service). Under this condition, operators would not
need to pay the annual capital cost and the annual profits could be more than $828 million.
3.2.2.2 Financial Analysis in " Discounted Airfare" Scenario
Same as case 3.1, it is assumed that the airfare is halved. Since the feeder flight is only serving
the two ending regions, discount Airfare decreases rail share to 62% for corridor travelers
between RI and R2, and to 15 % for hub transfers to or from region 1. In other O-D pairs, the
mode splits and daily demand are same as in base case. Under this condition, Exhibit 3.12
indicates that the annual revenue of rail system is decreased to around $899.9 million from more
than $ 933 million in the base case. Besides the sales/marketing cost, lower demand decreases
the number of required train-sets to 15 and therefore the associated O&M cost is decreasing.
The net annual profit of rail system is decreased to $575 million if need to pay capital cost,.
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Exhibit 3.12: Financial Performance of Railway System In "Discount Airfare" Scenario
0 & M Cost
Labor cost
On-Board labor Cost
Terminal crew cost
Total Labor Cost
Maintenance cost
on-board service
Track& signal M
Train equipment M
Terminal cost
Total M cost
Fuel & Energy
Sales/marketing
Administration
Total Annual 0 & M Cost
Unit cost
$40,000.00
$40,000.00
$1.60
$4.50
$4.68
$40,000.00
$2.00
$3.00
10.00%
Unitbase No.OfUnits
$/year/person
$/year/person
per Train mile
per Train mile
per Train mile
$/year/terminal
per Train mile
per passenger
% of operation cost
60
25
3,747,333.33
3,747.333.33
3,747,333.33
5.00
3,747,333.33
13,167,085.51
Total % Comments
$2,400,000.00
$1,000,000.00
$3,400,000.00
$5,995,733.33
$16,8 63,000.00
$17,537,520.00
$200,000.00
$40,596,253.33
$7,494,666.67
$39,501,256.53
$9,099,217.65
$100,091,394.18
Capital cost
Total investment $4,493,500,000.00
Interest Rate % per year 5.00%
Annual Capital Cost $224,675,000.00
Financial performance
Annual Revenue S/year $899,911,466.28
Annual Cost
0 & M cost $100,091,394.18 30.82%
C apital Cost $224,675,000.00 69.18%
Total $324,766,394.18
Net Profit (inclu Capital Cost) $ / year $575,145,072.10
Net Profit (Exclu Capital Cost) $/ year $799,820,072.10
Given current air performance, Figure 3.10 indicates that if rail is newly built, the NPV of the 4.3
billion investments is $389 million with 10% of discount rate and 20-year life circle.
Figure 3.10: NPV Of Rail System In "Discount Airfare" Scenario
(10%-DR & 20-Year Life Circle)
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Obviously, better performance of competitors would further enlarge the financial risk to
investors and operators.
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3.40%
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3.2.2.3 Financial Analysis in "Rail Connection" Scenario
Same as Case 3.3, 10-mile rail connection is built up to connect downtown railway station and
airport hub at region 2 and there is no intermodal cooperation available between air and rail. The
airfare is halved as in above case. Utility model indicates that the 10-mile rail connection has no
effect on the corridor travelers. While, the daily demand of hub transfers from the corridor is
increased to 2837 for ATH travelers and 2117 for EFH travelers.
Exhibit 3.13: Disutility and Mode Splits for Hub Transfers in "Rail Connection" Scenario
LD in Disutility Daily M ode Splits Daily Demand
Case 3.1 Air Rail Taxi Bus Rental Car LDij Demand Air Rail Highway Air Rail Highway
ATH Travelers
R1 To Hib
BE 881 881 981 1,580 1,898 1,571 881 500 69% 30% 0% 347 151 2
BG 500 500 549 907 971 813 500 700 56% 37% 7% 390 260 50
Vacation 337 337 409 570 507 434 337 500 42% 23% 35% 210 115 175
Student 206 206 234 369 229 207 206 300 26% 20% 54% 77 61 161
Sum 2000 51% 29% 19% 1025 587 388
A-Hub
BE 1,122 897 1,308 1,574 1,354 [B9V] 292 94% 6% 275 16
BG 610 499 742 805 703 459 72% 28% 329 130
Vacation 378 359 459 421 378 [33W] 383 35% 65% 133 250
Student 183 204 290 191 183 227 26% 74% 60 167
Sum 1361 59% 41% 796 564
B-Hub
BE 1,037 812 1,037 1,249 1,138 FT2 315 84% 16% 265 50
BG 559 448 578 640 594 501 58% 42% 290 211
Vacation 322 309 348 335 322 1 309 450 30% 70% 134 316
Student 153 174 211 153 159 153 271 24% 76% 66 205
Sum 1537 49% 51% 756 782
C-Hub
BE 765 728 765 924 921 [/2W] 427 52% 48% 224 203
BG 413 398 413 474 484 1398 677 37% 63% 254 423
Vacation 237 259 237 250 265 237 610 23% 77% 142 468
Student 115 144 132 115 134 115 360 22% 78% 78 282
Sum 2075 34% 66% 698 1377
Total 6973 1025 2837 3111
EFH Travelers
Hub to RI
BE 651 651 751 1,170 1,258 1,161 651 500 74% 25% 1% 371 126 3
BG 385 385 434 702 650 608 385 700 57% 33% 10% 396 233 71
Vacation 279 279 352 468 347 332 279 500 38% 17% 45% 190 87 224
Student 164 183 211 328 164 166 164 300 23% 17% 60% 69 51 181
Sum 2000 51% 25% 24% 1025 497 478
Hub to A
BE 792 667 898 994 944 667 316 87% 13% 274 42
BG 445 384 537 516 498 1 384 509 59% 41% 299 210
Vacation 276 301 357 276 276 276 402 24% 76% 96 306
Student 133 181 249 133 142 133 248 21% 79% 53 195
Sum 1475 49% 51% 722 753
Hub to B
BE 627 582 627 731 728 352 399 54% 46% 216 183
BG 373 333 373 381 389 1 333 607 38% 62% 233 374
Vacation 206 251 246 206 219 206 537 18% 82% 99 438
Student 101 151 170 101 118 101 326 19% 81% 62 264
Sum 1869 33% 67% 610 1259
Hub to C
BE 355 498 355 468 511 355 704 4% 96% 31 674
BG 208 283 208 247 279 208 1086 11% 89% 122 963
Vacation 135 201 135 136 163 135 820 9% 91% 74 746
Student 69 121 91 69 93 69 475 13% 87% 62 412
Sum 3084 9% 91% 289 2795
Total 8428 1025 2118 5285
Under current demand condition, the annual demand is increased to more than 13.9 million,
which is 0.35 million more than that in the base case and around 0.7 million more than that in
case 3.1. The annual revenue is increased to more than 953 million $ from less than 900 million
$ in case 3.1.
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Exhibit 3.14: Annual Demand/Revenue in "Rail Connection" Scenario
Directirgin1 toregion2
Daily Anmual
Denand D ad
Fixed Distance Vaialie
Reicime Charge (Mile) hrge
Directionregin2 toregim1
Daily Aniud
Dendm Dannd
Corridor'Ihnelers
R1 toR2 3
R1 toA 5
R1 to B 1
R1to C 21
AtoB 3
AtoC 1
A to R22
BtoC 3
BtoR2
CtoR2 7
Sum
AHaIhNeders
R1 toR2 5
Ato R2 7
BtoR2 7
CtoR2 6
Sum
711
B8
96
92
240
27
2
80
34
37
96
56
98
1354580
214739
678871
801374
143159
452581
1068498
143159
905162
286319
6048442
214417
290645
275835
254715
1035612
$123,266, 7M
$8, 911,664
$39, 374,534
$59,70, 334
$5,941, 109
$26, 249,689
$79,603, 112
$5,941, 109
$52 49, 378
$11, 882, 219
$413, 371,940
$2, 155, 163
$22,525, 017
$16, 825,929
$11, 334,810
$70 840 919
$25. 00
$25.00
$25. 00
$25.00
$25.00
$25. 00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
$25.00
22D
55
110
165
55
110
165
55
110
55
230
175
12D)
65
$0. 30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
orridor'1hwelers
R1 to R2
R1 to A
R1 to B
RI to C
Ato B
A to C
A to R2
BtoC
BtoR2
Cto R2
Sum
ffH1anelers
R2to R1
R2to A
R2to B
R2toC
Sum
3711.18
588.33
1859.92
2195.54
39222
1239.95
2927.39
39222
249.90
784.43
49%.55
721.71
610.23
289. 34
1354580
214739
678871
801374
143159
452581
1068458
143159
905162
286319
6048442
181241
263424
222733
105609
7730n7
$123, 266,791.79
$ 911, 663. 93
$39,374, 533.82
$59, 702, 333. 83
$5,941,109.29
$26, 249,689.21
$79,603, 111.78
$5,941,109.29
$52, 499,378. 42
$11, 882, 21. 57
$413,371, 940
$17, 036, 623. 83
$2D, 415,359.80
$13, 586,742. 08
$4,699,585.41
$55.;~7383211
Sum % Sum %
Anmda Corridor'ahnlers Denmx(nillion) 12.10 87% Anuo Corridor'hMelers Reienue ($lnli(im) 826.74 87%
Aflhud AIH'helers Danuxl(nillim) 1.04 7% Am A'I'lThielers Rewinue(nillim$) 70.84 7%
And HfflThnelers Dnud(nillim) 0.77 6% Amd ud HHIhlers ReeWnue (nillim $) 55.74 6%
Toa Am" Dffrunm(nllion) 13.91 Total Anud Reiwnue (Mlliu$) 953.32
The new investment to implement this system is assumed to be $300 million, including $200
million for the new 10-mile rail link (20$ million per mile) and $ 100 million for refurbishing the
airport to intermodal hub. Besides the investment, the incremental annual costs are assumed as
following:
* Annual capital cost for the new $300 million investment (5% interest rate)
9 The intermodal hub requires four railway employees to operate and manage
* The increased demand requires one more train-set (totally 16) than in case 3.1
* Increased 0 & M cost related to the operating train-miles
Based on these assumptions, table 3.10 indicates that the intermodal connection could produce
more than $31.6 million annual profit for rail.
Table 3.10: Railway Financial Performance-"Discount Airfare" Vs. "Rail Connection"
Revenue O&M Cost Capital Cost Net Prot Wit rofitC
Discount Air Case $899,911,466 $100,091,394 $224,675,000 $575,145,072 $799,820,072
Rail Connection Case $953,323,110 $106,216,169 $240,320,000 $606,786,941 $847,106,941
Incremental $53,411,644 $6,124,775 $15,645,000 $31,641,869 $47,286,869
With 10% discount rate and 20-year life circle, Figure 3.8 indicates that the new investment has a
slightly negative NPV. To achieve a positive NPV, the $300 million new investment should
produce at least $35.2 million annual profits.
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Figure 3.11: NPV Of Investment for the 10-mile rail link
In "Rail Connection" Scenario
(10%-DR & 20-Year Life Circle)
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Since parts of the new rail link have to go across the densely populated metro area, to avoid
disturbing the ground facilities and transportation system, underlines may be necessary for some
segments, which will require much higher unit cost and special techniques, such as anti-
earthquake technology, immunity technology for humidity and so on. All of these factors could
make the new investment extremely high. Figure 3.12 indicates that given the current
incremental profits with the new rail link, the new investment should be less than 250 million to
achieve a positive NPV.
Figure 3.11: Change of NPV With Different Investment
In "Rail Connection" Scenario
(10%-DR & 20-Year Life Circle)
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3.2.2.4 Financial Analysis in "Full Intermodal Cooperation" (FIC) Scenario
As described in Case 3.4, it is assumed that with the physical connection, rail and air system are
fully cooperated in terms of management, operation and schedule matching. Under FIC condition,
Exhibit 3.15 indicates that rail becomes the best option for ATH Business travelers originating
from all the regions, and has similar performance to highway options for the other types of
travelers. FIC have much less effectiveness to EFH travelers.
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Exhibit 3.15: Disutility and Mode Splits for Hub Transfers in "FIC" Case
LD in Disutility Daily Mode Splits Daily Demand
Case 3.1 Air Rail Taxi Bus Rental Car LDij Demand Air Rail Highway Air Rail Highway
ATH Travelers
RI To Hib
BE
BG
Vacation
Student
Sum
A-Hub
BE $
BG
Vacation
Student
Sui
B-Hub
BE $
BG
Vacation
Student
Sum
C-Hub
BE
BG
Vacation
Student
Sum
Total
EFH Travelers
Hub to R1
BE
BG
Vacation
Student
Sum
Hub to A
BE
BG
Vacation
Student
Sum
Hub to B
BE
BG
Vacation
Student
Sum
Hub to C
BE
BG
Vacation
Student
Sum
$1,571 $821 500
$813 Z 4] 700
$434 $337 500
$207 $206 300
2000
$1,354 $737 292
$703 $419 459
$378 $ 383
$183 $183 227
1361
$1,138 $652 315
$594 [ 68 501
$322 $269 450
$159 $153 271
1537
$921 568 427
$484 $318 677
$265 T 610
$134 $115 360
2075
37% 63% 0% 186
41% 54% 5% 289
39% 30% 31% 197
25% 23% 52% 76
37% 45% 17% 748
99% 1%
88% 12%
46% 54%
29% 71%
69% 31%
98% 2%
81% 19%
41% 59%
28% 72%
63% 37%
91% 9%
66% 34%
33% 67%
25% 75%
54% 46%
6973
$651 $651 $681 $1,170 $1,258
$385 $385 $399 $702 $650
$279 $279 $334 $468 $347
$164 $183 $204 $328 $164
$792 $597 $898 $994
$445 $349 $537 $516
$276 $284 $357 $276
$133 $174 $249 $133
$627 $512 $627 $731
$373 $298 $373 $381
$206 $234 $246 $206
$101 $144 $170 $101
$355 $428 $355 $468
$208 $248 $208 $247
$135 $184 $135 $136
$69 $114 $91 $69
$1,161 $651 500
$608 $385 700
$332 $279 500
$166 $164 300
2000
$944 $ 316
$498 349 509
$276 $276 402
$142 $133 248
1475
$728 F$5312 399
$389 298 607
$219 $206 537
$118 $101 326
1869
$511 $355 704
$279 $208 1086
$163 $135 820
$93 $69 475
3084
58% 42% 1% 289
49% 42% 9% 343
37% 20% 43% 183
23% 18% 59% 68
44% 33% 23% 883
95% 5%
71% 29%
28% 72%
22% 78%
56% 44%
78% 22%
52% 48%
22% 78%
20% 80%
43% 57%
16% 84%
21% 79%
12% 88%
15% 85%
17% 83%
8428 883 2810 4735
Under the FIC condition, the annual rail demand is increased to more than 14.5 million, and the
annual revenue is increased by $43 million from that in the "Rail Connection" case.
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313 1
379 32
149 154
68 156
910 343
290 2
406 53
174 209
67 160
937 424
309 6
408 93
184 266
75 196
976 561
391 36
444 233
204 406
89 272
1128 947
$881 $881 $821 $1,580 $1,898
$500 $500 $469 $907 $971
$337 $337 $369 $570 $507
$206 $206 $218 $369 $229
1,122 $737 $1,308 $1,574
$610 $419 $742 $805
$378 $319 $459 $421
$183 $188 $290 $191
1,037 $652 $1,037 $1,249
$559 $368 $578 $640
$322 $269 $348 $335
$153 $158 $211 $153
$765 $568 $765 $924
$413 $318 $413 $474
$237 $219 $237 $250
$115 $128 $132 $115
748 3950 2275
209 3
295 61
101 216
54 178
659 458
300 16
360 149
111 291
55 193
826 649
312 88
316 291
118 419
65 260
811 1058
116 589
226 859
102 718
71 404
515 2570
Total
Exhibit 3.16: Annual Demand/Revenue in "FIC" Scenario
DIedionregion1 to region2 Dircdiregion2to tegion1
LDalyDenml
Cbnifir'inwlers
R1 toR2 3711
R1 toA 5BB
R1 toB 1860
R1toC 2196
AtoB 32
AtoC 1240
A toR2 2927
BtoC 32
Bto R2 248D
CtoR2 784
Sun
A'IH'haveleys
R1 toR2 910
A toR2 937
BtoR2 976
C to R2 112B
Sun
Am
Denmni
13545E0
214739
678871
8D1374
143159
143159
2&319
6D48442
3319D
34189
35278
411618
1441782
Fimd Ulstmn Vaiae
Revere Owe (Mile) Onge
$12, 26,792
$, 911, 64
$,374, 534
$M, 7O, 334
$w 4, 109
$6,249, dB
$7!, 65, 112
$,941,109
$EP, ,378
$11,8E, 219
$413, 371, 940
$31,27, (A8
$26, 496, 9M
W2, 73?, 9%
$1R 316, 9
$97,753,948
$2500
$2500
$2500
$500
$2500
$2500
$2500
$2500
$2500
230
55
110
165
55
110
165
55
110
55
23D
175
12D
6s5
s. 30
$D. 30
$0. 30
sa 3o
Denral
Conidor'velets
R1 to R2
R1 toA
R1 toB
R1 toC
AtoB
AtoC
AtoR2
BtoC
BtoR2
CtoR2
Sun
iflivelers
R2toRI
R2 to A
R2 to B
R2 to C
Sun
3711
588
1860
2196
392
1240
2927
392
2480
784
659
811
515
Amd
Denani
135M
21479
678871
8)1374
143159
45M51
106B498
143159
%3199012
6D48442
24M
3D1422
295836
187912
1025776
ReveaE
$12 28, 792
$, 911, 684
$9, 374, 534
$, 7C, 334
,%941,10
, 249, 69
$79,60a 112
,911,10
$5?4,378
$11, 8, 219
$413,371,940
$22 61 97
$3, 38, 229
$18, M5 9M9
$K, 3E2, 065
$72, 385, 250
Sun % Sun %
Amd Umnkdor'ravelers Denni 121 U0  Aumd Cordes Plew 8M 7 /%
Azmnd A'IH'hveleirs Denawl 1.4 1O'/ Anud AHM-m eie anm 97.8 10
Amid IHITawleis Denni 1.0 7% Aznd EERnfmdefs wnue 724 7%
TotaAmnid Denuii 14,6 'itAu d AnRewi 996.9
Given the rail connection available, to implement FIC between rail and aviation system, it is
assumed that:
" Increased demand requires one more train-set (totally 17 in this case).
* To make the railway terminal function as the intermodal branch, it requires totally $100
million investment for intermodal vehicles, equipments and facilities in terminals,
* One more employee is required in each terminal.
Table 3.11: Railway Financial Performance In "FIC", "RC" and "DA" Scenarios
(Million $) Revenue O&M Cost Capital Cost Net Profit Net Profit
with CC Without CC
Discount Airfare Scenario 899.91 100.09 224.68 575.15 799.82
Rail Connection Scenario 953.32 106.22 240.32 606.79 847.11
FIC Scenario 996.88 112.08 245.97 638.84 884.80
FIC Vs. Rail Connection 43.56 5.86 5.65 32.05 37.70
FIC Vs. Discount Airfare 96.97 11.99 21.29 63.69 84.98
Figure 3.12 indicates that to implement a FIC system based upon "Rail Connection Scenario",
the additional $100 million investment could gain around $32 million more annual profits, which
would have $173 Million of NPV over the next 20 years with 10% discount rate. While, to
implement the FIC system from "Discount Airfare Scenario", the required $400 million new
investment could increase the annual profits by $64 million, which would have 142 million of
NPV.
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Figure 3.12: NPV Of Rail System In "FIC" Case
(10%-DR & 20-Year Life Circle)
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As indicated in Exhibit 3.6 and 3.7, there are around daily 7185 ATH travelers originating from
region 2 and around 10000 EFH travelers terminating to region 2, which were not taken into
account in above financial analyses. Under FIC condition, rail could function as a metro express
service for hub transfers inside region 2, As indicated in table 3.12, the FIC system could capture
around 70% ATH travelers and 25% EFH travelers from region 2. In the following table, it is
assumed that the rail fare for hub transfers inside region 2 is $10 per person. Since the rail-in-
vehicle time is too short for travelers to start work, the value of time for the whole trip time is
assumed to be same as that for out-of-vehicle time in the utility model.
Table 3.12: Disutility/Mode Splits For Hub Transfers inside Region 2 in "FTIC "Case
ATH Travelers
Res ervation
Access time to Terminal
Buffer time
Railway terminal
Process time
Queue time
Availbable time in station
Boarding time
In-vehicle Rail Time
Airport Hub
Transfer time
Process time
Queue time
Availbable time in station
Boarding time
Rail
0.25
0.16
0.3
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0
0
0.2
0.2
Taxi
0.25
0.6
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.2
EFH Travelers
Exit time From Vehicle
Picking up baggage
Access to terminal
Railway terminal
Availbable time in station
Boarding time
In-vehicle Rail Time
To Destination
Exit time From Vehicle
Exit from terminal
taxi Time to Destination
Total Time 1.86 2.25 Total Time 1.3 1
Direct-OOP Cost $14 $19 Direct-OOP Cost $14 $19
Disutility Disutility
Business Executive $372 $450 Business Executive $260 $200
Business General $186 $225 Business General $130 $100
Vacation $93 $113 Vacation $65 $50
Student $37 $45 Student $26 $20
Market Share Market Share
Business Executive 86% 14% Business Executive 7% 93%
Business General 71% 29% Business General 21% 79%
Vacation 61% 39% Vacation 34% 66%
Student 55% 45% Student 44% 56%
Overall Mode Split 70% 30% Overall Mode Split 24% 76%
61
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(104
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0.2
0.1
0.1
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0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2 0.6
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Because of the high economies of scale of rail service, the marginal cost for additional passenger
is only $3.00 (for sales/marketing). Given the 10$ rail fare, the marginal profit for additional hub
transfers inside region 2 is $7.00. Based on these demand estimates, table 3.13 indicates that the
annual profits from such travelers are more than $ 19 million, which make the annual profits of
rail service increase to $648 million.
Table 3.13: Annual Profit From Hub transfers inside of region 2, In "FIC" Case
Total Rail Daily Annual Marginal Annual
Daily Demand Share Rail Demand Demand Profit Profit
ATH 7185 70% 5022 1832881 $7 $12,830,167
EFH 10083 24% 2457 896649 $7 $6,276,540.
Sum $19,106,708
Under current condition, figure 3.13 indicates that the totally $400 million investment for the
implementation of "FIC" system could have a $307 million of NPV.
Figure 3.13: NPV Of Rail System In "FIC" Scenario,
Considering The Hub Transfers From Region2
(10%-DR & 20-Year Life Circle)
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3.2.3 Summary of Financial Analysis
High investment for railway construction is the biggest constraint for railway service
implementation. When there is no rail system available in the base case corridor, it was assumed
to need more than $5000 million investment to implement the FIC system. Although utility
analyses indicate that this system could capture enough demand to make it profitable, the results
are based upon number of assumptions that cannot be reasonable in all cases. Additionally, it is
always very hard for a new service to urge travelers to change their travel patterns and induce
enough demand, at least at the first several years. The huge investment requirements for rail
system construction would make investors and operators face high financial risk. Additionally,
stronger competitors could further enlarge the financial risk for rail operators.
On the other side, railway service always enjoys huge economies of scale and economies of
scope. If a corridor rail system has been available, as shown in the base case, building up a
strong intermodal connection with aviation system is likely to achieve a higher profitability. The
economical feasibility and efficiency of such connection would depend on the amount of
investment requirements and the volume of induced demand.
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All the financial performance analyses in this section are based upon the initial assumptions on
daily demand between the two ending regions ---6000 corridor travelers and 2000 hub transfers
in each direction. As shown in figure 3.14, corridor travelers are the dominant revenue resource
for rail system. A strong intermodal connection could sure benefit hub transfers. However, it has
almost no effect to corridor travelers. The larger the volume of hub transfers in the corridor, the
more profits the rail could achieve by the intermodal connection.
Figure 3.14: Revenue Source of railway system in each case
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3.3 Discussions/Implications
Based on the utility analyses, rail could sure offer a more efficient, comfortable, productive and
reliable feeder service to airport hub in short-to-mid distance corridors. A strong intermodal
connection is not only a convenience to transfers, but also a necessity for a successful intermodal
system. Higher speed and better in-vehicle service could further improve the competitiveness of
the rail over feeder flight and highway modes. High investment requirement for rail system
construction is always the biggest constraint to implement such system. However railway always
enjoys huge economies of scales and economies of scopes, when the investment requirements is
reasonable and the induced demand is large enough, a strong intermodal connection could allow
rail involve in transcontinental and international market, and achieve a higher profitability.
Besides the potential economical benefits for railway system, an efficient and reliable intermodal
system could also benefit aviation system in terms of accessibility improvement, capacity
releasing, and bypassing environmental and social constraints. The feasibility and efficiency of
intermodal system implementation vary with different regions, different markets and different
countries.
3.2.2 Other Benefits For Rail-Air intermodalism
o Improve The Accessibility and Egress Capacity Of Aviation System
The "Accessibility" of airport is defined as the lowest disutility that could be achieved by ATH
travelers from a certain region, while "Egress capability" is defined as the lowest disutility that
could be achieved by EFH travelers to a certain region. As indicated in Exhibit 3.15, compared
with "Discount Airfare" case, FIC system largely improve the accessibility of hub for business
travelers from all the five regions and for vacation travelers from the three intermediate regions.
FIC also improve the EC to business travelers terminating to region A and region B. In lots of
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cases, improved accessibility and EC could induce more demand to Hub, which is not taken into
account in the financial analysis.
o Speed-Efficient, Reliable, Comfortable and productive Feeder Service
Because of more and more concerns on the environmental and security issues, airports are
moving further away from central regions and air users are required longer time in airports for
security checking. As a result, in short-mid distance market, travel by air would spend more time
on ground than in-vehicle, which make commercial flights are not significantly faster than other
mode, especially rail.
Rail could achieve a similar or even shorter trip time than flights in short-to-mid distance
corridor with better allocation of trip time.
Short-leg feeder flights are always provided by small or mid size airplanes. Their little personal
space always makes travelers feel uncomfortable, while by providing more personable space,
intercity train could offer more comfortable and productive in-vehicle service to travelers.
Additionally, since rail has better immunity to bad weather than air, intercity train is more
reliable than feeder flight
o Potential Profitability For Aviation System
To implement a successful rail-air intermodal system as in " FIC Scenario", it requires the
cooperation and support from aviation systems in terms of data open access, joint ticket
introduction, remote check-in, baggage intermodal transferring, schedule matching and so on.
Since FIC could make the rail more profitable, airlines could ask railway to share parts of the
profits from intermodal transfers.
If aviation and rail system were under a unique management, strong intermodal connection could
make the system be more profitable as a whole by optimizing operation, saving cost, setting a
unique price strategy, and so on.
o Release Airport Capacity
Congestion and delays have been one of the major constraints that hamper the sustainable
development of aviation system around the world. Insufficient airport runway capacity is
responsible for much of the congestion. Currently, global concerns on noise and pollution and
their effects on health and quality of human life have led to increasingly severe environmentally
related restrictions on aviation. In the case of airports, these restrictions have greatly affected
operating and capital cost, as well as the ability of airport operators to increase capacity in order
to meet growing demand.
Even with the apparent need for additional runway capacity, it is usually extremely difficult and
time-consuming to increase substantially the capacity of the runway system of a major airport.
New runways, along with associated protection zones, noise buffer space, etc, typically require
acquisition of a large amount of additional land. Equally important, they have significant
environmental and other external impacts that necessitate long and complicated review-and-
approval processes with uncertain outcomes. In USA, the current runway planning and approval
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process routinely takes ten years and has often taken much longer. At some airports, a new
runway is completely not feasible due to physical constraints or strong political opposition. For
example:
"At Boston/LOGON, a heated controversy has been going on since the 1970s, concerning the
construction of the proposed 5000ft Runway 14/32. Only smaller Non-jets and some regional jets
would use this short runway. Communities around the airport have strenuously opposed it because
of its feared environmental impacts. Its proponents have claimed that it will provide environmental
benefits by distributing noise more equitably among the affected communities and by facilitating
more over-water approaches to the airport. Practically every Local politician and civic organization
has taken part in the passionate debate over the years. As of 2002, the issue had yet to be resolved,
some 30 years after Massport, the airport's operator, first proposed the new runway
Under such condition, improving rail service and building strong links between aviation and rail
system become the best alternative to building new runways or airports. As analyzed in this
section, a well-cooperated intermodal system could largely reduce the demand for feeder flights.
The congestion at Hub could be released by reducing the short-leg feeder flights. The released
capacity could be used to operate more long-haul flights, which is more efficient than short-
distance flights in terms of operation cost and speed.
o Release Air Pollution From Highway System
It is commonly agreed that railway, especially MAGLEV and high level electrified rail, produce
much less air pollution than highway system. Generally, a double track conventional rail could
provide twice as much as capacity or even more than a four-lane highway. As shown in the
utility analysis model, improved rail service could largely reduce the highway demand, which
could not only release the pressure on highway congestion, but also could reduce the air
pollution from autos
o Driver for Economy Growth
Although in some cases the high cost for railway construction is challenging the successful
implementation of intermodal system, government would likely invest on such project to drive
economy growth and increase employment rate. In lots of developing countries, Investing huge
money on a infrastructure project is not only to solve some problems, but also to drive the
economy growth.
3.3.3 International Contrasts
As analyzed before, a successful rail-air intermodal system could not only make rail system be
more profitable, but also could provide efficient, attractive and economically feasible solutions to
the difficulties that hamper the sustainable development of aviation systems around the world.
However, high investment requirements and the constraints associated with intermodal
cooperation are challenging the implementation of such system. Therefore, the feasibility and
efficiency of rail-air intermodal system would depend on what kinds of intercity transportation
system have been available and what kinds of problems or difficulties need to be solved.
Richard De Neufville/Amedeo Odoni, Pp 168, Airport System Planning, Design, and Management, 2002
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Three typical markets are selected to further discuss the feasibility of rail-air intermodal service.
" In United States: Highly developed airline system is available across almost the whole
nation, which is the essential intercity passenger transportation mode for much of the nation.
Compared with aviation, intercity rail service is relatively poor and only available in several
major corridors.
" In Europe and Japan: Both well-developed air system and HSR network are available
across much of nations. Intermodal cooperation has already developed in many locations.
" In China mainland: Air system is fast-developing in most of national and regional major
cities. The demand for air is relatively low, but increasing at a higher rate. Railway network
is traditionally the major intercity passenger mode for much of nation.
3.3.1 United States
o Current Air System
For the air system in US, since airline deregulation in 1978, air travel has become an essential
intercity travel mode in much of the United States. "The annual number of commercial air
travelers grew to 696.3 million in 2000, a 123 percent increase from the number of travelers in
1980."9 The slowing economy and the 9.11 terrorist attack have caused the number of travelers
to decline, but it is just viewed as a temporary reprieve. Based on the FAA's forecast (published
in March, 2003), passenger traffic will return to 2000 levels in 2006, and reach nearly one billion
by 2015. Currently, there were 546 commercial service airports in the United States. 90 percent
of the commercial traffic travels at 70 airports. The top 30 airports account for 70 percent, and
the top 17 airports account for 50 percent of the total air traffic. FAA's Airport Capacity
Benchmarks Report indicates that lots of busiest airports were at or above capacity, and 27 major
airports are seriously congested. The number is forecasted to grow to 31 by 2007. In 2000, there
were 425,000 delays in the total air system, and the number is increasing at a rate as high as
20%. Today, in the whole air system, there is about one in every four commercial flights
delayed, cancelled or diverted. According to the Commission on the Future of the U.S.
Aerospace Industry, estimates of the cost of aviation delays to the U.S. economy range from $9
billion in 2000 to over $30 billion annually by 2015. Without improvement, the combined
economic cost of delays over the period 2000-2012 will total an estimated $170 billion.
Insufficient airport runway capacity at the nation's busiest airports is responsible for much of the
chronic congestion experienced in 2000. Even with the apparent national need for additional
runway capacity, airports have had difficulty building new runways. In the last decade, only six
of our nations' largest airports managed to complete new runway projects. The current runway
planning and approval process routinely takes ten years and has often taken much longer. At
some airports, a new runway is not feasible due to physical constraints or strong political
opposition.
o Current Rail System
For the rail system in US, America once had the most successful rail system spreading much of
the nation, which had played a very important role for economical booming in American history,
Sub committee on Aviation & subcommittee on railroads joint hearing on Planes, trains and Intermodalism:
http://www.house.golv/transportatioi/aviatio/jL-26-03/02-26-03memo.htm!#WITNESSES referring at March 21, 2003
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however, with the implementation of Strategic Defense Highway System in 1950s and the
deregulation of aviation system in 1970s, Most of rail companies became to lose profits and
finally bankrupted. Lots of rail lines were abandoned or converted to other uses. The remaining
lines were mostly used for freight transportation. Since 1980s, some of the abandoned rail lines
were reopened and re-constructed to operate for passenger service in some economical booming
or dense population corridors. Amtrak is a successful example in the Northeastern parts of the
nation.
o Feasibility OF Rail-Air Intermodal System
Decision makers have been thinking about to release the pressure on aviation system by
expanding and improving current rail system. Improve the intermodal connection is one of the
central strategies.
National travelers are the dominant demand resource for current air system. The huge intercity
demand provides a strong base for operating good railway system. Building up strong intermodal
connections to aviation system at the congested corridor could be the best option to release the
congestion at airport.
Additionally, the 9.11 terrorism attack has force airlines put more energy on the safety and
security concerns, which largely increase the operation cost for airlines and air passengers have
to suffer longer checking and processing time at airports. All of above factors provide an
incentive to improve the rail service as an alternative for short-to-mid distance flights
3.3.2 In Europe/Japan
Different from America, in Europe/Japan, a well-developed air system and a High-Speed-Rail
network are available across both of these regions.. In Europe, the high-speed rail service has
been the dominant transportation mode for intercity passengers. While the demand buildup is
more evenly distributed between national and international travelers. Intermodal cooperation has
appeared in lots of locations. Because of the well-developed HSR network, intermodal
connections could expand the service range of existing airports.
3.3.3 China Mainland
In China, aviation system is fast developing across much of the nation. However, it is still highly
regulated by government and is much expensive than other intercity transportation modes.
Regional airport is developing in all the major cities. Different from American and Europe,
instead of hub-spoke system, the air system in China is mainly providing a point-to-point service
for domestic market. Air-Hub-air travel only happens at international Market. To drive the
regional economy growth, most of local governments are trying to build their own airport, even
though the demand has not been large enough to support the airport and there may have already
been airports with redundant capacity in neighboring cities.
Well-developed railway network is still the dominant transportation mode for intercity
passengers. Intermodalism could be considered as a long-term development strategy for current
fast-developing, but a little disordered aviation systems.
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4. INTERMODAL APPLICATION IN METROPOLITAN REGIONS WITH MULTI-
AIRPORT SYSTEM
Key Words Definition:
OT---- Originating from or terminating to the service regions of airports, which comprises of ATH and EFH
travelers.
ATH-Travelers who originating from the service regions and need to access airports
EFH---Travelers who Egress from airport hub and terminate in the service regions
Transfers---travelers who arrival from flight and need transfer to another flight in the same airport (TSA) or to
another airport (TTA)
TSA---Travelers transferring inside a single airport
TTA---Travelers transferring between two different airports.
In Chapter 3, rail-air intermodal system is applied in short-to-mid distance corridor segments for
transcontinental and international market. Rail service refers to intercity train, which provides a
feeder service to airport hub for travelers from remote regions. This chapter will discuss the other
important rail-air intermodal application, which happens in large metro areas with multiple
airports. In this application, rail service mainly refers to urban rail system (subway, light rail and
so on) that connect neighboring airports with metro areas, Compared with intercity train, it is has
much lower speed, more frequent stops, and requires much shorter access time.
Rail would play two major roles in this intermodal application:
" "Metropolis Access/Egress mode": with strong intermodal connections, rail could provide a
more reliable and faster express service for downtown residents to airports.
" "Connection Among Neighboring Airports": Strong intermodal connections could allow rail
function as a internal link among neighboring airports. Therefore, it would provide a
physical opportunity for separate airports to function as a more efficient unique one.
Basically, Multi-airport systems refer to more than one commercial airport existing in a single
huge metro area or several smaller neighboring metro areas. As Indicated in Diagram 4.1, there
are two typical alignments of multi-airport with intermodal connections:
* Alignment 1: a multi-airports system in a single big metro area, which is connected by rail
links with an urban rail system.
* Alignment 2: there are two neighboring metro areas, each of which has a regional airport
located in the suburban areas and urban rail system is available in the downtown areas.
Airports and urban rail are connected by rail links.
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Diagram 4.1: Rail Connection Among Neighboring Airports
With Metro-areas
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As analyzed in Chapter 3, high investment for rail construction is always the biggest constraint
for rail-air intermodal system implementation. However, if a good rail system has been available,
it would enjoy high economies of scales and economies of scopes. Since in reality, the main
revenue resource of an urban rail system is from daily travelers inside the metro areas, the
construction and financial performance of which is beyond the scope of this thesis. In this
chapter, it is assumed that a well-developed urban rail system has been available in the metro
areas. Three scenarios will be investigated to analyze the feasibility and efficiency of this type of
intermodal application:
1. Scenario 1: Given the urban rail system available, there is no rail link between airports and
the urban rail systems.
2. Scenario 2: Given all the rail connections have been available, as indicated in Diagram 4.1,
there is no intermodal cooperation between air and rail system.
3. Scenario 3: Given the entire rail connections have been available, rail and air are fully
intermodal cooperated in terms of operation, management and schedule matching.
4.1 Utility Analysis
In the multi-airport system, airport users could be classified into two groups:
" OT Travelers: Originating from or terminating to the service regions of the airport, which
comprises of ATH and EFH travelers: ATH-Travelers who originating from the service
region and need to access the airports; EFH---Travelers who Egress from airport hub and
terminate in the service region
" Transfers---travelers who arrival from a flight and need transfer to another flight in the same
airport (TSA) or to another airport (TTA).
As indicated in Diagram 4.1, it is initially assumed that the rail distance between the two airports
is 40-mile, while the distance of rail links between urban rail systems and airports is 10-mile. In
scenario 1, OT and TTA travelers could only take highway options to access, egress, or transfer
between different airports, while, in scenario 2 and 3, rail system provides one more options for
such travelers. Let's start with Scenario 2 as the base case for utility analysis. In the base case of
this chapter, it is assumed that:
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1. Rail service has 60 mph of average speed, which is discounted from the top operation speed
considering the frequent stops.
2. Because urban rail requires much shorter onboard time and is always not as comfortable as
intercity train (not everyone has seats in lots of cases), rail users would not likely to spend
the onboard time for working or entertainment. The value of time for this period is assumed
to be same as that for out-of-vehicle times in section 2.
3. The direct OOP cost for rail service is assumed to be $10.
4. The average taxi speed is assumed to be 25mph considering congestions and delays during
highway trips.
4.1.1 Disutility and Mode Splits Of OT travelers In Base Case
Same as in the preliminary utility model, the disutility generated from the entire trip would
comprise of NDT (disutility of time and opportunity cost for the trip time) and direct OOP cost.
Compared with "corridor market", the direct OOP cost for metropolitan access/egress mode is
minimal. trip time and comfort are the dominant factors for the metropolitan travelers' mode
choice. in this case, it is assumed that OT travelers require $12 ($10 for rail fare and $2 for taxi
fee) for rail option and $19 for taxi option .
0 Trip Time Calculating
Most inputs on the trip time calculation are same as in the preliminary model of Chapter 2.
Travel by metro rail is much simpler than intercity train in terms of much better accessibility to
downtown residents, more frequent service and minimal terminal times. In the base case, it is
assumed that, for ATH travelers,
* Rail option requires 2.40-hour of trip time to access airport, which comprises of 0.08-hour
taxi time to downtown railway terminal, 0.15-hour for boarding and waiting for trains,
0.17-hour moving on-board, 1.25-hour at airport for processing and waiting, 0.25-hour for
air service reservation and totally 0.5-hour buffer time for access unreliability.
* Auto option requires totally 2.25-hour, which comprises of 0.25-hour for air service
reservation, 0.3-hour buffer time, 0.6-hour taxi time to airport and 1.10-hour at airport for
processing, waiting and boarding on flight.
For EFH travelers, it is assumed that:
* Rail Option requires totally 0.9-hour egress time, which comprises of 0.4-hour at airport,
0.15-hour Air/rail intermodal terminal, 0.17-hour rail in-vehicle time, 0.1-hour at
downtown rail station and 0.08-hour taxi time to final destination.
* Auto option requires 1.00-hour egress time, which comprises of 0.4-hour at airport and 0.6-
hour taxi time to destination
Based on these assumptions, rail Table 4.1 indicates that the two options would require similar
trip time
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Table 4.1: Calculating Trip Time
ATH
Rail Oplion
Reserwtion 025
Buffer tinie for access unrelialilit 0.5
Taxi llne= 0.08
Taxi speed (mile/hour) 25
Taxi in-vehicle distance 2
'I11e at Rail Terninal= 0.15
Process time 0
Que time 0
Waiting time at railway station 0.1
Boarding time 0.05
Rail in-whide tine= 0.17
Net in-vehicle tint (hour) 0.17
In-vehicle one-may distance (ile 10
Average Speed (nile/hour) 60
'IT e at Airpport Hib= 1.25
Unboni tine fiomfirst nrde 0.05
Net Transfer tint 0.10
Process Tine 0.1
Que tint for2nd n-de 0.3
Waiting tint at tenrinal 0.5
Boarding tine for 2nd nnde 0.2
Total'in'lbmu 2.40
For OT Travelers In Base Case, By Modes
Auto Option
0.25
03
0.60
25
15
1.10
0.00
0.00
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.2
EnH
Rail Oplion AutoOlpion
lmie At Aiport=
Exit fronanival flight
Picking up Baggage
Access tirn to Egress node
'inie at Railmwy terninal=
Process tint
Que tint
Waiting tint at terminal
Boarding tint for 2nd mrde
Rail In-iehicle tinr=
Average Speed
Rail-Distance
'Inie At &Mntom rail terninal=
axt fnrinVehicle
Acess to Taxi
Taxi tine to Destination=
Average Speed
in-vehicle distance
2.25 Total'Ihlip'e
n Utility/Mode Split For OT Travelers
Since travel by urban rail requires much shorter on-board time and the in-vehicle service cannot
be as productive and comfortable as in intercity train, the value of time for rail in-vehicle time is
assumed to be same as that for out-of-vehicle time in the preliminary utility model. Based on the
same LOGIT model, Exhibit 4.1 indicates that urban rail could capture around half of OT
travelers.
Exhibit 4.1: Disutility and Mode Splits For OT Travelers In Base Case, By modes
ATH EFH
Rail Taxi Rail Taxi
Disutility Of OT Travelers In Base
Business Executive
Business General
Vacation
Student
case, By modes
$491
$252
$132
$60
$469
$244
$132
$64
$191 $212
$102 $112
$57 $62
$30 $32
Mode Splits Of OT Travelers In Base Case, By modes
Business Executive 45% 55%
Business General 48% 52%
Vacation 50% 50%
Student 51% 49%
Overall Share 48% 52%
% Of travelers
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55%
39%
45%
47%
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45%
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25%
15%
100%
0.40
0.20
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0.10
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0
0
0.1
0.05
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0.05
0.05
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2
0.40
0.20
0.10
0.10
0
0.00
0
0.60
25
15
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4.1.2 Disutility/Mode Splits of Transfers In Base Case
o Trip Time/Direct OOP cost
If transfers do have to use the different airport for the next flight, it is assumed that
0 Auto option requires longer buffer time than rail option, considering the heavy traffic and
surprises during the highway trip. The direct OOP cost for auto option is assumed to be $44
(taxi fee)
* Because there is no rail-air intermodal cooperation, TTA requires processing and check-in
again at the departure airport. The direct OOP cost is $10 for rail fee
Table 4.2: Calculating Trip Ti
Buffer time for transfer unreliability
Time at Arrival Hub=
Exitfrom Arrival Flight
Picking Up Baggage
Access to Transfer mode
Time at Railway terminal=
Process time
Queue time
Waiting time at terminal
Boarding time
Transfer mode in-vehicle time=
Average Speed
In -vehicle distance
Time at Departure Hub=
Exit from train
Net Transfer time
Process Time
Queue timefor 2nd Flight
Waiting time at terminal
Boarding time
Total Trip Time
me For Transfers In Base
TTA
Rail Option
0.5
0.40
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.15
Case, By Modes
Auto Option
1
0.40
0.2
0.1
0.1
0
0.1
0.05
0.67
60
40
0.95
0.05
0.10
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.2
2.67
Table 4.2 indicates that when transferring inside a single
1.00-hour transfer time. When transfer between different
hour for rail option and 3.8-hour for taxi option.
airport, TSA travelers require totally
airports, TTA travelers require 2.67-
o Utility/Mode Split for Transfers
Exhibit 4.2 indicates that if transfers do have to transfer between different airports, urban rail
would capture around 3/4 of TTA travelers. However, if transfers could have choice, given
current condition, no one would likely to use different airports for the next flight because of the
long, onerous, and inconvenient transfer time between different airports.
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Exhibit 4.2: Disutility and Mode Splits For Transfers In Base Case, By modes
TTA
Rail
Disutility of Transfers in Base Case, By modes
Business Executive $543
Business General $277
Vacation $143
Student $63
Taxi
$804
$424
$234
$120
TSA
$200
$100
$50
$20
Mode Splits Of Transfers (if have to catch
Business Executive 88%
Business General 76%
Vacation 67%
Student 61%
Overall Share 75%
Mode S plits Of Transfers (if do not have
Business Executive 0%
Business General 0%
Vacation 0%
Student 0%
Overall Share 0%
next flight at different hub)
12%
24%
33%
39%
25%
to catch next flight
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
at different hub)
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
% Of travelers
25%
35%
25%
15%
100%
% Of travelers
25%
35%
25%
15%
100%
4.1.3 Sensitivity Analysis
Since it is assumed that time in each trip segment has the same values of times as those for out-
of-vehicle time in the preliminary utility model, for certain types of travelers, the NDT would be
proportional to the length of the total trip time.
Figure 4.1: Trip Time Distribution Of Rail Option
In The Base Case
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Figure 4.1 indicates that if travel by rail, ATH travelers need to spend more than half of the total
trip time at airports, only 7% of the trip time on trains. EFH travelers require much shorter time
at arrival airports (AA), but it still takes more than 44% of the total trip time, TTA travelers
need to spend more than 35% of trip time at departure airport (DA) and 25% on trains.
In scenario 2, given the certain physical systems, the times at airports, buffer time, reservation
time for flights and times at downtown railway terminal (DR) are kind of fixed times for both
rail and taxi options, and have little space to be reduced. The variable trip times are the taxi time
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and the rail onboard time. Besides the trip time, although direct OOP cost is relatively low, it is
still an important factor to affect travelers' mode choice, especially for those with lower value of
time. Six cases are investigated to examine the effectiveness of these key factors for the system
performance of rail service.
o Case 4.1: Better Highway performance & Difficult Access to Urban Rail
In this case, it is assumed that:
* The highway condition is better than that in the base case in terms of less congestion and
surprises, which allow autos (taxi) have higher average speed (40mph);
* OT travelers require longer highway distance to access (egress from) downtown railway
terminals from origination (destination) point , which is assumed to be 4-miles in this case.
Base on these assumptions, Figure 4.2 indicates that for OT travelers, the total trip time is
increased by 0.02-hour for rail option and reduced by 0.22-hour for auto option, while, for TTA
travelers, the trip time is reduced by 0.6-hour for auto option and has no change for rail option.
Figure 4.2: Trip Time Comparison
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Under current condition, Exhibit 4.3 indicates that the overall rail share is decreased to about
40% for OT travelers, and to around 2/3 for TTA travelers (if necessary). Compared with base
case, business travelers are much more sensitivity to trip time
travelers because of the higher value of time.
change than vacation and student
Exhibit 4.3: Disutility/Mode Splits in Case 4.1, By modes
ATH EFH
Rail Taxi Rail Taxi
Disutility In Case 4.1, by modes
Business Executive
Business General
Vacation
Student
Mode Splits In Case 4.1, by modes
Business Executive
Business General
Vacation
Student
Overall Share
$497
$256
$135
$62
33%
42%
46%
49%
42%
$424
$222
$120
$60
67%
58%
54%
51%
58%
$196 $168
$104 $90
$58 $51
$30 $28
34% 66%
42% 58%
46% 54%
48% 52%
42% 58%
TTA
Rail Taxi
$543
$277
$143
$63
75%
66%
62%
59%
66%
$684
$364
$204
$108
25%
34%
38%
41%
34%
% Of travelers
25%
35%
25%
15%
100%
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0 Case 4.2: Lower Direct OOP Cost For Highway Option
Given the same highway performance and accessibility of urban rail as in case 4.1, it is assumed
that the direct OOP cost for highway options is halved. Under such condition, Exhibit 4.4
indicates that rail share is slightly decreased by 2%.
Exhibit 4.4: Disutility/Mode Splits in Case 4.2, By modes
ATH
Rail Taxi
Disutility In Case 4.1, by modes
Business Executive
Business General
vacation
Student
Mode Splits In Case 4.1, by modes
Business Executive
Business General
vacation
Student
$497
$256
$135
$62
30%
39%
44%
47%
EFH1
Rail Taxi
$415
$212
$111
$50
70%
61%
56%
53%
$196
$104
$58
$30
32%
40%
44%
46%
TTA
Rail Taxi
$165
$87
$48
$25
68%
60%
56%
54%
$543
$277
$143
$63
72%
62%
57%
54%
$662
$342
$182
$86
28%
38%
43%
46%
% Of trawlers
25%
35%
25%
15%
Owrall Share 39% 61% 40% 60% 62% 38% 100%
o Case 4.3: Lower Rail Fare
To respond with the improved highway option, as shown in case 4.2, it is assumed that rail fare
is halved ($ 5.0). Exhibit 4.5 indicates that the $5 cost saving has only little effect to travelers'
mode choice.
Exhibit 4.5: Disutility/Mode Splits in Case 4.3, By modes
ATH EFH TrA
Rail Taxi Rail Taxi Rail Taxi
Disutility In Case 4.1, by modes
Business Executive $492 $415 $193 $165 $538 $662
Business General $251 $212 $101 $87 $272 $342
vacation $130 $111 $55 $48 $138 $182
Student $57 $50 $27 $25 $58 $86
Mode Splits In Case 4.1, by modes % Of trawlers
Business Executive 31% 69% 33% 67% 73% 27% 25%
Business General 40% 60% 41% 59% 64% 36% 35%
vacation 45% 55% 46% 54% 59% 41% 25%
Student 48% 52% 48% 52% 55% 45% 150/c
Owrall Share 40% 60% 41% 58% 63% 37% 100%
o Case 4.4: Higher Average Speed Of Rail
Given the improved highway performance and the difficult accessibility of urban rail as shown in
case 4.3, it is assumed that the average speed of rail is increased to 100mph and the rail fare is
back to $10. Under such condition, Figure 4.3 indicates that because of the short rail on-board
distance, the incremental 40mph of average speed could only reduced total trip time by 0.07 for
OT travelers. Such a minimal time saving is not likely to noticed by travelers
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Figure 4.3: Trip Time Comparison
Case 4.4 Vs. Case 4.1
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2.
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EFH TTA
*ICse 4. 1 0 Case 4.4
Because of the longer onboard distances, higher speed makes more sense for TTA travelers.
Exhibit 4.6 indicates if transfers do have to catch next flight at the other airport, the incremental
40mph average speed could increase rail share by more than 7% from case 4.2.
Exhibit 4.6: Disutility/Mode Splits Of Transfers in Case 4.4, By modes
TTA
Rail
Disutility of Trans fers in B ase Cas e, By modes
Business Executive $485
Business General $245
Vacation $125
Student $53
Mode Splits Of Transfers (if have
Business Executive
Business General
Vacation
Student
Overall Share
to catch next flight at different hub)
83% 17%
70% 30%
62% 38%
57% 43%
69% 31%
Mode Splits Of Transfers (if do not have to catch
Business Executive 0%
Business General 0%
Vacation 0%
Student 0%
Overall Share 0%
next flight
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
at different hub)
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
% Of travelers
25%
35%
25%
15%
100%
% Of travelers
25%
35%
25%
15%
100%
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Taxi
$662
$342
$182
$86
TSA
$200
$100
$50
$20
o Case 4.5: FIC (Scenario 3)
Under full intermodal cooperation condition, rail shuttle could function as a "internal link"
among neighboring airports, which could allow the separate airports function as a unique one.
Under this condition, TTA travelers would not require additional process time for the next flight.
In this case, it is assumed that
Several downtown railway terminals are refurbished to function as intermodal branches.
" ATH travelers could process and check-in once for the whole trip at the downtown
branch, and then take rail shuttle with much fewer stops to airport. Since the branches
would likely be less crowded than in airport, it would require shorter queue time at
railway terminals
" Under FIC condition, rail-shuttle service will match better with the schedule of flights
and be more reliable, which would reduce the buffer time and waiting time at terminals.
* Highway performance and the accessibility of urban rail are assumed to be same as in
case 4.2.
* Direct OOP cost for taxi option is halved as in case 4.2, while rail fare is still $10 per
person.
Based on above assumptions, Table 4.3 indicates that the total trip time of rail option is reduced
to 1.82-hour for ATH travelers, to 1.97-hour for TTA travelers and has no change for EFH
travelers.
Table 4.3: Calculating Trip Time Of Rail Option In Case 4.5
Reservation
Buffer timE for access unreliabi
Taxi Tim=
Taxi speed (mile/hour)
Taxi in-vehicle distance
Time at Rail Terminal=
Process time
Que time
Waiting time at railway station
Boarding time
Rail in-vehicle tin=
Net in-vehicle tint (hour)
In-vehicle one-way distance (nik
Average Speed (mile/hour)
Tim at Airpport Hub=
Exit from train
Net Transfer tine
Process Tint
Que tine for 2nd mode
Waiting tie at terminal
Boarding tine for 2nd mode
Total TriD TiM
ATH
0.25
0.3
0.10
40
4
0.4
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.05
0.17
0.17
10
60
0.60
0.10
0.10
0
0
0.2
0.2
1.82
EFH
Time At Aiport=
Exit from amval flight
Picking up Baggage
Access tint to Egress mode
Tme at Railway terminal=
Process tine
Queue tine
Waiting time at teminal
Boarding tine for 2nd ode
Rail In-vehicle tinie=
Average Speed
Rail-Distance
11i At dowintown rail tenninal
Exit from train
Access to Taxi
Taxi tine to Destination=
Average Speed
In-vehicle distance
Total Trio Tmie
0.40
0.20
0.10
0.10
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.17
60.00
10.00
0.10
0.05
0.05
0.10
40.00
4.00
0.92
Buffer tine for transfer unrelial
Time at Arrival Hub
Exit from Arrival Flight
Picking Up Baggage
Access to Transfer node
Time at Railmuy terninal
Process tinet
Queue tinrt
Waiting time at terminal
Boarding tine
Transfer nioe in-vehicle tinie
Average Speed
In-vehicle distance
Time at Departure Hub
Exit from train
Net Transfer time
Process Tin
Que ttime
Waiting tie at terminal
Boarding tint
Total Trio Tme
TEA
0.3
0.30
0.2
0
0.1
0.15
0
0
0.1
0.05
0.67
60
40
0.55
0.05
0.10
0
0
0.2
0.2
1.97
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Under current condition, Exhibit 4.7 indicates rail share could be increased to around 55% for
ATH travelers and would dominate TTA travelers (If necessary). For transfers, the disutility for
rail option become much closer to TSA than before
Exhibit 4.7: Disutility/Mode Splits in Case 4.5, By modes
Sunamry: FTC With Better Hlghway Perfornnce and Difficult Access to Urabn Rail
ATH
Rail Taxi
Disutility In Case 4.1, by nxes
Business Executive
Business General
vacation
Student
Mode Splits In Case 4.1, bynxles
Business Executive
Business General
vacation
Student
$378
$196
$105
$50
59%
54%
51%
50%
E11
Rail Taxi
$415
$212
$111
$50
41%
46%
49%
50%
$196
$104
$58
$30
32%
40%
44%
46%
$165
$87
$48
$25
68%
600/
56%
54%
TrA
Rail Taxi
$404
$207
$109
$49
100%
94%
82%
68%
$662
$342
$182
$86
0%
6%
18%
32%
ISA
$200.00
$100. 00
$50.00
$20.00
% Of trawlers
250/
350/c
250/c
150/c
Owrall Share 54% 46% 40% 60% 89% 11% 100%
Given the FIC system, If the highway performance and rail accessibility is same as in base case
(25mph of taxi average speed, $1 per mile taxi fee, and 2 mile taxi distance to downtown rail
terminals), Exhibit 4.8 indicates that rail would capture more than 60% of ATH travelers and
around 55% of EFH travelers.
Exhibit 4.8: Disutility/Mode Splits in Case 4.5, (Same Highway condition and urban rail
Accessibility As In Base Case) By modes
ATH EFH
Rail Taxi Rail Taxi
Disutility Of OT Travelers In Base case, By modes
Business Executive $374 $459 $191 $212
Business General $194 $234 $102 $112
Vacation $104 $122 $57 $62
Student $50 $54 $30 $32
Mode Splits Of OT Travelers In Base Case, By modes % Of trawlers
Business Executive 70% 30% 61% 39% 25%
Business General 60% 40% 55% 45% 35%
Vacation 54% 46% 53% 47% 25%
Student 51% 49% 51% 49% 15%
Overall Share 60% 40% 55% 45% 100%
o Case 4.6: FIC With High-Speed Rail Shuttle
Even though FIC could largely improve the performance of rail option for TTA travelers, they
still require around 1 hour longer transfer time than TSA travelers with additional $10 direct
OOP cost. The 1-hour difference between TSA and TTA 1 is comprised of around 0.7-hour
onboard time and 0.3 hour for waiting, boarding and exiting from trains. Obviously, disregard
the direct OOP cost, the rail onboard time is the biggest constraint to induce transfers to use
different airport for their next flights. Higher speed or infrequent stops could reduce such time.
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In reality, the rail shuttle service could be operated at different speed level in urban circle
segment and intermodal connection segment segment, which is because the frequent stops only
happen at the urban segment, while for the segments between urban rail and airports, there could
be no intermediate stops. In alignment 2, rail could provide a non-stop shuttle service between
the two airports.
In this case, it is assumed that to induce more transfers use the other airport for their next flight,
air operators allow TTA travelers use rail shuttle for free and the average speed of the shuttle
service is increased to 100mph from 60mph. Exhibit 4.9 indicates that the rail shuttle service
could capture around 11% of transfers to use this service. As have discussed in case 4.4, such
speed increasing would have no effect to OT travelers.
Exhibit 4.9: Disutility/Mode Splits in Case 4.6, By modes
TTA By Rail TSA
Disutility of Transfers in Base Case, By modes
Business Executive $350 $200
Business General $175 $100
Vacation $88 $50
Student $35 $20
Mode Splits Of Transfers (if do not have to catch next flight at different hub) % Of travelers
Business Executive 0% 100% 25%
Business General 4% 96% 35%
Vacation 16% 84% 25%
Student 34% 66% 15%
Overall Share 11% 89% 100%
4.1.4 Summary of Utility Analysis
As indicated in Figure 4.4, to be a competitive metropolitan access/egress mode for OT travelers,
rail connections between urban rail and airports are necessary or at least the rail terminal and
airports are close enough. In base cases, it is assumed that the length of link to airport is 10
miles. Such short distance makes speed increasing have little effect on the improvement of
system performance. Today, more environmental and social concerns have forced new airports to
be built further and further away from metro regions. As the distance between airports and metro
regions increases, speed increasing becomes more and more important for the intermodal system.
Compared with speed increasing, FIC could be much more beneficial for OT travelers.
For Transfers, even though rail connection between airports, as shown in scenario 3, could allow
rail much more competitive over auto option, if not necessary, almost all the transfers would not
likely transfer between different airports. Because of the longer distance, speed increasing make
more sense for TTA travelers than OT travelers, especially in alignment 2. Under FIC condition,
a faster rail shuttle service among neighboring airports largely shorten the disutility difference
between TTA and TSA travelers
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Figure 4.4: Overall Rail Share Change In Each Case
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4.2 Benefits/Costs Analysis
Basically, multiple airport systems always exist in big metro areas that could generate large
amount of traffic, as well around many other cities, such as New York, London and so on. In
most cases around the world, each of the airports in the Multi-airport system is always competing
with each other for traffic and services. The competition always leads to traffic concentration at
the primary airport and volatile traffic at the secondary airport, and is likely to produce special
problems and, in many cases have lead to political and financial failures. The performance of a
multi-airport system highly depends on not only the volume and constitute of market demand,
but also the operators' understanding of the competitive market dynamics that favor their growth
and shape their opportunities. The general rule is that the multi-airport systems perform well
only when there are large enough originating traffic demand from the metro areas. Otherwise,
they will be highly economically risky to disrupt efficient airline operations. Under competition
condition, each of the airports in the system has to invest much money in a wide range of flexible
facilities to provide a wide range of services for different components of market with distinct
needs. Strong intermodal connections among the separate airports could provide a physical
opportunity for them to function as a unique hub, which could enhance their ability to adjust
market dynamics, reduce the risks associated with these systems, reduce the operation cost by
providing more specific services and optimize the utilization of capacity of the airports.
Rail-air intermodal system in this application, as shown in Scenario 3, could mainly benefit the
multi-airport systems in two ways:
1. Strong Intermodal connections between airports and metro areas: Rail could provide a fast
and reliable express service for downtown residents to airports.
2. Intermodal connections among neighboring airports: Rail could function as an internal link
among separate airports to make passengers and baggage transferring between these airports
more easily and safe, therefore to make them function as a more efficient unique one.
Even though with so many potential benefits, number of physical and non-physical constraints
would hamper the successful implementation of such intermodal system. The feasibility and
efficiency of the intermodal system would vary with different regions and different markets.
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4.2.1 Initial Assumptions On Demand/Costs
o Initial Demand Assumption
As indicated in Table 4.4, the initially assumed annual demand for the multi-airport system is
estimated from the annual demand statistics of 16 major airport systems in several developed
countries (USA, Europe, Japan and Hong Kong) in 2001. "E
Table 4.6: Initial Annual Demand Assumption For Airports In Each Case
Alignment 1 Alignment 2
Airport 1 Airport 2 Airport 1 Airport 2
Originating Demand (million)
ATH 20 20 20 20
EFH 20 20 20 20
Transfers (million) 15 15 15 15
Total Annual Demand (million) 55 55 55 55
o Initial Assumptions on Cost Components
The main components of costs associated with the implementation of the intermodal system are
initially assumed as following:
1. Capital cost, operation cost and maintenance cost for the rail links between airports
and metro areas. As indicated in Table 4.4, it is assumed that the cost for the 10-mile rail
link construction between airports and urban rail system is $50 million per mile. The total
investment for such link is $500 million. Let's assume that the money is borrowed from bank
and railway operators need pay the 5% annual interest. The annual capital cost is $50 million.
As analyzed in chapter 3, the capital cost is always the dominant part of annual cost for rail
system operation, which occupies around 80% of the total annual cost in Chapter 3. In the
three scenarios, it is assumed that urban system has been already available and is serving not
only travelers inside the metro regions but also airport users. The intermodal system would
mainly serve airport users under. To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that the annual
operation and maintenance cost for the intermodal service is equal to 5% of the annual
capital cost.
Table 4.4: Annual Cost for Rail shuttle service between metro area and Airport
Total Investment Interest Annual of capital cost % Of Capital cost Annual O& M Cost
$500 million 5% $ 25 million 5% $1.25 million
2. Capital cost, operation cost and maintenance cost for the rail link between airports. To
implement the intermodal system in Alignment 2, it requires a 40-mile rail link between two
airports, which is assumed to be built in non-metro areas, the unit costs for such link is
assumed to be $20 million per mile, and total investment is $800 million. Because there is no
intermediate stops along the rail link, the operation & maintenance cost should have
Richard De Neufville/ Amedeo C-Joni, "Airport System Planning, Design and Management", PP 135,Table 5.1
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relatively less weight to the total annual cost. As indicated in Table 4.5, it is assumed that the
annual O&M cost is equal to 3% of the annual capital cost
Table 4.5: Annual Cost for Rail shuttle service
Total Investment Interest Annual of capital cost
$800 million 5% $ 40 million
between metro area and Airport
% Of Capital cost Annual O& M Cost
3% $1.2 million
3. Other Costs associated with intermodal cooperation and internal cooperation among
separate airports. Compared the infrastructure construction cost, such cost is relatively
minimal and is disregarded in most of the following analyses.
4.2.2 Financial Analysis For Alignment 1
Based on the utility analyses, when there is no rail connection between urban rail system and
airport, no air users would likely use rail to access, egress or transfer between airports. To
implement the intermodal system in alignment 1, it requires totally 20 miles new rail links to
connect airports and urban rail system. Without intermodal cooperation, new rail links could
allow rail system capture around 48% ATH travelers and 55% EFH travelers, and if not
necessary, no transfers would likely to use rail for transferring to the other airport. Under current
condition, Exhibit 4.10 indicates that the totally $1,000 million investment for the two 10-mile
rail link could gain $359.5 million annual profits.
Exhibit 4.10: Financial Performance of Rail System of Alignment 1, In Base Case
Rail Total Annual Annual Rail Annual
Share Demand Demand Rail Revenue/Cost
(% ) (Million) (Million) Fee (million $)
Rail Link To Airport 1
ATH 48.00% 20 9.60 $10 $96.00
EFH 55.00% 20 11.00 $10 $110.00
Sum 40 20. 60 $206. 00
Investment $500
Capital Cost $25
Annual O&M Cost $1. 25
Annual Profits $179. 75
Rail Link To Airport 2
ATH 48.00% 20 9.60 $10 $96.00
EFH 55.00% 20 11.00 $10 $110.00
Sum 40 20.60 $206.00
Investment $500
Capital Cost $25
Annual O&M Cost $1. 25
Annual Profits $179. 75
Total Annual Profits $359. 50
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Given the same highway performance and rail accessibility, as in base case, intermodal
cooperation could further increase rail share to more than 60% for ATH, has no effect for EFH
traveler. For transfers, rail shuttle service, as described in case 4.5, could induce around 5% of
transfers to use the other airport for the next flight, if they are required to pay the $10 rail fee. In
realities, to balance the traffic among the airports and optimize the investment and utilization of
the facilities in the multi-airport system, airport operators would likely to encourage the travelers
to shift their travel patterns by providing discount for secondary airport users, waiving the rail
fee for transfers to the other airports and so on. Let's assume airport operators allow the transfers
between two airports use the rail shuttle for free. Exhibit 4.11 indicates that FIC could increase
the annual revenue of rail system to more than $460 million. The incremental revenue is 100%
from ATH travelers.
Exhibit 4.11: Annual Revenue Of Rail In FIC Case
Rail Total Annual Annual Rail Annual
Share Demand Demand Rail Revenue
(% ) (Million) (Million) Fee (million $)
Rail Link To Airport 1
ATH 60% 20 12.00 $10 $120.00
EFH 55% 20 11.00 $10 $110.00
TTA 5% 15 0.75 $0 $0.00
Sum 40 28.36 $230.00
Rail Link To Airport 2
ATH 60% 20 12.00 $10 $120.00
EFH 55% 20 11.00 $10 $110.00
TTA 5% 15 0.75 $0 $0.00
Sum 40 28.36 $230.00
Total Annual Revenue $460. 00
If the intermodal connections have been available, it is assumed that FIC implementation would
require totally $100 million additional investment for necessary equipment and facilities, and the
annual Operation and Maintenance cost is assumed to increase by 10%. In alignment 1, the rail
shuttle service could be operated as in Diagram 4.3, which could save operation cost by
combining the OT and transfers in the same shuttle trains.
Diagram 4.3: Rail Shuttle Service In Alignment 1
Under Full Intermodal Cooperation Condition
Ope ptf i oin' out e
'Ur ban Cl r cid
1 nter modal I nLer moual
Al rport 2 Ai rport I
ATH
EFH
TTA TTA
Based on these assumptions, Table 4.6 indicates that the additional $100 million investment
could produce $42.74 million more annual profits.
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Table 4.6: Financial Performance comparison-Base case Vs. FIC
Revenue Investment Capital cost 0 & M cost Annual Profit
(Million) (Million) (Million) (Million) (Million)
Base Case $412 1000 50 2.5 $359.5
FIC $460 1100 55 2.76 $402.24
Incremental $48 $100.00 $5.00 $0.26 $42.74
Obviously, under current demand and cost assumptions, the investment for FIC system
implementation is highly profitable. Figure 4.5 indicates that with 20-year life-circle and 10% of
discount rate, the $1000 million investment for new rail connections from scenario 1 to scenario
2 has $3061 million NPV, while the $100 million additional investment for FIC implementation
from scenario 2 could produce $364 million NPV. The benefits/costs ratio for the two
investments is 3 and. 3.6 respectively, which means that if physical connections have been
available, FIC implementation could be more productive.
Figure 4.5: NPV of Investments comparison, Scenario 1 vs. Scenario 2
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All the above financial analyses are based on the initial assumptions on the required length of
new rail links, unit cost for system construction and annual 0 & M cost. Since part of the new
link need to go across metro areas, it may need much higher unique cost and special
technologies, which would highly enlarge the financial risk for investors and operators. Figure
4.6 indicates that if the required new rail links are 60-mile long with cost of $60 million per mile
and $500 million additional investment for FIC implementation, the NPV for the total $4100
investment would have a negative $1103 million of NPV under current demand and price
assumptions.
Figure 4.6 NPV of $4100 million Investment
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In the other side, if the required length of new rail link is short and less expensive, the intermodal
system could be much more profitable under current demand assumptions.
4.2.3 Financial Analysis For Alignment 2
Different from Alignment 1, in which the Multi-airport system is located in a single big metro
area and requires totally 20-mile rail links to implement the FIC system as in scenario 3. In
alignment2, the two airports are located at different metro areas and requires totally 60-mile new
rail links to implement the FIC system. For OT travelers, 20-mile rail connections between
airports and urban rail system could achieve same financial performance for rail service in both
of the two alignments, however, for TTA travelers, alignment 2 requires additional 40-mile
intermodal connection between the two airports.
As indicated in Exhibit 4.11, if two 10-mile rail links are separately built up to connect the
airports with the downtown urban rail system in each region, the total investment is $1000
million ($50 million per mile). Under non-FIC condition, the total annual profits for the two 10-
mile links are $359.5 million, which is same as in the base case of alignment 1.
Exhibit 4.11; Financial Performance of Rail of Alignment 2, In Base Case
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Rail Total Annual Annual Rail Annual
Share Demand Demand Rail Revenue/Cost
(% ) (Million) (Million) Fee (million $)
length ofnew link 20.00
Cost per mile $50.00
Investment for FIC $0.00
Total Investment $1,000.00
Rail Link To Airport 1
ATH 48. 00% 20 9.60 $10 $96.00
EFH 55.00% 20 11.00 $10 $110.00
TTA
Sum 40 22.77 $206.00
Rail Link To Airport 2
ATH 48.00% 20 9.60 $10 $96.00
EFH 55.00% 20 11.00 $10 $110.00
TTA
Sum 40 22.77 $206.00
Total Annual Revenue $412. 00
Capital Cost $50
o & M cost $2.50
Annual Cost $52. 50
Annual Profits $359. 50
Same as in alignment 1, it is assumed that FIC implementation in the 20mle rail link requires
totally $100 million additional investment, which could produce around $43 million more
annual profits. s Given the FIC system available between the airports and urban rail, to urge
transfers to use the other airport for the next flight, it is assumed that it is required totally $900
million investment, which comprises of $800 million for 40-mile rail connection and $100
million for FIC implementation. If the rail shuttle service could be operated as in Diagram 4.4,
besides TTA travelers, utility model suggests that part of the originating passengers from one
region would likely to take the shuttle train to use the further away airport, in reality, the volume
of such travelers is highly dependent on the types of service that provided by the airports, fare
levels in each airport, destinations of flights, and a lot of other factors. If the two airports provide
same service for travelers, it would extremely hard to urge travelers to change their travel
patterns to use a remote airport. Additionally, to urge transfers to use different airports, airport
operators always allow TTA travelers use the rail shuttle service for free. Under this condition,
the $900 million investment seems to have no financial profits for rail side. However, when
demand relocation is really important for a multi-airport system, the financial profits for the rail
link could be generated as following:
" In a multi-airport system, the secondary airports are often used by discount airlines. For
example, In Washington DC, the discount for using BWI or Dulles instead of Washington
International Airport can be over $100. The lower airfare may induce travelers to use the rail
shuttle service to access the remote airports. They may be willing to pay the $10 rail fee.
" When capacity expanding is extremely difficult and expensive for a seriously congested
airport, a strong intermodal connection to the reliever airport could be a efficient, attractive
and economically feasible solution for the capacity problem. Under this condition, the rail
and air owners (even if they are same agency) could have a contract that would pay or
allocate the rail a "fee" for each traveler. The beauty of this is that the airlines and the
airports are probably concerned with the passengers' willingness to pay for the entire trip. If
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the transfer could be convenient and easy, they can set a more profitable price strategy by
encouraging passengers to use the cheaper airports, or consolidating flights in and out of the
region. A passenger would not likely want to pay higher fee for transfer, but airline and
airport could justify such a high fee in order to establish the service. (more detailed
discussion will be shown in section 4.2.2)
Diagram 4.4: Rail Shuttle Service In Alignment 2
Under Full Intermodal Cooperation Condition
Oper at i on Rout e
Al rport 1Alpr 2
-A-H------------ ------------- AT- -H--------------------------H-------
- EFH ------------------------
4- -- -- -- --- -- -- - --- -- - -- EFH- -----
TTA -a TTA
Besides the potential profits from the airport users, the rail system, as shown in Diagram 4.4,
could also provide an intercity corridor service between the two regions. Since railway system
always enjoys huge economies of scale and economies of scopes, when the system is available,
the marginal cost for additional rail travelers could be very low (assumed to be $3 in this case). If
the rail fare for corridors travelers is $10, the marginal profits for additional traveler could be $7.
Figure 4.7 indicates that regardless of the potential profits from airport users, the $900 million
investment could achieve a positive NPV (10% discount rate and 20year life-circle), if the annual
demand from corridor travelers could be more than 15 million.
Figure 4.7: NPV Change of $900 Million Investment
With Demand of Corridor travelers
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4.2.2 Benefits Analysis
Multi-airport systems constitute a sizable segment of the airport industry. Currently, there are
about 30 major, distinct multi-airport systems existing worldwide, involving over 80 airports. As
of 2001, they catered to about 1 billion total passengers, well over half of worldwide traffic. All
of these provide a grand space for this type of intermodal application. Besides the high potential
financial profits for rail service operation, a successful intermodal system could produce many
other benefits for both rail and air systems.
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Ei Balance the level of traffic among the neighboring airports
In most cases, a multi-airport system with metro areas is always comprised of a primary airport
that has the most traffic, and one or more secondary airports with between 10 and 50 percent of
the traffic. The significantly different levels of traffic always make the primary airports heavily
congested, while much of the excess capacity in the secondary airports is wasted. Table 4.7
indicates that compared with the primary airport, the relative levels of traffic in the secondary
airports are mostly much lower than the primary airports. Even though primary airports are
serving the most traffic, they are not necessary the largest. For example, Montreal/Mirabel has
much more capacity than the downtown primary airport.
Table 4.7: Traffic Of Secondary Airports In Several Major
Multi-Airport System In The World
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Traffic At Secondary Airports
Metropolitan (% Of Primary Airport)
Region Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth
London 49.5 14.7 6.3 2.2
New York 95.9 74.3 2.9 1.5
Los Angles 11.4 9.9 6.9 1.9 0.9
Chicago 22.1 0.1
Tokyo 45.6
Paris 52.8 0.8
Dallas/Fort Worth 11.7
San Francisco 31.8 26.7
Miami 47.3 17.3
Washington 98 78.5
Houston 25.9
Hong Kong 15.9 8
Osaka 80.4
Boston 23.7 4
Orlando 3.9
Brussels 27.5 1
Montreal 16.5
M ilan 38.8 6.5
Source: Richard de Neufville, "Airport Systems Planning, Design, And Management", P137, Table 5.4, 2001
When heavy congestion happens in primary airports and a new reliever airport is necessary to be
built up further away from the metro areas, one of the major difficulties for such development is
that there is no enough traffic to support the new airport. Such embarrassing failure of new
airport construction is extensive in the nations and regions all over the world, such as Kuala
Lumpur, London, New York, Saint Louis and Washington. When new major airports have been
built, operators found that it is extremely difficult to attract customers.
Without the rail-air intermodal system, as shown in scenario 3, it is impractical to allocate traffic
away from a congested primary airport to the alternative reliever airport. Number of airport
operators have tried to force passengers and traffic to move from the busy airports to secondary
airports with excess capacity. Basically, the motivation for such traffic reallocation is:
1. Reduce Congestion and delays in the crowed airports.
2. Make better use of the existing facilities.
3. Avoid further investment on the congested airports.
Even though there are such straightforward benefits associated with the traffic allocation, there
have been few successful cases around the world. For example, it might be more reasonable to
relocate traffic from congested San Francisco/ International to San Francisco/Oakland, which has
excess capacity to serve more transcontinental traffic, rather than build more capacity at the busy
San Francisco/international. However, the City of Oakland has wanted to build up its traffic for
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over 30 years and still can not achieve their goals. Similar embarrassing failures have extensively
happened in the world, such as, Los Angels, London, Milan, Washington and so on. In fact,
operators in above systems have taken lots of efforts to achieve their purpose. For example, the
British Airports Authority has continuously tried to attract move traffic out of London/Heathrow
to London/Gatwick by providing $ 20 to $ 30 discounts to passengers to persuade them shift
their patterns. But such efforts have approved to have no significant effect. Additionally, they
have pressured foreign flights to use their secondary airports, but not many countries have
accepted the assignment to the less popular airports. The above samples give out a fact that under
the current multi-airport system, successful traffic allocation is extremely difficult to achieve by
only market measures. Although there are still some successful cases happened in the world,
most of them are achieved by severe and compelling government pressures. Such as, Japanese
government closed Tokyo/Haneda to international traffic forcing all service beyond Japan to go
to Tokyo/Narita. Similar cases happen at Osaka and Paris/De Gaulle. However, severe regulation
and government pressure are always less economically efficient for airlines and airports
operators than market measures.
Rail-air Intermodal cooperation system, as shown in Scenario 3, could allow the traffic
automatically allocated by market forces. Let's use the multi-airport system in alignment 1 as a
sample. As indicated in Diagram 4.5, if it is assumed that airport 1 is the congested major hub,
while airport 2 is a newly built reliever airport, to induce more travelers to use the new airport, a
FIC system is built up to connect urban rail system with airport 2. An OD point (signed as
"home" in Diagram 45) that located in the middle of the two airports is selected to examine the
accessibility improvement of airport 2. Without the rail link to airport 2, OT travelers from (to)
"Home" point would take 15-mile taxi to access either of the two airports, which requires $19
direct OOP cost for the taxi fee. FIC connection to airport 2 could allow OT travelers take 2-mile
taxi to the downtown intermodal branch and then take 15-mile rail shuttle to airport 2, which
requires $ 12 direct OOP cost ($10 rail fee and $2 taxi fee).
Diagram 4.5: Multi-airport system with
Different Accessibility
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Based on above assumptions, Exhibit 4.12 indicates that at the selected "home" point, around
70% of ATH travelers and 60% of EFH would prefer to use airport 2. Based on the utility
analyses, rail shuttle service could be much faster and reliable than highway options considering
the congestion and surprises along with highway trips. A strong intermodal connection could
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allow the reliever airport moving further away from downtown areas. The longer the distance,
the more efficient the speed increasing to improve the accessibility improvement of airport. For
example, in Shanghai, China, A 19-mile Meglev railway has been built up to connect the new
built-up Putong international airport, which is located at the suburban area of shanghai, to
downtown subway system. The total onboard time from downtown terminal to Putong Airport
need only 8 minutes. While if take taxi, it generally need 2-hour. The Meglev link made the new
airport even more accessible than the old downtown Hongqiao airport.
Exhibit 4.12: Accessibility Comparison Under FIC Condition, Airport 1 to Airport 2
ATH EFH
Rail To A 2 Taxi to Al Rail To A 2 Taxi to Al
Disutility In Case 4.1, by modes
Business Executive $388 $469 $208 $219
Business General $200 $244 $110 $119
Vacation $106 $132 $61 $69
Student $50 $64 $32 $39
Mode Splits In Case 4.1, by modes % Of travelers
Business Executive 85% 15% 61% 39% 25%
Business General 72% 28% 59% 41% 35%
Vacation 63% 37% 58% 42% 25%
Student 58% 42% 57% 43% 15%
Overall Share 71% 29% 59% 41% 100%
o Service And Facilities Specification
Under competition condition, airport planners always design airport facilities on the purpose to
attract as much traffic from the "Serving regions" as they could. The Serving regions include all
the places that have easier access to this airport than to its competitors. The market in the serving
area comprises of different types of passengers, and is organized by different individual airlines,
all of which requires a wide of range of facilities and equipments to provide different kinds of
service. Since competition within the multi airport system makes the traffic at airport is volatile
both in level and type, operators of these facilities are always facing either underutilization or
congestion, and always have inappropriate facilities for the clients they actually have.
Intermodal system as described in Scenario 3 could allow each airport in the systems specifies
certain type of services and market segments, which allow the investment on facilities and
equipment more efficient in terms of both cost and utilization. Let's use the FIC system in
alignment 2 as an example. It is assumed that airport operators would likely want to specify
airport 1 serving for domestic flights, while airport 2 serving for international flights. To achieve
this purpose, airlines and airports operators have to urge travelers change their travel patterns as
following:
0 International OT travelers from Region 1 have to use airport 2.
* Domestic OT travelers from region 2 have to use airport 1.
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* Transfers from International Arrival flight at airport 2 have to catch domestic flight at
airport 1.
* Transfers from domestic arrival flight at airport 1 have to catch international flight at
airport 2.
Under FIC condition as shown in case 4.5, it is assumed that the rail shuttle fee is $10 for OT
travelers and free for TTA travelers.
Exhibit 4.13: Disutility Comparison Between Original and New Travel Pattern
Scemio 1 Scetwio2 Scemrio3
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As indicated in Exhibit 4.13, compared with Scenario 1 and 2, FIC implementation could largely
shorten the disutility difference between using closer airport and remote airport. Such difference
is generated from the 40-mile rail onboard trip and times lost at railway terminals. If the average
speed could be increased to 150 mph, such difference could be sharply reduced. Compared with
speed increasing, $20 discount could induce student travelers to change their preference from
original option to new option, but it has less effect for business travelers. A higher discount could
induce more travelers to change their travel patterns.
Based on the Utility analyses, under FIC condition, TSA travelers require totally 1-hour for
transferring inside the same airport, and 1.97-hour for TTA travelers. The inputs and
assumptions on the calculation of such time is based on the condition that the schedules of arrival
flight and departure flight are matching well enough, which allow travelers spend little time
waiting for the next flight. In realy, the schedule cannot always match so well. If the interval
time between arrival and departure time is longer than 197-hour, it would make it indifferent
between TSA and TTA.
4.2.2 Constraints Analysis
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Although a success full intermodal system could have so many potential benefits, it cannot be
easily implemented in any cases because of the possible physical and non-physical constraints.
o Constraints Associated with Constructing New Rail Links
The financial analyses are based upon number of assumptions on costs, demand and revenue.
The profitability of the rail service highly depends on the volume of demand and the associated
cost for system construction, operation and maintenance.
For the cost side, although the required new rail links have relative short distance, parts of the
new links have to go across densely populated metro areas. To avoid disturbing the ground
facilities and transportation systems, in lots of the cases, underground line is necessary for some
segments, which would require much higher unit cost and special techniques, such as anti-
earthquake technology, immunity technology for humidity, and so on. Besides all these factors,
geological difficulties could make the infrastructure cost extremely high. One of the most
expensive railways ever built was the Jubilee line extension in London, which cost around US$
528 million per mile because of its difficult civil engineering, large and finely built terminals,
and additional safety equipments.
For the revenue side, because of the characteristically high originating/terminating demand for a
multi-airport system, the rail shuttle from demand generation areas to the airports is more likely
to be profitable than the shuttle service between airports. The demand for the latter one is mainly
from transfers and e O/T passengers using remote airports, which is volatile and not easily to be
forecasted.
In alignment 1, the required new rail links are assumed to be much shorter than in alignment 2,
and both O/T travelers and transfers could be served by the same shuttle service, which could
provide a stable and large demand base to support the rail system. To implement FIC system in
alignment 1 is more likely to be economically feasible than in Alignment 2.
o Constraints Associated With Intermodal Cooperation Between Rail and Air Service
In this application, A FIC system could sure benefit both air and rail sides by improving the
accessibility and EC of Airports to downtown residents, releasing capacity of congested airports,
relocating demand among airports, etc. in this sense, given the rail connections available, airport
operators would more likely to accept the intermodal cooperation than the intermodal application
in "corridor " segment, in which rail service functions as an competitive feeder service. A strong
intermodal connection could largely reduce the demand for feeder flights, and in some cases
could make airlines and airports less profitable. If the rail and aviation are owned and operated
by different agencies, it may be hard to urge aviation to accept such system.
Rail-air intermodal cooperation in this application also requires necessary technical and non-
technical support:
1. Necessary IT and Electronic Technology for passenger identification and remote check-in.
2. Facilities and equipment for safety and security check at downtown branch.
3. Automated Luggage Conveyance for baggage-free transfeming.
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4. Better Schedule matching between rail shuttle and fights, which could reduce the buffer time
and waiting time for air travelers.
All of above require additional investments and higher level of intermodal cooperation. The
efficiency and effectiveness of potential technical improvements will be detailed discussed in
Chapter 5.
o Constraints Associated With Internal Cooperation Between Airports
Instead of Competition, cooperation among the neighboring airports could make the multi-
airports system function more efficiently in terms of enhancing mobility, optimizing operation,
saving cost, higher profitability, demand balancing and service specification, etc. However in
lots of cases, the airports in multi-airport system may be operated and owned by different
companies, or even by different governments or countries. They may have different operation
disciplines, codes, languages, levels of regulation from governments and market strategies, etc,
all of which would greatly hamper the internal cooperation among the airports. The complexity
of the multi-airports system would produce lots of special problems:
1. Who will pay the investment and share the profits for the intermodal connections?
2. Although cooperation would make the whole system more efficient in terms of finance,
engineering and operation, there are still negative effects for some of the specific airports,
such as revenue deceasing, underutilization of existing facilities, and so on. What can be
done to make them accept the cooperation?
3. How to make them under a unique management?
4. Intergovernmental management and operation are always challenging.
5. How to set unique price strategies among the different airports?
6. How to urge airlines to use reliever or remote airports?
7. How to urge passengers to change their travel patterns?
In realities, any of the above problems could be the fatal difficulties for the implementation of
the intermodal system. However, such problems and solutions are beyond of the scope of this
thesis.
4.3 Hong Kong International Airport Case, China
4.3.1 Background Introduction
o Hong Kong And Its Hinder Land-Pearl River Delta
Pearl river delta (PRD) is situated at the middle of Guangdong province, China, where is the
estuary of the pearl river to South sea of China, with a total 10,000 square kilometers. This area
is among the highest population density areas in China, with an average of a more than 600
persons per square kilometer. Pearl River Delta is the first area that was opened by the Chinese
government in the early 1980's. With a number of special political and economical policies
implemented and fully financial support from Central government, this area in the past twenty
years has been among the highest speed development areas in the world with an average of more
than 20 % of annual GRP (Gross Regional Products) increase. A number of fast developing
industrial 1-nd commercial cities appeared, such as:
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* GuangZhou, capital of Guangdong province with around 4 million population,
* Shenzhen, directly bordering Hong Kong with around 1 million population,
* Zhuhai, directly bordering Macaw with around 1 million population.
- 5ao cte
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.. ... for this study
In 1997 and 1999, Chinese government reunited Hong Kong and Macaw respectively. Both of
them, especially Hong Kong, are highly economically developed metros. Compared with
Chinese central government, these two cities have a totally different political and economic
system. Even though in the past twenty years the economical reforms have taken Chinese huge
social and economical benefits and the planned economy is being transferred to market economy,
the living level difference between Hong Kong (Macaw) and mainland is still very large. People
from mainland still need some permission, like visa, to enter Hong Kong or Macaw. There are
also lots of limits for people from mainland who want to work in Hong Kong (Macaw). In the
past century, Hong Kong experienced a golden economic booming era and became a world
financial center. Besides its excellent geographic position for a seaport and its great political and
economical environment as a free trade port, Hong Kong booming took great advantage of the
closed economy of China. Before China open to the world, more than 70 % of export from China
has to be transferred in HKong Kg "What Ho ng people only need to do is just to pick the
money up!". Today, after the two decades of economical and political reform, China mainland
has become one of the most activated partners in global economy. Better and better investment
environment, cheap and quaified lao soureand huge consumer market have attracted more
and more foreign companies to set their branch in Shanghai or other Mainland cities. In 2001,
after entering WTO, China further open to the world. Mainland will not need HK as a trade
bridge any more. To keep econ y bom ing and social stability in the future, Hong Kong
government is thinking to develop new industries, for example IT and other high-tech industries.
To achieve this, Hong Kong need closer link with its hinder land, PRD region, for labor, talent,
land, and natural source. On the other side, fast economy development of PRD in the past
decades was largely built upon the support from Hong Kong in terms of huge investment,
modernized and scientific management ideas, and excellent market economy experience.
Chinese government promised that the " one country two systems " policy for the two cities
would be kept for the next fifty years. One of the development plans for this area from Chinese
government is to build up a "Pearl River Delta" economic union in the next 30 - 50 years with
Hong Kong as the center of this union. To achieve this purpose, a developed and efficient
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transportation system is necessary.
Because of more than one hundred year separation and completely different political and
economical mechanisms, there has been not a unique long-term development strategy for the
transportation system in PRD. Service overlapped and negative internal competition happens in
lots of places, which has lead to number of social and economical problems.
o Current Aviation System In PRD
Currently, as indicated in Diagram 4.6, there are five major international airports in the PRD
region, each of which is serving both domestic and international passengers: Except HKIA, all of
the four others are operated under capacity:
" Hong Kong International Airport (HKIA), which is located 40 kilometers (25 miles) away
from Hong Kong city. As the gateway to China and most of Asia, HKIA is one of the busiest
airports in the world.
" Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport (GBIA). Located around 10 miles away from
Guangzhou city, it is the second biggest airport in the PRD and is the major hub for domestic
flights in South of China.
* Shengzhen Baoan International Airport (SBIA), which is located at Baoan new District, 15-
mile away from Shenzhen central city.
* Zhuhai International Airport (ZHIA), A newly built two runways airport with similar design
capacity as HKIA. It is located around 20 miles away from the center of Zhuhai City.
* Macau International Airport (MIA). Located at Macaw Special Administration Region,
around 5 miles from urban core. It has only a single runway and is operated under capacity
now.
Diagram 4.6: Commercial Aviation System Network In PRD
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o Current Intercity Rail System In PRD
As indicated in Diagram 4.9, the backbone of railway network in PRD region is comprised of
five segments:
* Beijing-Guangzhou line (about 330 km falling with Guangdong Province) is the major
railway line linking major cities between Guangzhou, Beijing and other provinces in the
north.
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" Guangzhou-kowloon line (about 179 km) is basically an extension of the Beijing-Guangzhou
line that connects Guangzhou West Station with Hong Kong Special Administration
(HKSAR) via Shenzhen West Station. In order to enhance the railway capacity and service
levels, electrification on the Third Guangzhou-shenzhen Line was completed in 2000.
" Guangzhou-Shantou line (about 480 km) mainly serves the eastern part of PRD.
" Beijing-kowloon line is the second rail lines serving the areas between the Northern China
and the HKSAR. It runs parallel to the Beijing-Guangzhou line and joins the Guangzhou-
Shangtou line at Longchuan Station
" Guangzhou-Zhanjiang line mainly serves the western part of PRD
Diagram 4.7: Intercity Railway Network In PRD
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Besides the above five existing rail lines, a 142km line is planned to connect Guangzhou and
Zhuhai. There are also preliminary concept plans for an intercity light rail within Pearl River
Delta. The network will comprises of two main axles--Guangzhou-Shenzhen on the east side of
PRD and the Guangzhou-Zhuhai on the west of PRD together with other development plans,
which will be developed and extended from the two main axles to cover the main townships on
both banks of the pearl river Delta.
o Current Rail System Inside Hong Kong
The rail system comprises of mass transit rail (MTR), an urban rail system (including the airport
express line); and Kowloon Central Rail (KCR), a suburban railway and light rail transit. In
addition, there are two tramways, with one running along the North Shore of Hong Kong Island
and the other from central to Peak.
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Diagram 4.8: Railway Network Within Hong Kong
The Airport Express line connects Hong Kong International Airport with Hong Kong Central
city and has 4 stations. It provides a fast and reliable service operating from 5:50 am to 1: 15am
with 15-minutes intervals. The trip time between the Hong Kong station and airport is 23
minutes, while the autos require about 1-hour (under good highway condition).
KCR has a route length of 34km and connect Hong Kong Island with Lo Wu, where it connects
with Guangzhou-Shenzhen rail corridor. KCR has an interchanging station at Kowloon Tong
Station where passengers could transfer to MTR. KCR provides a boundary crossing express
train running between Hong Kong and Guangzhou, which takes 2.5-hour one-way onboard trip
time with three round-trips per day.
o Current Highway System In PRD
After more than 20 years of fast development, a developed and over-spread highway systems
have been built up in PRD. Right now, except for several big state-owned bus companies, there
are number of private companies to serve intercity and around town passengers. After decades of
year economical booming in the PRD region, more and more people right now owned private
auto. Because of the much lower living expense level, more and more HK residents choose to
live at Shenzhen and work in HK.
4.3.2 Problem Definition
Hong Kong International Airport (HKIA) is located 40 kilometers (25 miles) away from Hong
Kong city. As the gateway to China and most of Asia, HKIA is one of the busiest airports in the
world. In year 2002/2003, over 34 million passengers passed through the airport. More than 70
airlines operate around 4,000 flights a week from HKIA to more than 130 destinations
worldwide. In the context of a depressed Hong Kong economy and a downturn in the world
aviation industry, HKIA still delivered a record performance in year 2002/2003 (annual net
profits is increased by 113% from last financial year). Such success was largely built on the
robust growth of the mainland's economy and the increasing demand for international aviation
links from Pearl River Delta (refer to section 4.3.1). Although with excellent financial
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performance in the past year, looking to long terms, HKIA is facing number of problems that
hamper its sustainable development:
" Traditionally, HKIA is the only international gateway to the South of China. International
travelers to mainland that passing through HKIA has been one of the biggest demand
resouces (around 1/3 of the total passengers in the past financial year). Although currently,
there have been three major international airports in the mainland PRD cities, HKIA is still
the best one in terms of overspread international destinations with non-stop service, more
efficient operation, better service and schedules. With the fast developing aviation system in
mainland, more and more airports around the world become operate direct service to these
airports that bypassing Hong Kong. Better and better service and operation have made the
neighboring mainland airports become stronger and stronger competitors to HKIA.
* In the past year, there are more than 34 million passengers passing through HKIA and the
annual aircraft movements are around 212 thousand, all of which is on the brink of its
capacity. Congestion and delays have been frequently appeared. Stakeholders and operators
begin to think about expanding plans.
" As mentioned before, mainland passengers, especially those from Pearl River Delta, are the
major revenue resource for HKIA. The political boundary between HK and mainland has
largely hamper the accessibility of HKIA to mainland regions. Currently, autos that passing
though the boundary require an average 3-hour for checking and queuing time at custom,
which make HKIA largely lose its competitiveness to fast-developing mainland airports.
Although to extend the customer base for the south of China, "A5 forum" has been built up as a
platform for cooperation, instead of face-to-face competition, among the five major airports in
PRD in terms of flight diversion and emergency support, it has a limited effectiveness because of
lacking unique management, development strategies and strong physical connections.
Competition is happening in lots of places. Based on the originating/terminating regions,
passenger demand for HKIA could be classified into four major groups:
1. GI: Travelers originating from/ terminating to Hong Kong, which is around 40% of total
demand in the past year.
2. G2: International travelers to (from) mainland regions outside of PRD that passing through
HKIA, which takes around 20% of total demand in the past year.
3. G3: international travelers to (from) mainland regions inside PRD that passing through
HKIA, which take around 30% of the total demand in the past year.
4. G4: Travelers to (from) foreign regions that passing through HKIA take the remaining 10%
of total demand.
Obviously, for G1 and G4 travelers, HKIA has dominant competitiveness over the other four
airports in PRD. For G2 travelers, HKIA is competing with not only mainland airports (both
inside and outside PRD), but also airports in neighboring countries (Japan, Korea, and so on),
For G3 travelers, HKIA is competitive over other PRD airports by providing overspread
international destinations, better schedules and more efficient service, which make HKIA take
more than 60% of this group of travelers in the past year. However, Fast developing mainland
airports have become stronger and stronger competitors to HKIA in this market. If in the near
future, the mainland airports In PRD could provide similar service as HKIA, the difficult access
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could be a fatal constraint for HKIA to be competitive in this market. This case study will
discuss how intermodal application could improve the system performance of HKIA in terms of:
* Improve accessibility for travelers generated from PRD regions (G3)
* Connect neighboring airports to form a more efficient unique hub
4.3.3 Intermodal Application In HKIA
4.3.3.1 Improve Accessibility Of HKIA To PRD travelers
Currently, there are three major options for international travelers from PRD region to access
HKIA:
* Air Option: there are three round flights per day that operating between HKIA and
Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport (GBIA), and there is no other flight service to
HKIA from mainland airports in PRD. Table 4.8 indicates the estimated trip time and
associated direct OOP cost for accessing HKIA from each of the three mainland major cities
in PRD. The inputs are based on author's personal travel experience in PRD region.
Table 4.8: Trip time And Direct OOP Cost For Air Option, by major cities
Guangzhou Zhuhai Shenzhen
Trip Time Estimates
A ccess time to GBIA 0.5 3 3
Buffer Time 1 1 1
Time Required A t GBIA 1 1 1
Flight Time 1 1 1
Transfer time at HKIA 1 1 1
Total Trip time 4.5 7 7
Direct OOP Cost
A ccess Fee (HK $) 50 150 150
A irfare (H K $) 800 800 800
Total Direct OOP Cost 850 950 950
* Rail Option: KCR provide a express train service between Guangzhou and Hong Kong
with three round trips per day, it requires 2.5-hour for one way trip and the fare is 200 HK$.
There is one intermediate stop in Shenzhen downtown station. Mainland travelers could take
this express train to Kowloon Station and then transfer to Airport Express train to HKIA.
Table 4.9 indicates that travelers by rail option require around 9.7-hour from Zhuhai to
HKIA, 6-hour from Guangzhou and 4.5 hour from Shenzhen.
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Table 4.9: Trip time And Direct OOP Cost For Rail Option, by major cities
Guangzhou Zhuhai Shenzhen
Trip Time Estimates
Access time to KCR 0.3 3 0.3
Time at Rail Terminal 0.3 0.3 0.3
Rail in -vehicle time 2.5 2.5 1
Transfer to A irport Express Train 0.5 0.5 0.5
On-board time of A ET 0.4 0.4 0.4
Time at HKIA 1 1 1
Bu ffer T ime 1 1 1
T otal T rip tim e 6 8.7 4.5
Direct OOP Cost
Access Fee (HK $) 20.00 100 20
K CR fare (H K $) 100.00 100.00 100.00
A ET Fare 100.00 100.00 100.00
Total Direct 00 P Cost 220.00 300.00 220.00
Highway option: Because of the relative low private auto ownership in Chinese mainland
and high tolls along the highway trips, few travelers would like to drive auto to access HKIA.
Currently, cross boundary bus is the dominant highway mode for PRD travelers to access
HKIA. Table 4.10 indicates the estimated highway trip time and associated direct OOP cost.
Table 4.10: Trip time And Direct OOP Cost For Highway Option, by major cities
Guangzhou Zhuhai Shenzhen
Highway distance (mile) 100 180 50
Average S peed (mph) 35 35 35
Trip Time Estimates
Highway Trip Time 3 5 1
Border-crosing 3 3 3
Time at HKIA 1 1 1
Buffer Time 2 2 2
Total Trip time 9 11 7
Direct OOP Cost (HK $)
Fix fare 50.00 50 50
Fare per mile 1.50 1.50 1.50
Total Direct OOP Cost 200.00 320.00 125.00
If international travelers would use the closest airport for their international flights, Table 4.11
indicates that the total access time would be 2.5-hour with 50 HK $ direct OOP cost.
Table 4.11: Trip time And Direct OOP Cost if using closest airport by major cities
Guangzhou Zhuhai Shenzhen
Trip time
A ccess to Airport 1 1 1
Time At A iprorts 1 1 1
Bu ffer time 0.5 0.5 0.5
Total trip time 2.5 2.5_ 2.5
Direct OOP cost (HK$) 50 50 50
Table 4.12 indicates that if travelers from the three mainland cities have to use HKIA for their
international flight, air is the fastest option for Guanzhou and Zhuhail residents, but it is much
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more expensive than other choice. Rail is the fast option for Shenzhen travelers, but more
expensive than cross boundary bus service. If all the three mainland airports could provide same
international service as HKIA, obviously few international travelers from the PRD mainland
regions would likely to use HKIA.
Table 4.12: Accessibility Comparison, by major mainland cities in PRD
To HKIA To Closest
Air Rail Highway Airport
Trip Time
Guanzhou 4.5 6 9 2.5
Zhuhai 7 8.7 11 2.5
Shenzhen 7 4.5 7 2.5
Direct OOP Cost
Guanzhou 850 220 200 50
Zhuhai 950 300 320 50
Shenzhen 950 220 125 50
To improve the accessibility of HKIA to PRD travelers, as indicated in Diagram 4.9, a new rail
link could be constructed to connect airport express line with KCR, and then the Airport Express
service could be extended to the entire Guangzhou-Kowloon corridor. Under FIC condition, it is
assumed that:
0 Intermodal branch is located at downtown area of each major mainland city in the eastern
part of PRD. Travelers could check-in, process and deliver baggage at these branches for
the entire trip,
* Because of much better schedule matching between the express train and flights in HKIA,
travelers could leave much shorter buffer time and require much less waiting time at
terminals.
* Average speed of the express train is assumed to be 80 mile per-hour.
* The fare for express service is assumed to be HK$200 per person
Diagram 4.9: Intermodal Application In Scenario 1
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Based on these assumptions, Table 4.13 indicates that the total trip time for HKIA users from the
three mainland cities would be largely reduced. Under current condition, rail becomes the fastest
choice for international travelers from all the three mainland major cities. Disregard of the direct
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OOP cost, the extended Airport Express Shuttle Service could make HIKA have similar or even
better accessibility than Shenzhen Airport for Shenzhen travelers.
Table 4.13: Trip Time/Direct OOP Cost/Disutility In Scenario 1
Guangzhou Zhuhai Shenzhen
Rail Distance (mile) 120 120 50
A verage S peed (m ph) 80 80 80
Trip Tim e Es tim ates
A ccess time to K CR 0.3 3 0.3
Time at Rail Terminal 0.5 0.5 0.5
Rail On-board time 1.5 1.5 0.6
Time at HKIA 0.5 0.5 0.5
Buffer Time 0.5 0.5 0.5
Total Trip time 3_.3 6.0 2.4
Direct OO P Cost
A ccess Fee (HK $) 10 10 10
Rail fare 200 200 200
Total Direct OOP Cost 210 210 210
Total D isutiliv 540 810 453
Given current rail network inside Hong Kong, the required length of new links that connects
Airport Express Line with KCR would be short (maybe shorter than 5-mile). As discussed
before, rail system could always enjoy huge economies of scales and scopes. To invest on this
intermodal system could likely be an economically feasible and efficient way to improve the
accessibility of HKIA to PRD travelers.
4.3.3.2 Intermodal Connection With Neighboring Airports
Currently, HKIA is operated on the brink of its designed capacity. Given the high demand
increase rate in the past few years, aviation experts have predicted that in the next decades,
congestions and delays would be one of the biggest constraints for the sustainable development
of HKIA. Stakeholders and operators have begun to think about capacity expanding plans.
Because of the high land use costs in Hong Kong and the more and more environmental concerns
on aviation systems, capacity expanding for HKIA would be extremely hard and expensive.
Compared with HKIA, Shenzhen and Zhuhai airport are operated under capacity. A strong
intermodal connection between HKIA and Neighboring airport could allow them function as a
more efficient unique hub. As indicated in Diagram 4.10, to implement a FIC system that
connect HKIA and Shenzhen Airport, it would require:
* A 20 mile rail link to connect Shenzhen airport with KCR system
* A 3-mile rail link to connect HKIA express line with KCR
* Necessary facilities, equipment and vehicles to implement the FIC system
Diagram 4.10: FIC connection Between HKIA and Shenzhen International Airport
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To successfully implement such intermodal system, besides the necessary investment for
infrastructure construction and intermodal facilities, the connected airports should be owned by a
single agency or at least under a unique management. For HKIA, the feasibility and efficiency to
implement the system would depend on:
* How much investment could be avoided for capacity expanding.
* How much investment would be required to implement such system.
0 Is it possible for HKIA to own and operate the mainland airport? What are the costs and
constraints?
* How much benefits could be produced by such intermodal system.
4.4 Summary Of Chapter 4
In large metro with multiple airports, a successful intermodal system could make the entire
system be more efficient. In this type of intermodal application, rail service mainly refers to
urban rail system, which has more frequent stops, lower operation speed and less comfortable in-
vehicle service than intercity trains. With strong intermodal connections, urban rail could benefit
the multi-airport system in two major ways:
1. "Metropolis Access/Egress Mode": Considering the congestions and surprises during
highway trips in metro areas, strong intermodal connections with airports could allow urban
rail system provide faster and more reliable express service than highway modes for
downtown residents, especially when airports are located further away from metro regions.
To be competitive over highway modes, rail connections with airports are necessary or at
least the rail terminal is close enough to airport. When highway condition is good and airport
is close to downtown region, more accessible and convenient highway modes would be
much more attractive than rail option. Short distance and frequent stops make speed
increasing have little effect on the improvement of system performance. When the
intermodal connection is available, FIC system could be more beneficial for travelers.
2. "Internal Link Among Neighboring Airports": Strong intermodal connections among
neighboring airports could provide a physical opportunity for separate airports to form a
more efficient unique hub. WHich could enhance their ability to adjust market dynamics,
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reduce the financial risks, same operation cost by providing more specific services and
optimize the capacity utilization of the airports. Fast, easy and safe inter-airport transferring
is the dominant factor to affect the efficiency of this intermodal system. Because of the
relatively longer rail trip distance, speed increasing make more sense for inter-airport
transfers than that for originating and terminating travelers.
High cost for rail system construction is always the biggest constraint for successful
implementation of such intermodal system. Although in this type of intermodal application, the
required length of new rail links is likely to be relatively shorter than that for the intermodal
application in "corridor " market, parts of the new links have to go across densely populated
metro areas. To avoid disturbing the ground facilities and transportation systems, in lots of the
cases, underground line is necessary for some segments, which would require much higher unit
cost and special techniques, such as anti-earthquake technology, immunity technology for
humidity, and so on. Additionally, geological difficulties could also make the infrastructure cost
extremely high. Besides the investment requirement for intermodal connections, to form a more
efficient unique hub, it is required that the connected airport should be owned by same agency or
at least under a unique management, which in some cases could be challenging.
Since rail systems enjoy huge economies of scales and scopes, when a well-developed urban
system has been available in the metro regions and the investment requirement for the intermodal
connections is reasonable, a successful FIC system could not only make rail be more profitable,
but also produce huge benefits for aviation system:
" Balance the level of traffics in multi-airport system. In most cases, a multi-airport system
within metro areas is always comprised of a primary airport that has the most traffic, and
one or more secondary airports with between 10 and 50 percent of the traffic. The
significantly different levels of traffic always make the primary airports heavily congested,
while much of the excess capacity in the secondary airports is wasted. A strong rail
connection could allow secondary airports with exceed capacity have similar or even better
accessibility than primary airport for downtown residents, and therefore attract more
demand. When capacity expanding is extremely hard and expensive for congested airport,
successful demand reallocation from congested airport to reliever airports could avoid huge
investment (probably) in capacity expanding.
" Optimal Operation and Service Specification. Under competition condition, airport
planners always design airport facilities on the purpose to attract as much traffic from the
"Serving regions" as they could. The Serving regions include all the places that have easier
access to this airport than to its competitors. The market in the serving area comprises of
different types of passengers, and is organized by different individual airlines, all of which
requires a wide of range of facilities and equipments to provide different kinds of service.
Since competition within the multi airport system makes the traffic at airport is volatile
both in level and type, operators of these facilities are always facing either underutilization
or congestion, and always have inappropriate facilities for the clients they actually have.
Strong rail connection among neighboring airports could provide a physical opportunity to
make them function as a unique one. If the connected airports are owned by a single agency
or under a unique management, FIC could make them be more efficient and profitable in
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terms of enhancing their ability to adjust market dynamics, saving operation cost by
providing more specific services and optimizing the capacity utilization among the airports.
Multi-airport systems constitute a sizable segment of the airport industry. Currently, there are
about 30 major, distinct multi-airport systems existing worldwide, involving over 80 airports. As
of 2001, they catered to about 1 billion total passengers, well over half of worldwide traffic. In
most cases around the world, each of the airports in the Multi-airport system is always competing
with each other for traffic and services. The competition has produced special problems and, in
many cases has lead to political and financial failures. All of these provide a grand space for this
type of intermodal application. A successful intermodal system could provide efficient, attractive
and economically feasible solutions to these failures and could make rail system be more
profitable in lots of cases.
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5 TECHINAL IMPROVEMENT FOR RAIL-AIR INTERMODAL SYSTEM
As analyzed in above chapters, a strong intermdal connection between rail and aviation system
could form a more efficient system. However implementation for such system would face
number of difficulties and constraints under certain cases. Technical improvement could not only
improve the system performance but also release constraints. From travelers' point of view,
improving utility is a better objective for technical change than simply increasing speed or
cutting fares, while, for operators and stakeholders, to achieve better financial performance in
terms of higher profitability is always their primary purpose. As indicated in Diagram 5.1,
technologies (not necessary new) associated with rail-air intermodal system could be classified in
two dimensions:
" Where happens: Railway terminal, rail onboard performance, intermodal transferring at
airport and infrastructures construction.
" What is the purpose: Type A---increasing demand/revenue; Type B---Reducing cost;
Type C---Safety and Securities Concerns
Diagram 5.1: Technologies Classification
For Rail-Air Intermodal System
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Utility model quantifies the impact of technical change on system performance in terms of
disutility reducing. Different intermodal system serves distinct markets with different demand
buildup and specific technical needs. Technologies that work well in one system may not be an
efficient one for the other. For the intermodal application in "corridors", as shown in chapter 3,
railway service refers to short-to-mid distance intercity train, which functions as competitive
alternative for feeder flight. Because of the longer distance, by providing more comfortable and
productive in-vehicle service, rail could allow travelers utilize part of the in-vehicle time for
working, entertainment or rest, which is obviously more preferable than driving to terminal,
waiting for services, and standing in-line for security check. Therefore utility model quantify
different values for times for differnt trip segments. Better allocation and utilization of trip time
could be more efficient and economically feasible than speed increasing. For intermodal
application in "Metropolitan", rail service refers to urban rail system, which could function as an
express service between downtown areas and airports or as internal links among neighboring
airports. In this application, rail onboard time is too short for travelers to start work and the
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service is always not as comfortable as intercity train, therefore utility model quantify the trip
time in all segments with same values. Time reducing in each trip segment has equally weight to
system performance improvement.
As described in chapter 3 and 4, full intermodal cooperation system could benefit customers and
operators in following ways:
* Allow travelers process, check-in and deliver luggage for long-haul flight at downtown
branch, Since it would likely be less crowed, downtown branch would require shorter shorter
queue time than that at the airport.
* For short-to-mid distance corridors, better accessibility allow rail achieve similar or even
shorter total trip time than feeder flight with better allocation of trip time
" For shorter distance corridors, where no air service is available, train has speed advantage
over automobiles.
" Faster and reliable express service between airports and downtown regions.
* Internal links among multi-airport system, which provide a physical opportunity for
neighboring airports to function as a more efficient unique one.
* Better schedule matching between trains and flights could shorten the waiting time at
terminals.
To achieve above benefits, necessary technical supports and improvements are required, such as
IT technology, data sharing and transferring between rail and air, identification technologies,
security and safety check facilities, automated luggage conveyance facilities, loading and
unloading equipment, necessary speed level and so on. Additionally, high investment
requirement for rail system construction is always one of the biggest constraints, especially in
some geographically difficult areas. New technologies for civil construction and new material
technologies could reduce the infrastructure cost.
The efficiency and feasibility of a certain technical improvement not only depend on the degree
of disutility reducing for travelers but also on the required cost and associated difficulties for
implementation. Seven typical technical changes are selected to further discuss the feasibility
and efficiency of them under different conditions.
5.1 High Speed Rail
Based on the utility analysis, under FIC condition, the time loss at both rail and air terminals has
been reduced to a low level, which leaves little space for further improvement. Rail in-vehicle
time becomes the only variable time. Even though, intercity trains could provide more
productive and comfortable in-vehicle service for travelers, which has a positive value for
travelers, considering the opportunity cost associated with longer trip time, travelers still prefer
to use the faster service. In "Corridor" intermodal system, Higher speed could extend the
competitive range for intercity train over other modes, while, in "Metropolitan", HSR could
largely reduced the connection time between downtown areas and airports, and could make the
inter-airports transferring fast enough to make transfers feel little difference to transferring in a
single airport.
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Basically, for HSR, the longer the distance between neighboring stops, the more speed-efficient,
and the greater the benefits in terms of both operation costs and travel time. Frequent stops will
restrict the effectiveness to operate HSR. In the preliminary utility model, the time-loss per
intermediate stop is roughly assumed to be 0.3 hour per stop, which includes necessary stop-time
at platform for passenger service, time loss for accelerating and decelerating, time loss for
maintenance and vehicle cleaning, and time loss for accessing and departing terminals. In the
base case corridor in chapter 2 and 3, the rail distance between the two ending regions is 220-
mile with three intermediate stops. Figure 5.1 indicates that operation speed has a diminishing
marginal rate to in-vehicle time reducing. It is because that frequent stops hinder the average
speed that can be attained from higher operation spee. Therefore, the final effectiveness of speed
increasing should be reflected by average speed but not top operation speed.
Figure 5.1: Sensitivity of Operation Speed To In-Vehicle Time Reducing
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In "Metropolitan", urban rail system not only serves airport users but also travelers inside metro
areas. Frequent stops are necessary to keep good accessibility, and the onboard distance is much
shorter than intercity train. All of these highly hamper the efficiency of operating HSR. In lots of
cases, the rail shuttle service could be operated at different speed level in urban circle segment
and intermodal connection segment, which is because the frequent stops only happen at the
urban circles while for the segment between urban circle and airport, there could be no
intermediate stop. Currently, because of environmental concerns and higher land use cost around
metro areas, airports are built up further and further away from downtown areas. A HSR non-
stop link could largely improve their accessibility to downtown residents, such as Maglev link at
PUTONG International Airport, shanghai, China; Express Train At Hong Kong International
Airport.
Let's use the base case corridor in chapter 3 as an example. Under FIC condition, if the rail
operation speed could be increased to 200-mph, as shown in table 5.1, rail share is largely
increased in all the market segments.
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Table 5.1: Rail share with 300mph operation Speed, In "FIC" Case
M tD~Ib AtDHb BtD~ib Cto~Hb HbtoR1 HjbtDA RhtDB HbtDC
BE 86%/ 10D7 99%0 95% BE 75% 99% 92% 29%
BG 7/ 95% 89% 73% BG 61% 8wo 67% 27%
Vacation 44% 61% 52% 39% Vacation 34% 42% 31% 17%
Student 27% 34% 31% 29% Student 22% 207/ 23% 17%
Owrdl 61% 76% 70% 60% O(Ald 52% 67% 54% 23%
Currently, there are number of HSR technologies, such as electrically propelled, diesel mover,
gas turbine driven and MAGLEV. Which one is more efficient depends on the geographical
condition, service characteristics, demand buildup, fiscal problems and so on. The fundamental
constraint with HSR implementation is the high infrastructure cost, which requires strict
standards on track structure, gradient, tolerance in track gauge, vehicles level and so on. Because
of the infrastructures and financial intensive characteristics of railway project, sunken investment
is always a major role in determining what technology to use. Historically, technical
improvement should be flexible and backward compatibility. Given what have been available,
updating existing system step by step should be less financial risky than completely replacing the
existing one, which is because:
* Knock-down-and-rebuild require high initial investment and would lose the value of
existing infrastructures
" New system requires time to offer sufficient performance and induce demand.'
" In some cases the abandon existing system could be even more expensive than building
new one.
Therefore, if all the necessary rail links have been available, as described in scenario 2,
increasing operation speed by updating tracks and facilities and using better loco drivers, could
be much more economically efficient that knock-down-and-rebuild.
Since the railway construction is always fund by government, when new system is to build, they
are likely to build the best possible system. For example, although the cost for the MEglev link
in Shanghai China is as high as 60 million US$ per mile, which is a huge money for a developing
country, decision makers in Chinese planned to build it not just considering the possible
economical benefits, but want it to be a sign of the level of Modernization in China and a journey
site for travelers to Shanghai. In these countries, politicians sometimes view the political and
public effect more important than economical benefits.
MEGLEV for ground passenger transportation is already mature, which instead of using steel-
rails to provide support and guidance, use magnetic forces to slightly elevate vehicle bodies
slightly above tracks and to pull and propel trains forward with magnetic attraction and repulsion.
Maglev lifts up vehicle from track, which highly decrease the friction on rail and therefore
reducing the Operation and maintenance cost on rail and wheel, (as shown in the cost model,
Maintenance cost for tracks is always the biggest par' of o and M cost.) Compared with other
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types of HSR, MEGLEV is more quiet and clean, which could release the social and
environmental constraints when intermodal system have to go across metro areas. In lots of
developing countries, MEGLEV is function as not only a transport mode, but also a journey site
because of its good-looking and people's curiosity for advanced things. However, MEGLEV
requires high cost for construction and is unable to share costs with any other transportation
modes due to the exclusive nature of its infrastructure. Application of Maglev is likely to be
limited to very short distance markets, where the on-board time reducing is remarkable for
travelers' mode choice, and associated performance benefits could justify the high cost.
5.2 Better onboard Service
By more personal space than air and auto, intercity train could allow travelers have a more
productive, comfortable and enjoyable in-vehicle trip time with better in-vehicle service, which
in lots of cases, could be more efficient than speed increasing in terms of market share increasing
and lower investment requirement. Disregard of the time constraints, the perfect (best) in-vehicle
performance for intercity train could be imagined as that in-vehicle service of railway could be
good enough to allow all types of passengers feel indifferent between staying in-vehicle and on
ground (office or home), which means travelers could have the same productivity as in office if
they have work and want to do that in-vehicle, could feel as comfortable as in their own home if
they want to have rest, or could enjoy the in-vehicle time because of the good movies or games.
Under the imagined condition, the utility gained during the onboard trip time from work,
entertainment, rest or other positive activities could totally offset the opportunity cost for the in-
vehicle trip time, which could allow intercity train more preferable than other modes in any
distance market. Although this condition is impossible to exist in reality, it shows an upper-limit
for the improvement of railway in-vehicle performance.
Basically, different types of travelers could have distinct needs and values for certain onboard
service.
" Business travelers would prefer to have a quiet place with bigger desk, Internet, printer,
copiers, and scanners, all of which could allow business travelers feel as comfortable and
productive as in their office.
* Young couples with baby would prefer to have a baby crib with number of toys and
convenient toilet.
" Students would likely prefer to have a computer with Internet connection to do their
homework, check emails and websites, chat with ICQ friends, play a wonderful computer
game, or watch online movies.
" Vacationers would prefer to kill the onboard time by drinking at coffee car or watching
moves in their chair.
* An old retired man would prefer to have a big and soft chair or bed for rest.
The efficiency of technical change for certain kinds of onboard service depends on the demand
buildup, which is always volatile and extremely hard to be forecasted. Therefore an efficient
technical improvement on in-vehicle service should be able to benefit a broad range of travelers
and implementation cost should be reasonable.
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Today, Computer with Internet connection has become the necessity of daily life for more and
more people around the world. People use that for working, communicating, shopping,
information collecting, entertainment (game and moving), gambling, etc. Given current technical
level, it is not a challenging issue to implement Internet service on intercity train. Since not
many people take laptop during their trip and not everyone would like to use computers and
Internet, one or more computer rooms could be added in train-set. If printers, copiers and
scanners are also equipped in the computer rooms, onboard time could be largely transferred to
work hour or happy hour for at least parts of business, student and vacationer travelers.
5.3 Joint Tickets and IT Technology
Today, joint tickets have been grandly used in different kinds of intermodal system (bus-air,
water-bus, water-train, water-air, train-air and so on) and approved to be efficient and convenient
for service reservation and smooth passenger transferring among different transportation modes.
In "corridor" intermodal application (Chapter 3), Under non-FIC condition, it is assumed that rail
option requires 0.25-hour reservation time for each mode, which largely reduce its
competitiveness to automobile and feeder flight. Joint ticket could allow intermodal travelers
reserve service once for the entire trip.
IT Technologies could further benefit the intermodal system in following ways:
* Online service reservation could sharply reduce the reservation time as low as to be
ignorable.
* Computer networks for information transferring among the intermodal terminals allow
travelers process and check-in once at the original intermodal branch without bothering the
long waiting and processing time in the terminals of each transportation mode.
* Reduce marketing cost for both rail and air system
Let's use the 200-mile corridor in chapter 3 as an example. under FIC condition, it is assumed
that
* Without joint ticket, ATH travelers by rail option require totally 0.5-hour for service
reservation and additional 0.3-hour at airport for check-in and queue time in line
* With Joint ticket, total reservation time are halved
* IT Technologies make the reservation time ignorable and allow travelers process and
check-in once at railway terminal
Based on above assumptions, figure 5.2 indicates that overall rail share could be increased from
34% to more than 51%, while business travelers with high values of times are more sensitive to
such time reducing than vacation and students travelers.
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Figure 5.2: Rail Share to ATH travelers Associated with
Joint Ticket and IT Technology
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5.4 Promote Baggage Acceptance and Delivery facilities (PBC)
Since rail-air intermodal cooperation always happens at transcontinental and international market,
in which travelers always have big baggage with them during the trip. From the travelers' point
of view, Luggage Free during transferring period is obviously one of the most important factors
to effect travelers' mode choice.
For a successful rail-air intermodal system, PBC facilities are necessary to be equipped at
intermodal branches, which allow passengers baggage free during the whole trip. Without that,
travelers need take their big bag along all access and transfer period.
Given intermodal connections available, to implement PBC facilities, it require not only
additional cars in the train-set and loading and unloading equipment at terminals, but also require
operational cooperation between air and rail service in terms of data sharing and transfering
between the two systems, and passengers identification and so on.
5.5 Scheduling algorithms
Scheduling algorithms belong to the operational problems and its efficiency depends on the
cooperation level between rail and air. A well Matched Schedule between long haul flights and
rail feeder could be largely reduced travelers' waiting time and buffer time. In the utility model,
under the non-cooperation condition as in scenario 2, the total waiting time and buffer time at
terminals are about 1 hour, which is more than 35% of the total out-of-vehicle time for ATH
travelers. In reality, the 1-hour is a conservative assumption for rail-air travelers. The length of
buffer time and waiting time is always dependent on:
1. The length of the trip time for first leg of trip. For example, for international arrival travelers,
they would more likely leave longer buffer time for transferring to the next leg of trip
considering that the longer of the trip time, the more surprises it may happen, and
considering the likely delays during the custom process.
2. The number and types of transferring, the more the number of transferring, the longer the
buffer time the travelers would likely to leave, and the more waiting time the travelers would
suffer at terminals.
3. Type of passengers. Some travelers would like to stay with family as long as possible and
leave home at the last minutes. While some other travelers would like to arrive the terminal
as early as possible and leave long time wai 6ng at terminal.
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Since trains are operated more frequent and more reliable because of its immunity to bad weather
condition and highway congestion, it would be much easier for airlines to integrate their plane
schedules with train schedules than with short-distance flight. a well-matched schedule in a well
cooperated intermodal system could urge travelers leave shorter buffer time and spend less time
waiting at terminals.
5.6 Security And Safety Facilities
Aviation expansion and partnership with rail service is beneficial for the transportation industry
as a whole, but it creates new challenges from a security perspective. While strong rail-air
connection improves operational efficiency at an airport, it may also increase the attractiveness
of the airport as the target for terrorism, and expose the airport to new vulnerabilities introduced
with the rail station. Safety and security problem is most serious in US, UK and several other
developed countries, especially after the Iraq war. According to recent FBI report, it is highly
likely that a terrorist attack will be directed against a U.S airline, aircraft, airport, or passenger
terminal in the next decade. Explosive devices, smuggled aboard planes in baggage or as part of
onboard equipment or catering, remain the biggest threat to the air system. To meet these threats,
a rail station serving the airport environment much be designed to:
" Provide for the safety and security of rail patrons, while at the same time protecting the
airport's facilities from incidents that may occur in the rail terminal.
" Highly regulate the access to air operation area, restricted and security area.
" Provide the airport with the capability to maintain continuous operation in the event of major
safety/security incident at rail terminal
Possible technical improvements addressing above safety/security concerns are listed as
following, which one is indispensable and which one is more efficient are depend detailed risk
assessment.
* Electronic Access Control System
" Closed Circuit Television
" Procedural Access Control
" Contingency Planning
" Promote baggage Check-in and acceptance facilities
" DNA Identification Technologies
" Better Photograph Technology
5.7 Onboard check-in
Because of the more space in rail vehicles, remote check-in system could be provided on the rail
feeder, thereby incorporating the much of the transfer processing and queue times into the in-
vehicle travel time on the train. Which could largely reduce the out-of-vehicle time for
intermodal travelers. As assumed in the utility model, the value of out-of-vehicle time is much
higher than that for in-vehicle time. The transferring out-of-vehicle time to in-vehicle time could
sure be efficient way for disutility decreasing. However, such facilities require high level of in-
vehicle service, advanced technologies, and additional investment. To determine whether or not
implement this, it requires detailed B/C analysis under certain cases.
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6 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Intermodal cooperation, instead of face-to-face competition between air and rail systems, could
achieve a more effective system for intercity passengers. Two distinct types of rail-air intermodal
services were analyzed in this thesis. (1) In transcontinental or international market rail can
provide the short-to-mid distance "feeder" leg to airport hub. Intercity trains could function as a
comfortable, productive and reliable feeder service to airport hub with similar or even shorter
trip time than feeder flights in short-mid distance corridor. (2) In large metro areas with multiple
airports, a second type of intermodal cooperation is desirable, better rail connections to the urban
core could provide faster and more reliable access/egress service to downtown residents than
driving, taking a taxi, or riding the bus. Strong connections among neighboring airports provide a
physical opportunity for them to function as a unique hub.
A utility model is introduced as the basic methodology for examining the competitiveness of rail
systems in a corridor market. The analysis first addressed a 200-mile intercity corridor in which
the railway competed with automobile, bus, and air service. Then, analyses considered the
competitiveness of rail service in the two distinct intermodal systems.
Through benefit/cost analysis, the potential benefits and difficulties for intermodal system
implementation are discussed to indicate when and where various kinds of intermodal options
are attractive and economically feasible. Finally, several typical technologies are selected to
examine how technical innovation could further improve intermodal system performance.
6.1 Utility Model
Customers' mode choice is based upon direct Out-Of-Pocket Cost, travel times and qualitative
issues concerning the trip, including convenience, comfort, productivity, reliability, and safety. A
utility model was used to quantify these factors inmonetary terms, producing a "disutility" result
for each travel option. A LOGIT model is then used to estimate the mode splits for certain
market segments. In this thesis, Utility analyses and mode splits estimates are based upon
number of assumptions on the values of times, travel times in different trip segments, in-vehicle
time utilization, scale factors, etc, which are reasonable in many cases, but inaccurate and weak
in some other cases. Since the purpose of utility analyses in this thesis is to understand how
utility is likely to affect system performance from customer's viewpoint, the assumptions made
in the utility model are not to calibrate the model, as a demand-modeling thesis would have done.
Due to the different values of time assumed for various activities during the course of trip, utility
model divided the entire trip into two major segments: in-vehicle and out-of-vehicle. Based on
the travel patterns, the out-of-vehicle segment was further divided into smaller periods in
different market. The disutility generated from each segment is comprised of disutility of the
time, the opportunity cost for such time and the direct OOP cost. If the length of in-vehicle time
is reasonable and the service is good, travelers could gain some utility through working or
entertainment during the in-vehicle trip, which is positive for travelers and will offset some of
the opportunity cost. Out-of-vehicle times refer to access (egress) time to (from) service, time
loss at terminals, boarding/exiting time from vehicle and transferring time. Such times are
obviously onerous, stressful and negative for travelers. Therefore, disregard of the direct OOP
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cost, if the total trip time is certain, travelers would prefer to spend as much time as possible on-
board for working, entertainment or rest, while try to reduce the out-of-vehicle time.
Due to the different values of times for different types of travelers or different trip purpose
(business or leisure), it is found that the competitive range of rail service is varied according to
whether the clients are business or leisure travelers. Business travelers with high value of time
are more sensitive to time savings and prefer a more productive and comfortable in-vehicle
service. Vacation or student travelers with low values of time are more sensitive to the change
of direct OOP cost.
6.2 Competitiveness of Intercity Train In Corridor Market
In a corridor market, driving an auto is the best option for short-distance trips (less than 100 mile)
because it is flexible, convenient and cheap. As distances increase, rail and air become more and
more competitive. Although air has huge speed-advantages, it is much less accessible to
downtown residents than the other modes and requires long fixed times for taking off and
landing. A conventional intercity train operating at less than 100 mph could easily achieve a
similar or even shorter trip time than air in short-to-mid distance corridors. Moreover, rail
provides better allocation of trip time. As indicated in Chapter 2, although downtown residents
require around 4.5-hours to travel by either air or rail for a 200-mile corridor, about 70% of trip
time is spent on-board for the rail trip and only 30% for the air trip. More productive and
comfortable in-vehicle time could allow conventional rail service be competitive over air in
corridors up to 500 miles. In longer distance corridors, air would dominate the business market,
while some travelers with low value of time would still be likely to use rail and highway because
of the lower direct OOP cost. If the competitive range of rail service is defined as the distance
range in which rail could capture more market share than any other modes, the range for
conventional intercity train in corridor market could be 100-500 mile. To enlarge its competitive
range in corridor markets, rail systems could be improved in three ways:
* Discount rail fare. It is a commonly used strategy for operators to attract more customers,
especially during non-peak periods. Since price discount would decrease the marginal
profits from customers and the demand increasing is hard to be forecasted, it is always a
short-term strategy for operators.
* Reducing out-of-vehicle time. As indicated in Chapter 2, out-of-vehicle time takes around
30% of total trip time in the 200-mile corridor. The shorter the trip distance, the more
weight of out-of-vehicle time to the final disutility results and therefore the mode splits.
Because of the high negative value, reducing such time could largely benefit travelers.
However given a certain physical system, such time could only vary with the access/egress
distance between origination/destination point and terminals. It has little space for further
improvement.
* Reducing in-vehicle time, the utility model indicates that increasing speed could be more
successful than simply cutting fares in terms of gaining mode share. However, frequent
stops will restrict the effectiveness to operate high-speed-rail, so it will be better to try to
increase average speed by skipping or closing some intermediate stops with minor demand.
Basically the longer the distance between neighboring stops, the more speed-efficient, and
the greater the benefits in terms of both operatioi: costs and travel time. Additionally,
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increasing speed increasing always requires additional investment. In lots of cases, it is not
an economically efficient option.
* Better In-vehicle service: by allowing more personal space than air and auto, intercity
trains could provide more productive, comfortable and enjoyable in-vehicle service, which
in many cases, could be more efficient than increasing speed in terms of market share and
investment requirements. However, the effectiveness of such improvement is hard to
forecast, since different travelers could have much distinct needs and values for certain
onboard service. Therefore, improvements in on-board service should be designed to
benefit a broad range of travelers, while implementation cost should be reasonable.
6.3 Rail-Air Intermodal Applications In "Transcontinental or International" Markets
In transcontinental or international markets, most travelers need to access airport hubs from
remote regions. Since intercity trains could be competitive over other modes in mid distance trips,
railways could offer efficient feeder services to hubs if the necessary physical and non-physical
intermodal connections were available.
In the same 200-mile corridor, as in Chapter 2, if travelers need to catch a long-haul flight at
airport hub, the same utility model indicates that feeder flight becomes the best choice because of
the easy transfer and lower airfare for air-hub-air service. Without a rail connection between
downtown rail terminal and airport hub, travel by rail requires a long, inconvenient, and
unreliable transfer time from intercity train to flight. The total out-of-vehicle time for the rail trip
becomes much higher, so that rail completely loses its competitiveness to other options. Under
this condition, intercity train may have no competitive range between slow, but more accessible
and convenient, highway modes and fast feeder flights. Utility analysis indicates that to make
intercity train as a competitive feeder service, a strong connection between rail and aviation is
necessary, while simply cutting fares and increasing speed has little effect for its performance in
such market. If the physical connection has been available, full intermodal cooperation could
further benefit travelers in following ways:
* Reservations could easily be made for the entire intermodal trip.
* Railway terminals could function as a branch of the airport, which allow intermodal
travelers process and check-in for the whole trip at the remote railway station. Since it
would likely be less crowded, the it would require shorter queue time at the intermodal
branch than at the airport.
* Better schedule matching could reduce the buffer time and waiting time at terminals
* Full intermodal cooperation could allow rail-air transfers at the hub to be as efficient as air-
hub-air transfers.
High investment for railway construction is always the biggest constraint for rail-air
intermodalism implementation. Generally, when new service enters a particular market, it is
always very hard to urge travelers to change their travel patterns and to induce enough demand to
support the system, at least in the first several years. When the required new rail link is long and
in a difficult geographical area, high investments would make investors and operators face high
financial risks. Besides the financial risk, intermodal cooperation in terms of operation,
management and price strategy is also challenging. Safe and smooth intermodal transfers require
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not only technical support, but also a higher-level cooperation between the rail and aviation
systems in terms of data sharing, information transferring, schedule matching, and unique price
strategy. Although an efficient rail feeder service could release airport capacity by reducing the
number of short-leg feeder flights, it is not always a good thing for the aviation system. In lots of
cases, feeder flights are the major revenue sources for both airlines and airports. If aviation and
rail are owned and operated by different authorities, it may be hard to urge the aviation system to
accept the intermodal system.
On the other side, railways enjoy huge economies of scales. If a good rail system has been
available in a corridor and it is close to the airports, a strong intermodal connection could
enhance rail profitability. A successful intermodal system could make rail feeder service
competitive over feeder flight in 400-mile corridor or even longer with further improvements. If
aviation and rail systems were owned by same agency, a successful intermodal system could:
* Allow intercity trains to participate in transcontinental and international markets. If the
required investment is reasonable and the induced demand is large, rail could achieve
higher profitability.
* Improve the accessibility to air hubs for intermediate regions where no aviation system is
available and trip distances are too long for highway modes to be competitive.
* Because of the immunity to bad weather, intercity trains are always more reliable than
feeder flights.
* Since intercity train could be operated more frequently than feeder flights, it will be easier
to achieve better schedule matching between feeder train and long-haul flights
* A successful intermodal system could allow congested airports to release capacity by
reducing the number of short-mid distance flights and therefore avoid the investment for
capacity expanding.
Intercity transportation systems vary greatly among different countries. Three typical markets are
selected to further discuss the feasibility and efficiency of rail-air intermodal service.
" In United States: a highly developed airline system is available across almost the whole
nation, which is the essential intercity passenger transportation mode for much of the
nation. Currently, many of the busiest airports were operated at or above capacity, and 27
major airports are seriously congested. More environmental and social concerns have made
expanding capacity extremely challenging for many of these airports. Compared with
aviation, intercity rail service is relatively poor and only available in several major
corridors. Decision-makers have been thinking about releasing the pressure on the aviation
system by expanding and improving the rail system. Improving intermodal connection has
been one of the central strategies.
* In Europe and Japan: a well-developed air system and a HSR network are available
across both of these regions. Intermodal cooperation has already developed in many
locations. Intemodal connections could expand the service range of existing airports
" In China: Air system is developing in most of national and regional major cities. Compared
with developed countries, the demand for air is relatively low, but increasing at a higher
rate. Well-developed railway network is traditionally the major intercity passenger mode
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for much of nation. Intermodalism could be considered as a long-term development
strategy for aviation system.
6.4 Rail-Air Intermodalism Application In " Metro Areas With Multi-Airport System"
In this application, railway mainly refers to urban rail system (subway, light rail and so on) that
functions as an express service among neighboring airports and central urban. Different from
intercity train, urban rail generally has short onboard distance, frequent stops and requires much
lower direct OOP cost. Rail users would not likely to spend the onboard time for working or
entertainment. The value of time for this period is assumed to be same as that for out-of-vehicle
time in the utility model, therefore reducing out-of-vehicle and in-vehicle time has same
effectiveness for system performance improvement. Considering the congestion and surprises
during highway trips in metro areas, express trains could be faster and more reliable than
highway modes for downtown residents, especially for airports that are located further away
from metro regions. If highway condition is good and airport is close to downtown, more
accessible and convenient highway modes become more attractive than rail. Short distance and
frequent stops leave little space for rail to reduce in-vehicle time. As indicated in Chapter 3,
increasing the average speed of rail from 60-mph to 100mph could only reduce the on-board trip
time by less than 0.1-hour for a 10-mile trip. Such small timesavings are not likely be important
for travelers. Full intermodal cooperation could be much more beneficial than speed increasing,
Again, rail construction is the biggest constraint for this type of intermodalism. Although the
distance of required new rail link in this application is relatively short, parts of the new links
have to go across densely populate metro areas. To avoid disturbing the ground facilities and
transportation systems, underground lines may be necessary for some segments; this will require
much higher unit cost and special techniques, such as anti-earthquake technology, immunity
technology for humidity, and so on. Besides all these factors, geological difficulties could make
the construction cost for such links extremely high. One of the most expensive railways ever
built was the Jubilee line extension in London, which cost around US$ 528 million per mile
because of its difficult civil engineering, large and finely built terminals, and additional safety
equipments. For the revenue side, because of the characteristically high originating/terminating
demand for a multi-airport system, the rail shuttle from demand generation areas to the airports is
more likely to be profitable than the rail shuttle between airports. The demand for the latter one
is mainly from transfers among neighboring airports, which is volatile and not easily to be
forecasted.
Besides the economical risk, inner-cooperation among neighboring airports is also challenging.
Cooperation among airports could make the multi-airports system function more efficiently than
competition in terms of cost saving, demand balancing and specification, etc, as discussed
before. However in lots of cases, the airports in the system are operated and owned by different
companies, or even by different governments or countries. Demand relocation and service
specification could have negative effects for some of the airports, such as revenue deceasing,
existing facilities underutilization, and so on. Therefore to successfully make the separate
airports function as a more efficient single hub, they should be under same management.
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Since rail systems enjoy huge economies of scales and scopes, when a well-developed urban
system has been available in the metro regions and the investment requirement for the intermodal
connections is reasonable, a successful FIC system could not only make rail be more profitable,
but also produce huge benefits for aviation system:
" Balance the level of traffic among the neighboring airports. In most cases, a multi-airport
system within metro areas is always comprised of a primary airport that has the most traffic,
and one or more secondary airports with between 10 and 50 percent of the traffic. The
significantly different levels of traffic always make the primary airports heavily congested,
while much of the excess capacity in the secondary airports is wasted. A strong rail
connection with secondary airports could improve their accessibility to downtown residents,
and therefore attract more demand. A successful demand relocation from the congested
airport to the reliever airport could probably avoid huge investments in expanding capacity.
" Optimal Operation and Service Specification. Under competitive conditions, airport
planners always design airport facilities to attract as much traffic from the "serving regions"
as they can. The serving regions include all the places that have easier access to this airport
than to its competitors. The market in the serving area comprises of different types of
passengers, and is organized by different individual airlines, all of which require a wide of
range of facilities and equipment to provide different kinds of service. Since competition
within the multi airport system makes the traffic at airports volatile both in level and type,
operators of these facilities are always facing either underutilization or congestion, and they
always have inappropriate facilities for the clients they actually have. Strong rail connections
among neighboring airports could provide a physical opportunity to make them function as a
unique one. Combined management could enhance their ability to adjust market dynamics,
reduce the risks associated with these systems, reduce the operation cost by providing more
specific services and optimize the utilization of capacity of the airports
Multi-airport systems constitute a sizable segment of the airport industry. Currently, there are
about 30 major, distinct multi-airport systems existing worldwide, involving over 80 airports. As
of 2001, they catered to about 1 billion total passengers, well over half of worldwide traffic. In
most cases around the world, each of the airports in the Multi-airport system is always competing
with each other for traffic and services. The competition has produced special problems and, in
many cases has lead to political and financial failures. All of these provide a grand space for this
type of intermodal application. A successful intermodal system could provide efficient, attractive
and economically feasible solutions to these failures and could make rail system be more
profitable in lots of cases.
6.4 Summary
Currently, aviation systems around the world are facing number of difficulties that hamper their
sustainable development: (1) congestion and delays challenge major airports to expand capacity
both landside and airside; (2) environmental and social concerns force new airports to be built
further and further away from urban centers, making them less accessible for many travelers. (3)
Security measures necessary to reduce the risks of terrorist attacks increase costs for operators
and inconvenience air travelers. Rail-air intermodal cooperation could provide efficient,
attractive and economically feasible solutions to the difficulties. By 2003, more than 120 airports
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worldwide had constructed or were considering rail links to the greater metropolitan regions. In
the United States, 10 air-rail links were in engineering or construction phases, with completion
expected by the end of 2010. Ten similar projects were in planning stages. By the end of this
decade, 8 of the nation's top 10 airports will be served by rail transit agencies
This thesis has analyzed two distinct types of intermodal cooperation: in "corridors" and in
"large Metropolitan regions". The analyses on rail-air intermodalism were mainly conducted in
two dimensions: (1) the effectiveness on the improvement of system performance from
customers' viewpoint. (2) the economical feasibility and efficiency from system providers'
viewpoint. It has been shown that in many cases, strong intermodal connection could allow rail
and aviation system to form a more efficient intercity passenger system. Technologies, not
necessarily new, could not only release the constraints but also enlarge the benefits for the
intermodal system. There are other issues related to intermodal cooperation that go beyond the
scope of this thesis. Intermodal management and operation, new safety and security concerns,
intermodal pricing strategies, and marketing strategies that attract travelers to new service will be
needed to achieve and to market effective intermodal cooperation.
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